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ABSTRACT 

 

As societal institutional logic, the effects of globalization are undisputable, being 

institutionalized in daily life, potentializing the construction of culture-mixing by integrating 

the global and local in interpenetrating processes. One way to comprehend a market system 

dynamic is to analyze the establishment of institutional field-level logics and the 

transformation of practices in the social context. As complex systems evolve through time, to 

understand how brands and consumers organize practices, sensemaking, and decision-making 

assuming diversity in consumption is the aim of this research. The existing literature on 

market system dynamics focuses on transformations in markets as an outcome of evolving, 

conflicting, or replacing logics, or even in market actors assuming one or the other excluding 

field-level logic. However, brands and consumers exposed to plural field-level 

complementary logics are still underexplored. Therefore, this research seeks to understand the 

market transformations resulting from this dynamic, immersed in the football context in 

Brazil, considering local and European global clubs’ brands. To achieve this, from a 

poststructuralist perspective, I developed a multimethod approach, collecting data from 

multiple sources and types such as overall media and marketplace data, historical magazine 

data, netnography on social media, participant observation, and in-depth interviews with 

industry experts and consumers. Two diverse but complementary institutional logics were 

identified, the “fun’ and the “root,” which coexist. During practices, sensemaking, and 

decision-making, brands and consumers do not assume one or the other in opposition, whether 

in the consumption decision-making process of local or global brands, but both of them, in a 

process of interplay.  

 

Keywords: Globalization; Market Dynamics; Institutional Theory; Institutional Logics; 

Football 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

RESUMO 

 

A globalização, como lógica societal institucional, tem seus efeitos incontestáveis, 

institucionalizados no cotidiano, potencializando a construção de uma mistura cultural ao 

integrar a cultura local e global com a interpenetração dos processos. Uma forma de se 

compreender a dinâmica de um sistema de mercado se dá ao se analisar o estabelecimento de 

lógicas institucionais no nível de campo e a transformação estabelecida das práticas no 

contexto social. À medida que sistemas complexos evoluem ao longo do tempo, entender 

como as marcas e os consumidores organizam suas práticas, criam o sentido e tomam as 

decisões, assumindo a diversidade no consumo, é o objetivo dessa pesquisa. A literatura 

existente em sistemas dinâmicos de mercado foca nas transformações dos mercados como um 

resultado da evolução, conflitos ou substituição das lógicas, ou mesmo em atores de mercado 

assumindo uma ou outra lógica de mercado excludentes. Entretanto, marcas e consumidores 

expostos às lógicas de mercado plurais complementares, é ponto ainda pouco explorado na 

literatura. Dessa forma, essa pesquisa busca entender as transformações de mercado 

resultantes dessa dinâmica, imersa no contexto do futebol no Brasil, considerando os clubes 

locais e clubes Europeus globais como marcas. Para atingir esse objetivo, a partir de uma 

perspectiva pós-estruturalista, desenvolvi uma abordagem multimétodo, coletando dados de 

múltiplas fontes e tipos, como dados de mídia em geral, dados de mercado, dados históricos 

de revista especializada, netnografia em mídia social, observações participantes e entrevistas 

em profundidade com profissionais de mercado e consumidores. Duas lógicas institucionais 

diversas e complementares foram identificadas, a da “diversão” e das “raízes”, que coexistem. 

Durante as práticas, a criação do sentido e tomada de decisão, as marcas e os consumidores 

não assumem uma ou outra lógica em oposição, mas as utilizam em um processo de interação, 

seja no consumo das marcas locais ou globais.  

 

Palavras-chave: Globalização; Dinâmica de Mercado; Teoria Institucional; Lógicas 

Institucionais; Futebol 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Football is much more than a marketplace with iconic brands; it is “the” global game 

and has a unique sociological significance (Giulianotti, 2012). Over the past few decades, the 

sport has shown unprecedented growth, dominating much of everyday public interaction in 

many parts of the world, anchoring many of our social identities, and transforming itself into 

an important asset among political global elites (Giulianotti, 2015).  

Football’s hypercommoditization (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2012) engendered a great 

economic concentration in some specific clubs that have assumed global prominence 

(Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004), enabling a major migration of elite football players with 

incredible salaries and highly publicized international competition (Bodet, Kenyon, & 

Ferrand, 2018). Some European clubs led this revolution, transforming themselves into 

transnational corporations, brands that adopted a range of business strategies and consumer-

oriented practices (Walsh & Giulianotti, 2001). They generated a big business that features 

myriad ramifications such as club products and stadium visits as well as videogames, 

broadcasts, and a host of other products and services (McDonagh, 2017).  

Specifically in Brazil, historically football together with carnival have been the 

primary manifestations of Brazilian national identity culture (DaMatta, 2009). Its ludic 

dimension and peripherical sphere allow football to be part of social identity construction 

(Toledo, 2010). The individual emotional connection with a club sustains and puts forward 

the Brazilian football market. It is not possible to have excitement with the game without 

being engaged with one of the parties (Damo, 2006), as a member of an imaginary community 

(Damo, 2008). No one cheers alone, and by definition supporting a club means being against 

another club, considering that the difference is set in the same movement as identity (Toledo, 

2010). That being so, the club becomes in fact a “sacred entity,” a temporal link between past, 

present, and future projecting the individual’s, family’s, and friends’ relationships (Damo, 

2006). 

Globalization changed this dynamic in Brazil. The local clubs, which were revered in 

former times, have been competing for popular attention with European clubs, whose games 

have been broadcast in profusion in recent years, increasing their audience ratings (Betching, 

2016). The Brazilian Football League on TV networks continues to attract high audience 

levels and revenues (Mattos, 2019), but is not alone any more. The 43% of the population in 

Brazil that is internet connected has revealed an interest in European football clubs’ 
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competitions (IBOPE Repucom, 2017). This phenomenon appears to be gaining in importance 

not only in Brazil but also in other marketplaces in Latin America, such as Argentina, 

Uruguay, and Mexico, where traditional local brands now coexist with European global 

brands (Penna, 2016). 

The global clubs, as transnational corporations (TNCs), influence local markets’ 

frameworks and practices worldwide, serving as local benchmarks, establishing how 

stakeholders’ relationships in this market should be structured, and creating their own local, 

deterritorialized communities of supporters (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004). These clubs, in a 

diverse kind of connection to supporters, evolve into relationships linked more to worldwide 

consumers (Giulianotti, 2002), retaining key symbolic ties to home through the name, 

headquarters, home stadium, and kits, but focusing on polycentric marketing possibilities 

(Giulianotti & Robertson, 2009). However, in the Brazilian market supporters, or consumers, 

have not privileged global brands over local brands. More than this, consumption of global 

brands occurs differently than that of locals, by not choosing a specific brand to support but a 

bunch of them, based on exposure, players’ personal brands, videogame franchises, among 

other aspects, clearly in a different praxis than that related to local brands. In general, it is a 

different kind of connection.  

One way to comprehend this market system dynamic phenomenon is to analyze 

institutions, the establishment of diverse institutional logics, and the transformation of market 

practices and legitimacy (Giesler, 2008; Martin & Schouten, 2014; Sandikci & Ger, 2010; 

Scaraboto & Fischer, 2013). In this research stream, markets are organizational fields that 

constitute a set of institutions (Scaraboto & Fischer, 2013) with their cultural, ideational, 

social, and symbolic meanings, recognized and accepted, that define the social reality 

(Ertimur & Coskuner-Balli, 2015) of a given society or community. Markets are not static. In 

fact, each market is a complex system that evolves through time, in changes that are shared, 

iterative, recursive, and cocreated (Baker, Storbacka, & Brodie, 2019), in an evolution that is 

a social process (Slimane, Chaney, Humphreys, & Leca, 2019).  

Considering how marketing is progressively engaging with institutional theory, a 

prominent way to understand the shaping of market system dynamics is via institutional logics 

(Slimane et al., 2019). Through this theoretical lens, previous studies discussed 

transformations in markets as a result of evolving in logics (Humphreys, 2010); tensions in 

simultaneous, conflicting logics (Lee & Lounsbury, 2015); replacing logics (Giesler, 2008); 

and segregation of plural logics (Kjeldgaard, Askegaard, Rasmussen, & Ostergaard, 2017).  
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Ertimur and Coskuner-Balli (2015) depict how brands create strategies in markets with 

multiple logics, each of the firm’s groups reflecting the social expectations of a specific 

fragmented and diverse share of the market, investigating the yoga industry in the USA with 

this intent; Thompson and Arsel (2004) explore the global and local dynamic of resistance-

based logic, assuming the production of cultural heterogeneity. Local coffee shops exposed to 

Starbucks’ global hegemonic presence assume a nexus of oppositional distinctive meaning, 

circulating in popular culture, through which consumers are aroused to anti-brand, anti-

corporate activism.  

However, not all the possibilities have been explored, since markets may not 

necessarily be fragmented and compartmentalized, and consumers do not always assume any 

brand activism. Consumers exposed to a plurality of field-level logics can organize practices 

and sensemaking assuming brand diversity consumption, in a complementary and 

nonexclusive logic in decision-making, even considering the cultural construction of global 

and local dynamics as an external societal institutional logic. Literature is lacking concerning 

how consumers deal with plural logics to which they are simultaneously exposed, without 

privileging, rejecting, modifying, or blending one over the other, but basing their consumption 

decisions simultaneously on more than one field-level logic. Consequently, this research 

attempts to answer the following research questions: How do brands and consumers deal with 

the field-level institutional logics that organize the practices, sensemaking, and decision-

making in consumption? And how does globalization as societal institutional logic influence 

institutional logic’s categorization and vocabularies of practices?  

In order to answer the research questions, I adopted poststructuralist epistemic 

principles that support the interpretative approach (Thompson, Arnould, & Giesler, 2013) to 

properly understand the context in which marketplace phenomena are discursively produced, 

represented, contested and transformed (Moisander, Valtonen, & Hirsto, 2009). I then 

collected data from multiple sources and types, such as the following: (a) overall media and 

marketplace data since March 2016, separating out information from the main national media 

and blogs, then in a snowball process following Twitter accounts and podcasts, collecting 736 

links, resulting in 2,026 pages of text; (b) historical football Placar magazines (Kravets and 

Sandikci, 2013) from the 1980s to the 2010s, which helped me to understand the market 

evolution; (c) netnography in Facebook groups and communities (Kozinets, 2010) to deepen 

knowledge of and seek insights into consumers’ broader context in the football market; (d) 

participant observation (Spradley, 2016), in which I attended football conferences, events, 
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industry panels, webinars, and discussion forums; (e) referring to the consumer side, as a 

father I was exposed to countless children’s birthday parties, social events with parents, 

children’s events at social clubs, walks in the park, and shopping malls; (f) in-depth 

interviews, which I had the opportunity to hold with 21 industry experts, totaling 1,636 

minutes and generating 582 pages of transcribed text; and (g) in-depth interviews with 15 

consumers, all of them fathers, some of them together with sons, totaling 697 minutes and 

generating 279 pages of transcribed text.  

During the whole process I read, separated, and coded the data in an iterative process, 

going back and forth (Miles & Huberman, 1994) from part to whole, looking to identify 

patterns and comparing them to the literature, in an inductive logic evolving progressively 

throughout the data collection (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2013), inspired by Grounded 

Theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1994), in order to understand the relationship between codes, 

categories (Miles & Huberman, 1994), and major themes (Spiggle, 1994).  

The present research considers the Brazilian local football clubs and global European 

clubs studied as brands. Regarding consumers, the focus is on middle-class parents and 

children, without any organized group fandom club affiliation. Relating to concepts, this work 

considers market system dynamics as a social process, assuming the cross-level model and a 

macro-micro perspective (Thornton, Ocasio, & Lounsbury, 2012), and its integration in both 

directions, top-down and bottom-up cross-level models (Ocasio, Thornton, & Lounsbury, 

2017). To answer the first research question, the study makes its first contribution by 

identifying two institutional logics in the context: “fun” and “root” institutional logics, which 

coexist in the process and, more than this, understand that consumers do not assume one or 

the other but both of them during practices, sensemaking, and decision-making, whether 

choosing local or global brands.  

Previous studies on market systems dynamics have focused on the conflict between, or 

replacement of, institutional logics in the legitimacy process (Giesler, 2008; Humphreys, 

2010; Martin & Schouten, 2014), or even on consumers and firms based on a single 

institutional logic (Lee & Lounsbury, 2015). Ertimur and Coskuner-Balli (2015) emphasized 

the effect of competing and coexisting institutional logics. They highlighted the tensions 

between these pluralistic logics, which is sustained by the cultural capital of market actors and 

the emergence of specialist brands. These brands assume various brand strategies to convey 

legitimacy and create an identity coherent with these logics. My study is inspired by Cloutier 

and Langley’s (2013) indication of the unaddressed gap regarding micro-level process 
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interplay on a day-to-day basis and the effects of logics’ pluralism on the legitimacy struggle. 

In this regard, unlike Ertimur and Coskuner-Balli’s (2015) work, my contribution draws on 

the coexistence of plural logics, highlighting the actors’ interplay with this plurality in 

navigating in both nonexclusive institutional logics simultaneously.  

The second contribution of this research aims to highlight global-local dynamics as a 

societal institutional logic influencing institutional logics by cultural construction, through 

theories, frames, and narratives. Thompson and Arsel (2004) explored this dynamic influence 

from resistance-based logic, arousing consumers’ anti-brand and anti-corporate activism, 

distinct from that observed. The “fun” institutional logic was expanded with globalization, 

culturally influenced, and enhancing the heterogeneity of actors’ practices. The “root” 

institutional logic remains active, and consumers incorporate global brands in a diverse way 

to local brands in their consumption practices. 

To address these questions, I begin in Section 2 by assessing the fundamental concepts 

of globalization, its evolution, discussions about homogeneity and heterogeneity aspects, then 

glocalization and structures of common differences, summarizing the key concepts to 

understand the macro structure. After that I discuss the theoretical lens used in this research, 

its legitimacy through the lens of institutional theory and, specifically, institutional logics, and 

then frame the theory, which opens up the opportunity to understand the gaps in this theme. In 

Section 3, I explain the context and, more than this, the context of the context, fundamental to 

understanding the discussion that follows, since football is spread worldwide, presenting a 

great number of local and global brands in which this phenomenon is clearly perceived, and 

which can be extended to several other consumption activities that exhibit identity dynamics 

with local and global brand dynamics, helping to understand the phenomenon at the 

conceptual level. In Section 4, I explain the data collection and analysis. In Section 5, I 

present the research findings, the institutional logics and constructions, and finally, in Section 

6, the conclusions about the thesis.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The coexistence of local and global brands in the market can be understood through 

the lens of institutional theory and the establishment of diverse institutional logics (Giesler, 

2008; Martin & Schouten, 2014; Sandikci & Ger, 2010; Scaraboto & Fischer, 2013). With 

this intent, I first review the literature on globalization theory to better understand the societal 

macro level and the dynamics involved, and then institutional theory and institutional logics, 

the theoretical lens through which I address the understanding of market system dynamics. 

After that I describe the football market with the intent to explain the context of the context of 

this research. 

2.1 Globalization 

Over the years, many studies have been done on globalization and its effects; the 

subject is becoming an increasingly influential paradigm in social sciences, succeeding 

debates on modernity as a homogenizing condition, and postmodernity as the heterogenizing 

force, in the understanding of sociocultural change, privileging the spatial over the temporal 

mode of analysis (Featherstone & Lash, 1995; Giddens, 1990; Robertson, 1995).  

Wallerstein (2000), although recognizing the importance of the subject, affirms that 

the globalization discourse is, in fact, a misreading of reality, since there is nothing different 

from what has existed for at least 500 years in the long history of the capitalistic world 

economy. Additionally, Wallerstein (2000) asserts that there have been only two world 

systems in human history based in politics and economics, the ancient world of empires and 

the modern capitalist world economy, which is actually in a “transition phase” with the 

decline in the legitimacy of state structures. This world is moving to a new structure, whose 

nature is as yet undetermined, in which it is hard to shape boundaries and relationships, and 

which is open to human intervention and creativity.  

Friedman (1995) in discussing world systems, has a divergent point of view: he argues 

that the current world system has always been the same, and that globalizing effects existed 

even before capitalism. However, Friedman (1995) affirms that it is not the world system that 

defines the phenomenon, since globalization is not primarily a political-economic aspect as 

Wallerstein (2000) asserts, but a cultural phenomenon (Friedman, 1995).  

In fact, there has been a congeries of large-scale social interactions worldwide for 

many centuries (Pieterse, 1996). However, we are facing an absolutely new order of intensity 
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in cultural transactions between social groups, which in the past have generally been restricted 

by diverse situations, including distance, technology, religion, or even social resistance 

(Appadurai, 1996), generating unprecedented social interconnection, altering some of the 

most intimate and personal features present in societies (Giddens, 1990). To frame 

globalization phenomena, it is imperative to understand the dramatic impacts that occurred in 

the last few centuries to the evolutionary narrative of societies.  

Giddens (1990) stated that modernity altered the lifestyle in society in an 

unprecedented way, much more profoundly than in previous eras; it established forms of 

global social connection, remodeling the most intimate features of personal existence in daily 

life. In Giddens’ (1990) construction, globalization is a consequence of modernization in an 

evolution of the society that started from isolated cultures of hunters and gatherers, moving to 

the development of crop-growing and pastoral communities’ formation of agrarian states, 

culminating in the emergence of these modern societies in the West.  

However, the globalization process cannot be reduced to a “Western societies 

process,” since not all these modern societies are in the “West,” and in fact not all of them 

have presented similar trajectories, either at the same time or at different times (King, 1995; 

Therborn, 1995). Pieterse (1995) is one of the authors who showed contradictions to Giddens’ 

(1990) construction, pointing out that the globalization process cannot be understood as an 

imperialist process of evolution and domination by “modern societies in the West,” since it is 

a two-way path, because there is not only one direction of cultural influence, and Appadurai 

(1996) agreed, highlighting the multidimensionality of the globalization process.  

2.1.1 Homogenizing and Heterogenizing Processes 

Ohmae (1995), framing the global economy, underlined that information defines the 

age in which we live, in which industries, information technology, and consumers are no 

longer limited to nation-states, and much more competitive management of resources and 

investments is demanded. The globalization of capitalism was primarily concerned with 

uniformity and integration, in which world homogenizing can be noticed as a marking point 

(Barber, 1992). The volume and complexity of market exchanges intensified, and 

rationalization in the search for the most efficient choice to accomplish tasks became 

mandatory (Ohmae, 1995), considering the growing shared hazards (Beck, 1992) precipitated 

by the spread of standardized, replicable models on a global scale (Featherstone & Lash, 
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1995). In this scenario the operational process of the iconic fast-food chain McDonald’s stood 

out, based on a pattern of high efficiency, focusing on calculability, predictability, and control 

through nonhuman technology as dimensions of the rational system (Ritzer, 1992).  

This concept can be considered in an even broader approach as the “McDonaldization 

of society,” since it revolutionized life within the United States, developing its highly efficient 

system based on simplicity and impersonality, promoting homogenization to be replicated on 

a large scale, which spread abundantly to other companies and industries, from America to 

many other parts of the world (Ritzer, 1992, 2004). This process was prominent, providing 

conditions for the model creation, development, and replication of indigenous McDonaldized 

forms around the world, some of them exported too, including to America. Undoubtedly its 

implications are connected to globalization processes, considering primarily the predefined 

practices, the diverse intercontinental relationships, and the assemblage created by these 

relationships that led to new ways of organizing social life and global consciousness (Ritzer, 

2004).  

So, globalization could be interpreted as the “intensification of worldwide social 

relations which link distant localities in such a way that local events are shaped by 

occurrences taking place many miles away and vice versa” (Giddens, 1990), meaning that 

local transformations became somehow part of global societal adjustments, as a side effect. 

Featherstone and Lash (1995) added that there are “processes” nuances due to the different 

power potentials of the diverse players participating in the various global struggles,” 

generating process plurality (Pieterse, 1995).  

The assembly generated by the transformations taking place in different parts of the 

world, with distinct local combinations in a two-way path, is always diverse and configures 

plurality (Pieterse, 1995). The cultural styles of advanced capitalism are filled with Western 

principles, interests, and things tied to global forces, which are expressed in streamlined and 

replicable processes (Ritzer, 2004). These styles represent the current cultural global 

homogenization, insofar as these processes are a product of the local desires and fears of the 

global flow of people and things (Appadurai, 1996), in a certain way incorporated into a 

single global society (Pieterse, 1995). 

Western and non-Western nation-states relating to each other, sometimes based on 

neocolonialist forms (Appiah, 2006), and multinational corporations and international 

organizations (Ohmae, 1995), seeking the global field with assorted agendas and diverse 
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economic or even cultural resources (Appadurai, 1996), could not be shaped into a 

convergent, replicable preconceived model (Featherstone & Lash, 1995).  

Furthermore, global society does not have a unique center; there is a polycentrism of 

globalization processes, naturally reinforcing diversity. The polycentrism can be explained by 

the different pace of modernization in various parts of the world, and also by the fear of 

governments that their neighboring large countries would absorb them culturally; after all, 

“One man’s imagined community is another man’s political prison” (Appadurai, 1996). So, 

there is undoubtedly a diversity of centers to be considered in this process, in such a way that 

the process would not be always defined as “Westernization” or “Americanization,” but can 

be “Russianization” for people from countries nearby or even embracing processes such as 

“Afrocentrism,” “Indocentrism,” or “Sinocentrism” (Appadurai, 1996; Pieterse, 1996). This 

dynamic based on these diverse metropolises reinforces the cultural heterogenization 

approach and restates that “the US is no longer the unique puppeteer of a world system of 

images but is only one node of a complex transnational construction of imaginary landscapes” 

(Appadurai, 1996).  

In essence, even though recognizing the homogenizing argument about rationalization 

and commoditization (Ritzer, 1992), a product of “Western cultural hegemony” (Friedman, 

1992), cultural diversity and, consequently, heterogeneity are made explicit by several 

possible arrangements, since there is always pressure from the diverse “metropolises that are 

brought into new societies, so outcomes tend to become indigenized in one or another way” 

(Appadurai, 1996). The world cultural system has its assemblage constituted not by 

“replication of uniformity but an organization of diversity, an increasing interconnectedness 

of varied local cultures, as well as a development of cultures without a clear anchorage in any 

one territory” (Hannerz, 1996). 

Intrinsic to the process of “homogenizing forces established by the hegemonic nation-

states” (Friedman, 1992) is the resistance aspect, as highlighted by Barber (1992), who 

pointed out that there is an antagonist system aiming to preserve the local culture, in a 

recrudescence of a kind of “retribalization,” in which “culture is pitted against culture, people 

against people and tribe against tribe,” as a violent response to the rationality imposed by the 

globalization of capitalism, represented by the universalizing markets “demanding integration 

and uniformity, mesmerizing the world with fast music, fast computers and fast-food, pressing 

nations into one commercially homogenous global network,” a cultural reaction to 

globalization and an integral part of the global system. 
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“Culture is everywhere”: it can be learned and acquired; it is integrated into social life; 

it has to be comprehended as a whole and it is distinctive to different human collectivities 

usually attached to territories (Hannerz, 1996), with its most valuable feature underlined by 

globalization its “contrastive aspect rather than any substantive property” (Appadurai, 1996) 

and the “notion of culture as a code, paradigm, and semiotic is very much a product of 

modern identity” (Friedman, 1992). An important condition is the relation of externality 

between the individual and the culture, in the sense that people use and consume culture as a 

code for organizing society. The alternative identities provided by cultural contents present 

similar forms of practice with particular scenarios, social rules, rituals, forms, and symbolism, 

without difference in these constitutive forms in diverse local cultures (Friedman, 1995). So, 

as an “open-ended synthesis of the several approaches, dynamics and impulses,” this is what 

defines the main characteristic of cultural processes’ plurality, in an open hybridization 

process (Pieterse, 1996) that occurs in a similar form in different localities worldwide 

(Friedman, 1995). 

The complexity of the globalization phenomenon is related to the deviation between 

culture, economy, and politics (Appadurai, 1996). There is a tendency to think of 

globalization as a macro-sociological issue, always in contrast to a micro-sociological point as 

a local perspective in a casual way, reducing the concept to a widespread term, close to a 

general point, both for better and worse (Beyer, 2007; Robertson, 1995). Friedman (1992) 

discussed the entanglement, proposing that local cultural systems have interacted with 

hegemonic and homogenizing systems in a “global arena of potential identity formation,” 

considering the fragmentation of the cultural, economic, and political aspects, but preserving 

capitalism as the world system: 

The ethnic and cultural fragmentation and modernist homogenization are not 

two arguments, two opposing views of what is happening in the world today, 

but two constitutive trends of global reality. The dualist centralized world of the 

double East-West hegemony is fragmenting, politically, and culturally, but the 

homogeneity of capitalism remains as intact and as systematic as ever. The 

cultural and by implication intellectual fragmentation of the world has 

undermined any attempt at a single interpretation of the current situation. (p. 

311) 

In that way, globalization presents a diverse organization of social life, a profound 

transformation of the world economy, politics, and culture, with distinct degrees and 
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significance of its impacts in each place worldwide in presenting progressive and 

emancipatory features on one side, and oppressive and negative attributes by another point of 

view (Kellner, 2002; Ritzer & Stepnisky, 2018).  

Trying to understand this complexity, Appadurai (1996) proposed a framework for 

exploring such “disjunctures” between economy, culture, and politics and their diversities, 

considering the relationship among “five dimensions of global flows,” with a conviction of 

the fluidity and variable shapes of the landscapes and a clear idea of heterogeneity. The 

“Ethnoscapes,” or flow of people, involve mobile groups and individuals as tourists, refugees, 

workers; the “Mediascapes,” the flow of mediated images, are comprehended by the 

electronic capability to produce and transmit information around the world; the 

“Technoscapes” are understood as global configurations of high and low, mechanical and 

information technology flow; the “Financescapes” are the processes by which the huge 

amount of money flows around nations; and the “Ideoscapes” are the flow of ideas and 

ideologies, usually a set of images, but largely restricted to political images, often having to 

do with the ideology of states. Ritzer and Stepnisky (2018) stated that this framework presents 

an interesting conceptualization, since: 

These landscapes can be seen as a global process, that are partly or wholly 

independent of any given nation-state. The global flows occur not only through 

the landscapes but also increasingly in and through the disjunctures [their 

italics] among them. Thus, to give an example of such disjuncture, the Japanese 

are open to ideas (ideoscapes, mediascapes) but notoriously closed to 

immigration (at least one of the ethnoscapes). […] Territories are going to be 

affected differently by the five landscapes and their disjunctures. (p. 465)  

In sum, diversity implies cultural multiplicities, and it creates expectations and risks, 

for good and ill in local and also cosmopolitan cultures (Appiah, 2006; Beck, 1992; Hannerz, 

1996; Ritzer & Stepnisky, 2018; Robertson, 1992). Featherstone and Lash (1995) synthesized 

the different approaches to the debate on the globalization process: 

The homogenizers tend, ideal-typically, to subscribe to some sort of notion of 

world system. They look primarily at the presence of the universal in the 

particular, whether as commodification or as time-space distanciation. They 

would at least implicitly invoke a scenario of convergent development. 

Heterogenizers would tend to dispute that a system existed, will disclaim the 
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distinction of universal and particular, and see the dominance of the West over 

“the rest” as that of simply one particular over others. They will not only 

dispute convergence but the notion of development altogether. 

Finally, as “modernists” most homogenizers will feature a scientific and 

realist epistemology in which the scientist as subject studies the world as object, 

while heterogenizers will not be realists, but hermeneuticians who see the social 

analyst as inseparable from his/her world, and social knowledge as involving a 

dialogic relation with his/her “subjects,” involving the attempt at 

“intertranslatability” of the “prejudices” of one side to the prejudices of the 

other. The homogenizer is most likely to be found in the social sciences and the 

heterogenizer, of course, in cultural studies. (p. 4) 

2.1.2 The Local-Global Argument and Fragmentation 

Discussing the interplay of particularism and universalism, or heterogenization and 

homogenization, Friedman (1992) highlighted the intensification of local cultural phenomena 

as a consequence of increasing global interdependence and the awareness of that 

interdependence. Robertson (1992), in consonance with Friedman, contended that, in some 

way, this controversy could be overcome, conceptualizing that globalization “refers both, to 

the compression of the world and the intensification of consciousness of the world as a 

whole.” Connell (2007), however, contested the idea, arguing that to “speak glocalization is to 

resolve nothing,” since the use of both terms of static polarity as global and local continues to 

structure the debate, not transcend it. 

In fact, the local-global argument tends to potentialize some uncertain points involving 

polarity, which arise in the “claim of local assertions against globalizing trends, opposition or 

resistance to the hegemonically global and dominant culture” (Robertson, 1992). In 

Friedman’s (1992, 1995) point of view, that is certainly the most important issue, since the 

“terms of the globalization discussion are all derivative of the identity space of modernity” 

that produces the discourses establishing local identities, generated by the fragmentation of 

the “Western hegemonic world-system structure.” In his turn, Wilk (1995) argued in a 

different way, attesting that the “nature of cultural hegemony may be changing, but it is 

hardly disappearing.” The result is not “dehomogenisation or global fragmentation,” but a 
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new global cultural system that “promotes difference instead of suppressing it,” its hegemony 

being not in content, but in form.  

To consider globalization as a large-scale phenomenon in contrast to local, small-scale 

perspectives is a misleading form that reinforces the concept of the triumph of the forces of 

cultural homogenization, by ignoring localities and cultural history (Robertson, 1992). The 

problem that arises in neglecting what is in fact called the local is that it is always constructed 

from its representation from above, from the outside, emphasizing the space not the temporal 

aspects, thus undermining the attempt to connect to universalism and particularism issues 

(Robertson, 1992). So, different local cultures remain distinct and diverse, but in a uniformly 

varied scheme, in which the “dimensions across which they vary are becoming more limited, 

and therefore more mutually intelligible, institutionalized” (Wilk, 1995).  

As Wilk (1995) stated, there is no cultural homogenization submerging and 

undermining others, subverting and suppressing differences. The global system is a common 

framework in which global economic and cultural dominance is achieved by “the construction 

of the universal categories and standards by which cultural differences can be defined,” not 

for the purpose of imposing similarities through imperialism or force, but as a context to 

express distinctions, since “the local, the ethnic and the national” cannot, therefore, be seen as 

resisting global culture, but instead insofar, as domesticated and categorized” (Wilk, 1995). In 

essence, there is no cultural homogenization, but on the contrary, in interpenetrating 

processes, what is called the “universalization of particularism,” a similar global process that 

facilitates the emergence of cultural local particularities in societies, and the “particularization 

of universalism,” the appropriation of global culture in local contexts (Robertson, 1992).  

The “glocalization” concept emerged to demonstrate that the question is not “if the 

universal and particular should be combined, but how and in what form it would be 

synthesized” (Robertson, 1992). This perspective transcends the contention between cultural 

homogenizers and heterogenizers, clarifying that it is not a question of whether but rather of 

the ways in which both of these two processes have become features of life, since they are 

mutually implicative (Featherstone & Lash, 1995). Regarding this argument, Wilk (1995) 

expressed it as follows: 

The typical postmodern critique of commoditization of culture on the global 

stage argues that all local cultures are becoming equally inauthentic, distanced 

and incoherent, as images become disconnected from experience (see 
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Featherstone 1991). In sharp contrast, I see a world where very real and 

“authentic” differences in experience and culture continue to exist but are being 

expressed and communicated in a limited and narrow range of images, channels 

and contests. Furthermore. people have very good reasons to want to express 

themselves in this way.  

Structures of common difference are built through processes of 

commoditization and objectification that do produce an appearance of 

artificiality and homogeneity. They are especially powerful because they often 

act directly on the human body, promoting particular kinds of uniformity and 

regimentation. But people still infuse commodities, goods and their own 

refashioned bodies with meaning grounded in local practice, to their own ends, 

and the result cannot be pushed to extremes of global hegemony and/or 

arbitrary artificiality. (p. 118) 

Put differently, Robertson (1995) and Featherstone and Lash (1995) stated that 

globalization and the creation of locality and particularism are the result of a process of 

institutionalization, in which a variety of similar processes of localization take place all over 

the world, without a uniform guidance structure. Although Wilk (1995) agreed with the 

institutionalization process, he highlighted the power dimension involved, affirming that 

Western models’ homogenization is reflected not in day-to-day life, but at a structural level, 

since people around the world organize their social and cultural lives in a diverse way, but 

framed by similar institutional structures created by globalization. Connell (2007) 

complemented this view, stating that the debate between system and singularity will persist 

and must coexist within any model of a global society; however, the polarity will not be 

overcome unless the whole analysis and theory could be reconstituted, with a less 

metropolitan approach, but more cosmopolitan and inclusive dialogue.  

2.2 Legitimacy through the Lens of Institutional Theory 

Formal organizational structures develop in a highly institutionalized context and 

operate reflecting the environment of powerful myths conforming to institutional rules (Meyer 

& Rowan, 1977). These institutional rules may be taken for granted, directing the way social 

choices are shaped and mediated, such as common sense, how action is structured, and the 

possible order of shared media and rule systems (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991).  
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Institutions are composed of durable multifaceted structures, built with symbolic 

elements, social activities, and material resources with distinct properties that are associated 

with regulatory, normative, and cultural-cognitive elements—the institutional pillars—

providing stability and meaning to social life (Scott, 2008). These pillars are the main factors 

that constitute or support institutions reflecting consonance with laws, normative support, and 

cultural alignment, according to the legal requirements, moral standings, or understanding and 

common frame of the meanings that generalize the perception of adequacy that is central to 

the institutionalization process (Deephouse & Suchman, 2008). 

Considering that culture is socially constructed, “the social knowledge, once 

institutionalized exists as facts,” being part of the reality, suitable to be transmitted (Zucker, 

1977), since institutionalization is driven by cognition processes that lead to taken-for-granted 

understandings and behaviors (Thornton et al., 2012). So, the institutionalization process is 

based on a normative framework in which moral becomes factual, being “a process rather 

than a state, upon the cognitive processes,” and configures the cultural persistence involved in 

the creation, maintenance, transmission, and resistance to change of the institutions (Zucker, 

1977) and sources of legitimacy (Scott, 2008). 

As Meyer and Rowan (1977) pointed out, according to Weberian tradition, legitimacy 

forges formal organizational coordination and control structures independently of the 

technical demands of work activity, since the norms are not simply general values and “exist 

in much more specific and powerful ways in the rules, understandings, and meanings attached 

to social structures.” To comprehend this statement, one is urged to understand the concept of 

legitimacy and its scope.  

Suchman (1995) defined legitimacy as “a generalized perception or assumption that 

the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed 

system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions.” Suddaby and Greenwood (2005) 

complemented this definition by affirming that it is “a crucial element in the creation and 

survival of new organizational forms.” Legitimacy changes over time, since “organizations, 

sources, and criteria change over time, and organizations must retain legitimacy throughout 

these changes in order to benefit from” them (Deephouse, Bundy, Tost, & Suchman, 2017). 

Inadequacy constitutes the delegitimation process (Deephouse & Suchman, 2008). 

Based on this assumption, organizations come to be more similar in form, more and 

more to fit into the “cultural myths and symbols in the institutional environment” that 
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promote public legitimacy, rather than because of technical, practical, or market demands 

(Meyer & Rowan, 1977). This homogenization process leads to isomorphism, and it is driven 

more by the structuration of the organized field of which the organization is part than by 

competition or a search for efficiency (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983).  

Isomorphic changes occur by coercive, normative, and mimetic mechanisms, resulting 

from formal and informal pressures “exerted on organizations by other organizations upon 

which they are dependent and by cultural expectations in the society within which 

organizations function” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Therefore, the more legitimate the 

propagation of specific organizational characteristics becomes, the more it is spread and 

emulated, increasing the similarities between companies (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008).  

Institutions operate at multiple levels of analysis (Thornton et al., 2012), although, 

given the complexity and variety of social phenomena, any set of distinctions between levels 

is somehow arbitrary (Scott, 2008). The cognitive and cultural factors, instead of the 

structural factor, become the forefront of the “new institutionalism” (DiMaggio & Powell, 

1991). Scott (2008) highlighted that: 

Most of the neoinstitutional work conducted by sociologists in the recent period 

is guided by the combination of cultural-cognitive emphasis and attention to the 

macrolevels: processes operating at a transorganizational level. Moreover, this 

work stresses cultural elements—widespread beliefs, conventions, and 

professional knowledge systems—but also attends to the impact of 

macrostructural carriers such as international organizations, the state, and trade 

and professional associations. (p. 88) 

Symbolic and relational systems, routines, and artifacts are defined as carriers and 

related to the regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive pillars advanced in the 

understandings of how institutional theory operates at different levels of analysis (Scott, 

2008), although there are still limitations to explain cross-level processes (Thornton et al., 

2012). The institutional logics perspective though, first devised by Friedland and Alford 

(1991), claims to understand the success and failure of institutionalization, considering that 

legitimacy is one element of culture and not necessarily the dominant one, aiming at a 

perspective that incorporates a multiple-level approach (Thornton et al., 2012). The authors 

stated: 
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Recognizing both its (Neoinstitutional theory) strengths, the original insights on 

how macro structures and culture shape organizations, and its weaknesses –

limited capacity to explain agency and the micro foundations of institutions, 

institutional heterogeneity, and change – the institutional logics perspective 

provides a new approach that incorporates macro structure, culture, and agency, 

through cross-level processes (society, institutional field, organization, 

interactions, and individuals) that explain how institutions both enable and 

constrain action. (p. vi) 

2.2.1 Institutional Logics 

The institutional logics perspective is understood as “a useful and practical lens 

through which to account for the plurality of norms and beliefs in institutional theory and for 

explaining the processes underscoring institutional formation and change” (Cloutier & 

Langley, 2013); it is one of the key theoretical perspectives in organizational institutionalism, 

which emphasizes “cultural differentiation and pluralism rather than isomorphism.” This 

research stream started with Friedland and Alford’s (1991) seminal article (Ocasio et al., 

2017). 

Friedland and Alford (1991) initiated their contribution to the dynamics of 

institutionalization processes, arguing that “institutional transformations are simultaneously 

material and symbolic transformations of the world, involving not only shifts in the structure 

of power and interests, but in the definition of power and interest,” locating them in the social 

context, considering their concept of institutions as “both, supraorganizational patterns of 

activity through which humans conduct their material life in time and space, and symbolic 

systems through which they categorize that activity and infuse it with meaning,” the 

individual and organizational behavior coexisting. 

According to Friedland and Alford (1991), there are central institutions established in 

society—capitalism, state, democracy, family, and religion—and each of them has a central 

logic (Table 1); that is, a “set of material and symbolic constructions which constitutes its 

organizing principles” and that inspires individuals and organizations to shape their behavior. 

The way they interplay transforms institutional relationships, enabling and constraining 

behaviors pervaded by multiple meanings and motivations (Friedland & Alford, 1991).  
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Table 1 - Central Institutions and Logics 

Institutions Institutional logics 

Capitalism Accumulation and the commodification of human activity 

State Rationalization and the regulation of human activity by legal and 

bureaucratic hierarchies 
Democracy Participation and the extension of popular control over human activity 
Family Community and the motivation of human activity by unconditional 

loyalty to its members and their reproductive needs 
Religion or science Truth, whether mundane or transcendental, and the symbolic 

construction of reality within which all human activity takes place 

Source: Friedland and Alford (1991), p. 248. 

In Friedland and Alford’s (1991) words: 

The central institutions of the contemporary capitalist West – capitalist market, 

bureaucratic state, democracy, nuclear family, and Christian religion – shape 

individual preferences and organizational interests as well as the repertoire of 

behaviors by which they may attain them. These institutions are potentially 

contradictory and hence make multiple logics available to individuals and 

organizations. Individuals and organizations transform the institutional relations 

of society by exploiting these contradictions. (p. 232) 

Individuals and organizations live their lives struggling to accomplish their objectives 

and trying to make life meaningful according to transrational symbolic systems, since social 

relations have both “instrumental and ritual content” (Friedland & Alford, 1991). Friedland 

and Alford (1991) stated that “rules and symbols are internalized and result in almost 

universal conformity,” but can be reinterpreted and reframed by individuals in an attempt at 

institutional change. This transformation of logics depends on “the resources, the nature of 

power and the institutionally specific rules by which resources are produced,” given that 

institutions operate at different levels of analysis—individuals, organizations, and societies—

so, as one “moves from societal to the individual or organizational level of analysis, 

instrumental images of rationalizing, maximizing, satisficing or scheming behavior” can 

become more or less appropriate (Friedland & Alford, 1991), emphasizing cultural diversity 

and pluralism, rather than isomorphism.  

Ocasio et al. (2017), highlighting Friedland and Alford’s (1991) construction, 

reasserted the point that “culture is not internalized as in Parsonian (1951) view”; instead, it is 

formed by the different institutional orders and within each of them, “individuals are 
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confronted with different types of institutional choices, which may change depending on how 

the individuals locate or reference their sensemaking and decision making,” resulting in 

culture being externalized in practices that define individuals’ and organizations’ actions and 

decisions. As a consequence, the authors maintained that “the interinstitutional system can be 

transformed by individuals and organizations exploring how to interpret and manipulate 

symbols and practices,” the contradictions between the different institutional orders 

conflicting in “transrational views of reality, defining rationality depending on the root 

metaphors, values and practices of their dominant institutional orders” (Friedland & Alford, 

1991; Ocasio et al., 2017). 

In conclusion, Friedland and Alford’s (1991) work focused on the central institutional 

logics at the macro level, as supraorganizational patterns which by both symbolic and material 

orders provide meaning to actions and structure conflicts, which they termed the 

“interinstitutional system.” Thornton and Ocasio (1999), in their turn, contributed by bringing 

the concept to different levels of analysis, developing a set of mechanisms to operate “across 

multiple levels of analysis by which institutional logics shape power in organizations,” 

proposing that at the industry level, “logics are embodied in the common identity of industry 

players, which is based on social comparison and status among the competitors’; at the level 

of organizational actions and decisions, they focused “on the social organization of attention 

and decision making, proposing mechanisms by which institutional logics direct attention to 

alternative source of power in organizations.” Thornton and Ocasio (1999) proposed a 

definition, later adopted by many authors: 

We define institutional logics as the socially constructed, historical pattern of 

material practices, assumptions, values, beliefs, and rules by which individuals 

produce and reproduce their material subsistence, organize time and space, and 

provide meaning to their social reality. (p. 804) 

Thornton and Ocasio (2008), interpreting their own definition, pointed out that 

institutional logics present the linkage between “individual agency and cognition and socially 

constructed institutional practices and rule structures,” integrating the structural, normative, 

and symbolic aspects as necessary and complementary dimensions of institutions. This 

conceptualization was based on and integrated Friedland and Alford’s (1991) approach, which 

considered structural and symbolic aspects, and Jackall’s (1988) approach, which conceived 

the structural and normative aspects.  
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So, the institutional logics approach incorporates a meta-theory on how institutions, 

through their logics, shape plurality by means of collective identities and identification, 

integrating multiple levels of analysis and incorporating both material and symbolic aspects, 

processing stability and change in individuals and organizations (Cloutier & Langley, 2013; 

Marquis & Lounsbury, 2007; Thornton & Ocasio, 2008; Thornton et al., 2012); in other 

words, it can be understood as “the organizing principles of institutions, where institutions can 

be identified at various levels of analysis, including but not limited to the institutional orders 

of society” (Ocasio et al., 2017). To improve the concept, it is useful to note that theories, 

frames, narratives, practices, categories, and also ideologies that provide a normative ideal are 

all building blocks of institutional logics, but are not institutional logics (Ocasio et al., 2017; 

Thornton et al., 2012). 

Thornton et al. (2012) framed the theory defining the building blocks of society 

represented as an interinstitutional system, delineating the institutional orders as columns (Y-

axis), the elemental categories as rows (X-axis), and the cultural content as resulting from the 

cross-classification. Thornton et al. (2012) defined it this way:  

The institutional logics perspective includes both the warp and the weft: It 

characterizes the world as both sensed (identifying symbols and practices, i.e., 

the Y-axis) and acted upon (the means for producing symbols and practices, 

i.e., the X-axis) in an institutional field. […] 

In institutional fields, participants take one another into account as they 

carry out interrelated categories of symbols and practices within and across 

individuals and organizations. The symbolic and ideational are those aspects of 

institutions that denote meaning; practices materialize the ideas represented by 

symbols (Zilber 2008). […] the boundaries of an institutional field are 

observable within and across the borders of institutional orders and their 

categorical elements. (p. 61)  

The interinstitutional system is not static, but an adaptable social system 

acknowledged by the interdependence of the institutional orders, whose evolution and 

changes generate important consequences for the adaptation of the whole system, enabling 

blending and segregating of institutions vertically within an institutional order and 

horizontally across institutional orders (Thornton et al., 2012). As institutional orders change 
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and institutions at other levels change, so do the institutional logics associated with them 

(Ocasio et al., 2017).  

Thornton et al. (2012) not only reviewed Friedland and Alford’s (1991) institutional 

logics concept, but restructured the central concept of institutions and logics, establishing an 

analytical representation of institutional logics defined as “ideal types” (Table 2), integrating 

the symbolic, structural, and normative dimensions (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008). It is 

important to point out that the “ideal types are not the institutional logics but a particular 

method for measuring logics” (Ocasio et al., 2017).  
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Table 2 

Revised Interinstitutional System Ideal Types 

 

Source: Thornton et al. (2012), p. 73. 
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The first contribution by Thornton et al. (2012) was about professions, present in 

Meyer and Rowan’s (1977) and DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) work, but absent in the 

construction introduced by Friedland and Alford (1991). Thornton et al. (2012) aggregated the 

concepts of corporation and community in their analysis, which they claimed, “have 

significant impact on individual and organizational behavior in a variety of instances.” 

Thornton et al. (2012) also questioned the concept of democracy as an institutional order 

instead of a potential categorical element, considering that “democracy is a particular 

ideology,” the same as socialism or communism, and that it turned capitalism into a market.  

Friedland and Alford (1991) argued that the relationship between individuals and 

institutional logics presents opportunities and constraints, since institutional logics shape 

individual preferences (Zucker, 1977), establishing principles known as “embedded agency or 

social action that is culturally embedded in institutional logics” (Thornton et al., 2012). 

However, as Thornton et al. (2012) maintained, embedded agency also allows endogenous 

processes of institutional change by exportation of logics across organizational forms and 

institutional fields, linking “macro constraints on behaviors to the micro foundations of the 

institutional logics and the role of social actors in shaping and being shaped by institutions,” 

considering that individuals have the possibility to impose changes upon institutions 

(Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006). 

Thornton et al. (2012) pointed out that to understand this process, a set of assumptions 

about individual and group behavior was necessary. The authors considered that social actors 

were embedded in “multiple social, cultural and political distinct network structures and 

guided by cognitively bounded and sometimes contradictory social multiple identities and 

goals.” In this context, logics can be understood as either a “set of rule-like structures that 

constrain organizations or a set of cultural toolkits that provide opportunities for change in 

existing structures and practices” (Thornton et al., 2012).  

Based on the dynamic constructivism developed by social psychologists, Thornton et 

al. (2012) combined various theoretical elements to design an integrative model of the micro 

foundations of institutional logics (Figure 1). The authors highlighted that “multiple 

institutional logics comprise the cultural knowledge available to social actors” by availability, 

“the knowledge and information that can be used by individuals in cognitive processes’; 

accessibility, “the knowledge and information that comes to mind’; or activation, which refers 

to “whether available and accessible knowledge and information are actually used in social 

interaction.” Thornton et al. (2012) described the model thus: 
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At the institutional level, cognition and behavior are taken for granted with 

limited attention, awareness, and agency (Zucker 1977; DiMaggio and Powell 

1991). In nonroutine situations and interactions, the focus of attention results 

from combined bottom-up and top-down attention (Ocasio 2011). The salient 

features of the situation and the environment—noticeable and distinctive 

changes from past situations—drive bottom-up attentional processing. 

Institutional logics provide a network of accessible structures to guide the 

individual's focus of attention. The activation of each aspect of institutional 

logics is contingent on the applicability of accessible knowledge structures to 

salient aspects of the situation and the environment. If no aspects of highly 

accessible institutional logics are viewed as applicable or relevant, individuals 

may rely on other available institutional logics to activate knowledge and 

information for further information processing. (p. 84) 

Figure 1 - A Cross-Level Model of Institutional Logics: Macro to Micro, Micro to Macro 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Thornton et al. (2012), p. 15. 
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alternative institutional logics in a top-down effect. The authors added that alternative 

organizational contexts may represent opportunities for cognitive change, as social 
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Therefore, even considering that institutional logics reside at multiple levels (Thornton 

& Ocasio, 2008), it is important to define that their primary focus concentrates at the field 

level (Figure 2), as Cloutier and Langley (2013) described.  

Figure 2 - Level of Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Cloutier and Langley (2013), p. 374. 
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of field-level institutional logics; although they are not directly transposed, at the cognitive 

level societal logics provide categories and schemas for sensemaking, decision-making, and 

mobilization around categories of practice, which are translated and adopted in the 

institutional field at various levels of abstraction as theories, frames, and narratives (Thornton 

et al., 2012). 

Considering as a parameter the relative stabilization of the institutional orders of the 

interinstitutional system (Thornton et al., 2012), an intense dynamism can be noticed in logics 

at the level of institutional fields in some situations, even with plural logics being supported 

by distinct groups (Dunn & Jones, 2010). The practices are the tangible points, not merely a 

reflection of the institutional logics, so new practice creation or variation is central to the 

emergence of, or alteration in, the institutional logics (Thornton et al., 2012). In sum, 

institutional logics provide a key foundation for the identities of organizations, groups, and 

individuals, since while they guide in “how to act” and identities focus on “who we are,” 

actors may adjust their identities to make sense of or realign the tensions faced from diverse 

institutional logics, and the shifts in these collective identities can also engender changes in 

practices and logics (Thornton & Ocasio, 1999; Thornton et al., 2012). Understanding “how 

and why actors are shaped by (i.e., embedded within), institutional structures become 

motivated, and enabled to promote change in those structures” is one of the central issues in 

institutional theory studies (Greenwood & Suddaby, 2006). 

Figure 3 - Endogenous Dynamics of Practices and Identities across Organizations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Thornton et al. (2012), p. 143. 
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Lounsbury and Crumley (2007) provide a process model of new practice creation 

based on endogenous efforts that might enable innovations. The authors affirm that, even 

though the “new practices emerge from spatially dispersed, heterogenous activities and by 

actors with varying kinds and levels of resource,” these actors, recognized as institutional 

entrepreneurship, are not heroes, but agents who undertake from inside, reshaping the social 

organization of the field, triggering the establishment of new practices that will be taken for 

granted. Thornton et al. (2012) adapted Lounsbury and Crumley’s (2007) model (Figure 3), 

detailing how variations in practices and in collective identities can generate an alteration in 

institutional logics at the level of the institutional field. The ambiguity emerges as a “result of 

variations in practices and identities, catalyzed by the emergence of new collective identities, 

or differences across organizations in the implementation of practices or in how they are 

performed” (Thornton et al., 2012). 

The formation of institutional logics can be altered or defined by endogenous 

dynamics (Lounsbury & Crumley, 2007), but also by the societal logics of the 

interinstitutional system (Friedland & Alford, 1991) and other institutional field logics 

(Thornton & Ocasio, 1999). These exogenous elements are building blocks to the formation 

of field-level institutional logics, emphasizing the importance of culture as a critical 

dimension of institutions, since it directly influences the resource environment that affects 

“the construction of institutional logics through the opportunities and constraints they provide 

in the generation of material practices” (Thornton et al., 2012). 

Thornton et al. (2012) created a model (Figure 4) describing this process of cultural 

emergence of field-level institutional logics. The “societal and external logics,” through the 

cultural construction process, forge the markets and other forms of governance structures such 

as governments, corporations, and informal networks, defined as the “resource environment.” 

The resource environment, on the other hand, affects the construction of institutional field 

logics through the opportunities and constraints it provides in the generation of material 

“practices,” understood as economic systems, embracing financing, customer demands, 

supplies, external competition, and cooperation. Societal and external logics also are not 

transposed directly to institutional field logics, since at the cognitive level they provide 

categories and schemas for sensemaking and action, and in turn, at the social level, these 

categories and schemas are translated and adopted through symbolic constructions as theories, 

frames, and narratives, each of them serving different functions in the emergence of field-
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level logics and relating to practices. “Vocabularies of practice” are key building blocks 

linking semantic representations and practices in the emergence of field-level logics.  

Thornton et al. (2012) concluded that the interdependence of the institutional orders 

and their elemental categories is fundamental to the adaptation and stability of the 

interinstitutional system. Based on this assumption, the authors stated regarding the processes 

of change and evolution in field-level logics:  

The process of changing logics does not follow a consistent pattern, however; 

rather, it can encompass a variety of forms of change (Murray 2010). Changes 

in logics involve a combination of changes in narratives and practices, resulting 

in new vocabularies in the institutional field, by which changing theories, 

frames, and narratives are linked to changes in practices […]. 

Evolution and change in institutional logics can result from exogenous 

changes in societal and external logics, changes in the resource environment, 

and internal contradictions between symbolic representations and material 

practices in institutional fields. (p. 161) 

Figure 4 - Cultural Emergence of Field-Level Institutional Logics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Thornton et al. (2012), p. 151. 
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Based on the maturity in the area, emergence and change in field-level logics (Ocasio 

et al., 2017) and institutional pluralism and complexity (Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005) are 

prominent research areas. Thornton et al. (2012) pointed out that different forms of evolution 

and change in field-level institutional logics (Table 3) can emerge due to “exogenous changes 

in societal and external logics, changes in the resource environment and internal 

contradictions between symbolic representations and material practices in institutional fields,” 

providing opportunities for institutional entrepreneurs to perceive and exploit the problems 

and contradictions, since the concept of identity is of central importance to understanding the 

shifts in institutional logics (Lok, 2010). In this awareness process, individuals recognize and 

stimulate the exportation of logics across organizational forms and institutional fields, 

providing the impulse for institutional change in a de-institutionalization and re-

institutionalization movement in different types of recombination of institutional logics 

(Djelic & Ainamo, 2005). 

Table 3  

Typology of Change in Field-Level Institutional Logics 

Forms of change Definition 

Transformational change  

Replacement One institutional logic replaces another 

Blending or hybridization Combining dimensions of diverse logics 

Segregation Separation of logics from a common origin 

Developmental change  

Assimilation Incorporation of external dimensions 

Elaboration Endogenous reinforcement 

Expansion Shift from one field to another 

Contraction Decrease in logic’s scope 

Source: Thornton et al.(2012), p. 164. 

Institutional pluralism refers to circumstances in which individuals and organizations 

are exposed to a variety of institutional logics, more or less complementary (Dunn & Jones, 

2010), while institutional complexity refers more specifically to how individuals and 

collective organizations deal with and respond to conflicting scenarios associated with 

different logics (Greenwood et al., 2011). This research stream is built on the original insights 

of how multiple societal orders determine the foundation for the mobilization of diverse logics 

that enable institutional multiplicity and change (Friedland & Alford, 1991), providing 

institutional sources of organizational heterogeneity through a theory of agency and approach 

to micro-processes, aiming to “advance understandings of the mechanisms by which multiple 

logics take shape, interrelate and have effects” (Ocasio et al., 2017).  
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2.2.2 Framing the Theory 

Marketing is increasingly engaging with institutional theory, exploring the macro-

dynamics of market emergence and development, focusing on the enactment of the 

institutional conditions that enable consumption practices (Slimane et al., 2019). Despite 

institutional logics being originally conceived to focus on the central interinstitutional system 

at the macro level (Friedland & Alford, 1991), it is used at different levels of analysis 

(Thornton & Ocasio, 1999). Institutional processes in industry or field-level logics (Ocasio et 

al., 2017), embodied in practices and ideas, “shape the rules of the game,” providing the 

stream of discourses that promote a set of assumptions (Dunn & Jones, 2010), explaining the 

stability and homogeneity of organizational phenomena, as well the genesis and 

destabilization of the institutionalization process of social practices (Chaney & Slimane, 

2014).  

Slimane et al. (2019) identify that institutional theory is being adopted in three 

different areas of study. The first is not centered on consumers, referring to (a) how 

companies adapt themselves to institutional environmental conditions and then in a different 

moment adapt themselves to serve their consumers; (b) the second area deals with service-

dominant logic in the co-creation of value through markets, a concept introduced by Vargo 

and Lusch (2016), focusing on the institutional arrangements in ecosystems; and (c) the macro 

perspective, considering the emergence and evolution of markets as a social process.  

The present research can be set in this third area, considering market system dynamics 

as a social process, assuming the cross-level model and the macro-micro perspective 

(Thornton et al., 2012), evolving the understanding of how institutional complexity enables a 

plurality of institutional logics, specifically how individual and collective actors interplay and 

deal with different logics simultaneously (Ocasio et al., 2017). 

Cloutier and Langley (2013) mentioned some gaps that remain unaddressed by the 

institutional logics perspective, such as micro-level process interplay on a day-to-day basis, 

the effects of the logics’ pluralism on the legitimacy struggle, the neoinstitutional loss of the 

original “moral element,” one of the primary motivators for why institutional actors endorse 

one or the other logic, and the way in which logics manifest themselves in material objects. 

Ocasio et al. (2017) endorse this understanding, aiming as a fertile area for development at the 

“micro-foundations of institutional logics and its integration with both top-down and bottom-

up cross-level models,” on occasions in which multiple logics are available, although a 
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limited number are accessible to individuals and organizations, and how different logics 

become activated in any particular situation. Specifically, in marketing studies, market system 

dynamics is an area that has been developed engaged with institutional logics, suggesting 

areas in which consumers are more likely to originate institutional changes (Slimane et al., 

2019) in different ways and dynamics. 

Previous work contributed to the conceptual understanding of the consumer’s role in 

market system dynamics. Scaraboto and Fischer (2013) introduced the institutional 

entrepreneur concept, analyzing the contestations of the limited choices and products for 

marginalized consumers, the “Fashionistas”, a group delegitimated by the current institutional 

logic, who developed a collective identity and took action in order to achieve the desired 

change, allowing the development of a divergent institutional logic to the established one. 

Another contribution to market system dynamics was made by Martin and Schouten (2014), 

who explored how consumers use markets’ logic to develop products and infrastructure that 

were not being offered. To this end, consumers took the producers’ role, by adapting parts to 

the Mini Moto, transforming the interconnected communities with their practices, resulting in 

changes in the established market infrastructure and developing, by innovation and diffusion, 

a new market. 

Dolbec and Fischer (2015), differently than Scaraboto and Fischer (2013) and Martin 

and Schouten (2014), explored satisfied consumers. Their study investigates the participation 

of engaged consumers in the fashion market, who took for themselves institutional work 

previously done by paid agents, a practice that impacted and precipitated a different market-

level dynamic, even unintentionally. Kjeldgaard et al. (2017) also explored active consumer 

actions on market change, but differently than previous researchers did not focus on 

individual consumers as actors in the marketplace, but on formally organized consumers in 

the Danish beer market who, working strategically, coordinated themselves and created a 

formally organized consumer association incorporating external and culturally valued logics 

to modify the existing market logic.  

Ertimur and Coskuner-Balli (2015) offered a great contribution to the 

conceptualization of market system dynamics and institutional logic studies, identifying how 

brands can navigate through the continued presence of multiple institutional logics. The 

authors examined the US yoga market and brought out that a key challenge in managing the 

demands of plural logics is the decision about the combination of distinct logics and drawing 

from the broad repertoire of brand practices. The cultural capital of market actors, the brand 
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strategy assumed in consonance with a coherent brand identity, is fundamental to legitimation 

in plural logic markets. 

Finally, Thompson and Arsel (2004) contributed to the broader theoretical claim, 

supporting the idea that brands do in fact exert influence on the cultural heterohybridization 

aroused by glocalization (Robertson, 1995); in other words, global brands and local cultures 

produce cultural heterogeneity. The authors’ contribution was to investigate the form in which 

Starbucks structured these expressions and consumers experienced the brand’s dominance. 

Naturally global brands enjoy considerable success; however, they simultaneously arouse 

anti-brand, anti-corporate activism, localist movements in a resistance-based institutional 

logic. 

Previous studies highlighted market dynamics in which consumers assumed an active 

role exposed to plural conflicting, or even excluding, institutional logics. However, there 

remain little-explained situations in which consumers organize consumption by navigating 

through plural logics, organizing theories, frames, and narratives, reconfiguring consumption 

practices to organize an identity goal schema, negotiating and communicating social 

interaction, not changing or excluding any of the plural logics, but via sensemaking and 

organizing the consumption decisions by combining institutional logics. The present research 

addresses this gap, investigating the understanding of how consumers organize consumption 

considering different institutional logics, creating practices in which global brands do not 

substitute or even compete with local brands, but are incorporated in a different, nonexclusive 

and nonexcluding brand choice dynamic.  
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3. THE CONTEXT 

To comprehend properly consumers’ lived experience, it is necessary to expand the 

contextualization to the “systemic and structuring influences of market and social systems that 

is not necessarily felt or experienced by consumers in their daily lives” (Askegaard & Linnet, 

2011). Therefore, the macro-social explanatory framework should be understood and 

structured within the phenomenology of consumers’ lived experience, since “it is in the 

everyday social context that society’s norms are made relevant to people, where they became 

concrete.” To describe the context is fundamental to understanding “the way that cultural, 

societal and historical structures and processes embed the intersubjective dynamics” 

(Askegaard & Linnet, 2011), since football has become much more than a marketplace with 

iconic brands (McDonagh, 2017). 

That being so, to understand the institutional logics in the global football market it is 

important to contextualize its origins, and the evolution to current times, in which clubs can 

be understood as brands, probably “providing the strongest form of cultural life through 

which easy sociability has been practiced” across Europe, Latin America, Africa, and Asia 

since the early twentieth century (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2007). Spread internationally 

during the glory days of the British Empire (Ghemawat, 2008), football has been considered 

the world’s most popular sport and as a “global game, spans culturally diverse societies in all 

continents” (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004). 

Giulianotti and Robertson (2012) defined this context as the “global football field,” 

which is constituted by the interrelations between a great diversity of stakeholders. The 

authors affirmed that each of these different institutions and agencies is associated with a 

diverse “set of specific collective interests, ideologies, and social, political and economic 

policies.” In their words: 

Established institutional forces within the global football field include official 

governing bodies, clubs, players, various sponsors, associated media, sports 

ministries, and formal fan associations. Since the late 1980s, more emergent 

forces have included new inter-club alliances, supporter movements and 

subcultures, an international players’ union (FIFPro) encompassing over 40 

nations, and player agents and representatives. In addition, many major national 

bodies, international governmental organizations (IGOs), nongovernmental 
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organizations (NGOs), and transnational corporations (TNCs) have engaged 

more fully with football. (p. 217) 

To frame the context of the context, it is necessary to return to its history in 

heterogeneous societies to be able to understand its evolution. 

3.1 Football and Its Origins 

Conceptualizing its origins, Armstrong and Giulianotti (1999) stressed that football 

has a rich global history, taking into account that most cultures and civilizations seem to have 

played some kind of proto football, involving the kicking of something similar to a ball 

between groups of players. The establishment of football’s modern rules in 1865 provided the 

background for the expression of deeper social and cultural antagonisms that exist anywhere 

on earth (Armstrong & Giulianotti, 2001). The emergence of the “Football Association” in 

England, and the following “rivalries between old aristocratic football teams displaced by 

those between clubs in the new industrial conurbations,” usually between neighboring 

localities (Armstrong & Giulianotti, 2001), can be understood as the beginning of modern 

football.  

Before the First World War erupted, football was spread all over the world by British 

sailors, educationalists, traders, and workmen, although there was some major diversity 

regarding the mode and speed of assimilation into the various national cultures (Armstrong & 

Giulianotti, 1999). Giulianotti and Robertson (2004) affirmed that since its inception football 

featured components that made the global diffusion possible, such as “its particularly simple 

set of rules; unlike rugby and cricket, its playing customs are not closely associated with 

British imperialism; and its basic equipment costs are very low as balls can be manufactured 

from bundles of rags or paper.” 

In Europe, the recreation of British sailors and workers brought the sport to Iberia and 

Scandinavia; in Latin America, the presence of British schools and railway workers building 

the continent’s infrastructure was at the forefront of the sport’s popularization; in Africa, 

football’s colonial associations were stronger, although the game began to be a way for the 

indigenous population to express local pride; however, in North America, Australia, and Asia, 

football failed to be the “national sport,” although nowadays it is well established as one of 

the main sports (Armstrong & Giulianotti, 1999).  
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Even in the countries where football proliferated readily, it had its particularities. In 

Germany, the sport first spread in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, initially in the 

coastal areas and then in the industrial and trade regions throughout the country (Merkel, 

1999). Argentina had the first registers from the late nineteenth century and football’s 

introduction can be linked to the social and political context. Differently than Germany, 

football was, and still is, centralized in the capital, Buenos Aires. Its genesis in the country 

coincided with a national crisis of identity due to the enormous influx of immigrants to a 

relatively young nation-state (Alabarces, 1999). In Turkey, football flourished at the end of 

the Ottoman State in 1918, with Istanbul militarily occupied by the Allies and the Turkish 

teams establishing themselves as popular by victories against British forces teams 

(Kozanoglu, 1999).  

On the other hand, as much as the sport was practiced for decades in Japan, only by 

1965, with the foundation of the “Japan Soccer League” inaugurated with eight corporate 

teams, did it start to be well known in the country (Nogawa & Maeda, 1999).  

In America, by the 1970s football (known as soccer) had become a popular pastime 

for young, affluent suburban youth (Zwick & Andrews, 1999). In South Africa during the 

apartheid years (1948–1990), despite the absence from global football, the sport remained 

popular among black communities in urban areas and became a major force in the generation 

of transracial national identification right afterward (Nauright, 1999).  

Football’s internationalization in the early years enabled the genesis of a world 

governing body, Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), created in 1904 on 

the initiative of French and Dutch representatives (Hare & Dauncey, 1999) by seven founder 

members, with France and Belgium joining Denmark, the Netherlands, Spain (represented by 

Real Madrid FC), Sweden, and Switzerland, then Germany joining on the same day. The 

number of affiliated national associations grew promptly, to 41 countries in 1930, the year of 

the first World Cup; 73 members in 1950, after the Second World War; and 208 affiliated 

members (FIFA, 2019) at the end of 2007, more than in the United Nations (UN), which had 

192 affiliated members (UN, 2019).  

The global governance body is still today represented by FIFA, followed by 

“continental governing bodies, national associations, regional and local associations, the 

various football clubs and fans” who are at the base of the whole market (Giulianotti & 

Robertson, 2004). This structure establishes the political chains and connectivity, ordered by 
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the specific constitutional frameworks in which the national football associations (NFAs) 

representing the national teams are the principal political unit of representation within 

football’s international governing bodies, together with the diverse national professional 

leagues (NPLs) and clubs, organized into a football world calendar (Bodet et al., 2018).  

3.2 The Evolution 

Football’s globalization process was halted only in the period between the First and 

Second World Wars, with restrictions imposed on the international transfer of players and on 

competitions (Ghemawat, 2008). The global diffusion met different kinds of culture, which 

helped to evolve the sport and establish in each part of the world its own “football traditions, 

as illustrated by distinctive corporeal techniques, playing styles, aesthetic codes, 

administrative structures and interpretative vocabularies” (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004). 

Giulianotti (2012) summarized the structuring of football’s global industry as follows: 

The new global game became an intensive focus for the construction and 

interplay of local (club), regional, and national identities, notably as cup and 

league competitions were established in the largest conurbations. Football was a 

strong vehicle for intensified social connectivity within and across nations, 

notably through the establishment of national league systems, and subsequent 

continental and inter-continental tournaments (e.g. club championships in 

Europe, founded in the 1950s), which were covered on radio and television. (p. 

1)  

The World Cup (WC) in 1950 in Brazil can be considered a resumption of global 

football, being the first international tournament after the Second World War. Continental 

club tournaments were created in the period and the first club to emerge and win these 

competitions in Europe was Real Madrid from Spain, notably with players from diverse 

countries (Ghemawat, 2008). Giulianotti and Robertson (2009) highlighted, citing Robertson 

(1992), that just as “global history” must consider a counterpoint, bearing in mind non-

Western societies, football history is full of national and non-Eurocentric histories that 

“chronicle and indeed celebrate the historical diversity and sociocultural complexity of the 

global game.” 

Roderick (2012) pointed out that “in spite of a general desire to advance an 

international “football family”, in its early days FIFA was characterized by Eurocentrism, 
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while its global influence was unobtrusive,” lasting from the 1920s to the 1960s, establishing 

international tournaments and the hierarchical and controlling structures of the sport’s 

governing bodies. Giulianotti and Robertson (2009) highlighted that in this era, the best 

football players started to acquire local or national hero status, enhanced by the founding of 

national and international professional tournaments and the international player mobility that, 

although scarce, did occur, mainly from South America to Europe. Giulianotti and Robertson 

(2009) added that at a national level, “football helped to build national solidarity, but also 

disclosed forms of fissure and fragmentation,” with many international fixtures being deeply 

nationalistic rituals that were intensively covered by national media, with mass consumption 

by radio and then television. 

The period from the late 1960s to the early 2000s is characterized by FIFA forging 

long-term relationships with transnational corporations such as Adidas, and endeavoring to 

open the game “to the influences of new media and commercial markets,” developing the 

market to another level, reaching “the most high-profile and lucrative businesses in the global 

consumer and cultural industry” (Roderick, 2012). This movement could be perceived by 

analyzing the fans’ relationship with the clubs, but also with the national teams, in a highly 

merchandized link (Bodet et al., 2018). Football’s national teams have maintained their 

relevance since they have continued to ritualize national solidarity, particularly “within new 

or emerging football nations,” or even literally emerging nations, such as Croatia in the 1998 

WC, or in the Japanese “reluctance to celebrate national identity” after reaching the same 

1998 WC tournament finals in France (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2009).  

Giulianotti and Robertson (2009) focused on the international tournaments, in which 

“supporters were committed to highly visual national differentiation, through team-scarves, 

shirts and face-paint,” with national pride invoked in competing to host the tournaments, 

besides the “growing consciousness of ethno-national differentiation” revealed in the United 

States, where soccer is practiced by “millions of young, white, middle-class Americans, but at 

elite level the most committed followers tended to be first/second generation migrants with 

strong allegiances to “home” nations,” or in France, the 1998 WC champions with 

multicultural and multiorigin players in the team, remembered by the title celebration in Paris 

by citizens of long French descent from North Africa. 

Throughout the period, several European nations relaxed recruitment restrictions on 

“overseas players,” allowing three to five international players in a local club, intensifying the 

transfer markets from South America and Africa to Europe. This potentialized market 
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uncertainty, since at an individual level the differences and inequalities between elite and 

grassroots football emerged “in terms of financial and symbolic rewards” (Giulianotti & 

Robertson, 2009).  

As a result, Giulianotti and Robertson (2009) affirmed that “football’s political 

management became both, more complex and more closely integrated within the broader 

international system” in the 1990s. The authors alleged:  

Political influence was pursued by a wider array of institutional actors, such as 

governing bodies (global, continental and national), media and merchandise 

transnational corporations (TNCs), organized labor (especially the 

professionals’ world union, FIFPro), player agents, international federations 

(especially the EU), the world’s top clubs, and supporters’ organizations. Each 

participant category became increasingly reflexive towards both greater global 

interconnectedness within football and the complexity of competing interests 

across these stakeholders. (p. 25) 

The Bosman law is a landmark in football history. The Court of Justice of the 

European Community in 1995 allowed players holding an EU passport to sign with any EU 

football club (Poli, 2010). Poli (2006) affirmed that with “this decree, the status of players 

within the system of professional football raised significantly” because, differently from 

previous practice, it released players whose contract with any EU club had expired to sign a 

new one with another club without any payment or compensation to the original club. 

Giulianotti and Robertson (2009) addressed the destruction of the transfer market system as it 

was conceived until then. The result was a massive increase in salaries, empowering elite 

players who could choose a club to sign to (Poli, 2006, 2010), enhancing the international 

mobility of football talents not only within EU players and clubs, but among players from all 

over the world (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2009), especially those with European descent. In a 

few years, many European clubs “were directing over 80 per cent of annual revenues into 

wages,” attracting the best players in the world, “fueled by huge new television revenues in 

top European leagues, the emergence of sports agents with global contacts, and the greater 

prestige of continental rather than national club tournaments” (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2009; 

Poli, 2010). Bertozzi (2014), in an article reflecting on the effects of the Bosman law, wrote: 

No English players were among Chelsea's holders against Southampton on 

December 26, 1999. It was the very first time a Premier League team had 
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entered the field with eleven foreigners. Not even the Blues’ coach was local. 

Italian Gianluca Vialli.  

At the time, it was new. Today it is not even news. The irreversible 

opening of borders in the 1990s has made the major European clubs become 

true national teams. The Bosman Act and the expansion of the Champions 

League have been key factors in transforming the Old Continent football 

landscape in recent years. 

Belgian Jean-Marc Bosman's long court struggle over the right to 

choose where to act cost him the best years of his career but changed the story 

for those who came later. […] Therefore, the limits of foreigners in club 

competitions no longer encompass community players. Good news for the 

economically stronger leagues. Not so much for peripheral scenarios. The year 

1995 was symbolic by the Ajax Champions title, which in the following years 

would see a breakdown of its cast. 

Before Bosman law, foreigners had to be more carefully chosen, and 

there was even room on less powerful teams for top international players […] 

The reduced mobility and political situation of some countries made some 

teams true national teams. Not by chance, Steaua Bucharest was European 

Champion in 1986 and Red Star in 1991. Today, it is almost impossible to 

imagine a repeat of these achievements. […] The news, in many cases, came 

from a phenomenon common to our century: the entry of multi-millionaires into 

team acquisition. Roman Abramovich's arrival at Chelsea was symbolic. The 

Blues experienced a phenomenon that years later would happen to Manchester 

City and Paris Saint-Germain: Suddenly, their club wakes up with a blank 

check and can hire star players at will.  

Television contracts also exploded. They doubled, tripled, quadrupled. 

[…] What to expect for the future? UEFA tries to enforce financial fair play 

laws that will force clubs to spend only what they can raise. For supporters of 

the project, it is a chance to level the playing field by minimizing the effect of 

patron entry – many of them with dubious money. For others, it will be the 

stabilization of a caste of dominant teams that will not see new members in the 

near future.  
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Naturally, the impacts on football’s structure and the market equilibrium were 

extreme, intensifying the “increase in the level of professionalization and the players global 

migration, the corporatization of the clubs, the proliferation of merchandising, rule-changes to 

draw in new-customers, and a general redefinition of the competitive structures and the ethos 

of the sport,” in a process known as “hyper-commodification” (Giulianotti & Robertson, 

2004; Walsh and Giulianotti, 2001). This change in the status and economic potential of the 

market was reflected in the players, some of them transformed “from heroes to stars, from 

sport-specific athletes to global signifiers,” desired and contracted by football institutions 

(Giulianotti & Robertson, 2009). The players have been transformed into merchandising 

corporations, multiplying “off-field earnings through diverse endorsement deals that 

hypercommodified football’s most accomplished artists,” and as a side effect of this process, 

“circles of managers, directors, match officials, media figures and player agents” were further 

enriched (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2009). Giulianotti and Robertson (2012) pointed out that 

the economic divisions “have become ever starker between elite football systems in Western 

Europe, Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa, and most of Asia, with Europe’s “Big Five 

leagues” (England, Spain, Italy, Germany, and France) accruing multibillion-dollar revenues 

from pay-per-view TV networks, while Brazilian and Argentinian leagues have been 

struggling with massive debts, mismanagement, and corruption.”  

The world’s richest clubs—Real Madrid, Manchester United, Chelsea, and 

Barcelona—have in fact become TNCs in terms of branding, international playing staff, 

looking for a global audience but keeping local symbolic ties to their “homes,” increasing 

their revenues to an incredible extent on a global scale, although not without criticism, once 

this commercial transformation exacerbated the social exclusion of working-class fans 

(Giulianotti, 2002; Giulianotti & Robertson, 2007, 2009, 2012) and the transformation of their 

relationship and affiliation (Bodet et al., 2018; Dionisio, Leal, & Moutinho, 2008). 

3.3 “The” World Sport 

As Dionisio et al. (2008) pointed out, sporting activities, football in particular, “have 

always constituted an essential component of free time occupation,” inspiring memories from 

all over the world, reducing adults to tears, and transcending day-to-day discussions as a 

symbol of global culture (McDonagh, 2017). Giulianotti and Robertson (2004) understood, 

though, that only “relatively recently has the game’s unparalleled cross-cultural appeal been 

realized financially,” although as McDonagh (2017) emphasized, the “big business” status 
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features myriad ramifications in terms of club products and stadium visits as well as 

videogames, broadcasts, and a host of other products and services.  

The structural transformation is undeniable and at “elite level, football’s finance has 

grown exponentially,” with parallel major changes in the cultural organization of the game, as 

experienced by players, spectators, and media commentators (Giulianotti, 2002). Giulianotti 

and Robertson (2012) explored how in global business, football is deeply embedded in 

corporate advertising and brand-building strategies and has been pivotal to the creation of 

transnational media networks.  

The sport’s transnational status is realized “through the raw data and political conflicts 

generated by sporting “mega-events” and their controlling bodies,” such as the Olympic 

Games, controlled by the International Olympic Committee (IOC), or the WC, controlled by 

FIFA (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2007). FIFA (2019) discussed audience standards in the last 

2018 WC in Russia, in a post with the title “More than half the world watched record-

breaking 2018 World Cup’; there was a combined 3,572 billion viewers in the global 

audience, a 10.9% increase over the last WC in Brazil in 2014. The post related other relevant 

information about the audience, highlighting that “all around the world broadcasters reached 

unprecedented numbers of unique users through their digital platforms as second-screen and 

on-the-move viewing,” definitely emphasizing a new way to interact with the audience (FIFA, 

2019). 

According to the Nielsen World Football Report (2018), a “survey of 18 markets 

across Americas, Europe, the Middle East and Asia shows football consistently topping the 

chart, with 40% or more of respondents either “interested” or “very interested” in the sport,” 

representing 736 million people across the surveyed markets. The sport penetrates diverse 

cultures around the world, as can be seen in a survey undertaken in May 2017 in 30 markets, 

which asked about the degree of interest in football among the population (Table 4). 
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Table 4  

Selected Markets Ranked by Percentage of Population Interested in Football 

Market Population “interested” or “very interested” in 

football (%) 

1 United Arab Emirates 80 

2 Thailand 78 

3 Chile 75 

4 Portugal 75 

5 Turkey 75 

6 Mexico 73 

7 Spain 70 

8 South Africa 70 

9 Italy 67 

10 Poland 67 

11 South Korea 67 

12 Malaysia 65 

13 Brazil 60 

14 Germany 60 

15 Hungary 54 

16 Russia 52 

17 UK 51 

18 France 50 

19 Czech Republic 50 

20 Singapore 49 

Source: Adapted from Nielsen World Football Report (2018). 

The five big European markets have 131 million people interested in the sport, an 

enormous contingent, as in Brazil, where 75 million people declared themselves football fans 

(Nielsen World Football Report, 2018).  

The fastest-growing markets for football are the United States, Mexico, Russia, India, 

and China, in which in urban areas 187 million people declared themselves fans of the sport. 

It is important to observe that when talking about demographics (Table 5), the increased 

interest in the sport in these countries is occurring mainly between youth and medium to high-

income earners, representing that football “is a relatively young and aspirational sport” 

(Nielsen World Football Report, 2018).  
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Table 5  

Demographic Segments in the Fastest Growth Markets 

Market Percentage of population 

“interested” or “very 

interested” in football 

Two highest 

percentages of 

population by age 

(years) 

Two highest percentages of 

population by income 

United 

States 

32 16–24: 55 Medium-income earners: 41 

  25–34: 50 High-income earners: 40 

Russia 52 25–34: 57 High-income earners: 61 

  55–69: 51 Medium-income earners: 51 

Mexico 73 25–34: 79 High-income earners: 84 

  35–44: 72 Medium-income earners: 73 

China 32 16–24: 42 High-income earners: 36 

  25–34: 33 Medium-income earners: 31 

India 45 16–24: 53 Low-income earners: 52 

  35–44: 51 High-income earners: 47 

Source: Adapted from Nielsen World Football Report (2018). 

Digital content such as social media and videogame franchises has become powerful 

platforms for football clubs and players to build relationship with fans worldwide. Social 

media changed the relationship between fans and their clubs forever, with it becoming more 

immediate and accessible, enabling a huge growth in possibilities of commercial involvement 

(Gheerbrant, 2019), as could be seen, for example, in 2019 with Messi’s 49 posts featuring 

Adidas, which produced 150 million interactions and approximately US$6.9 million in ad 

value for the brand, according to metrics developed by the social media analytics firm Hookit 

(Badenhausen, 2019). 

As Badenhausen (2019) reported, Cristiano Ronaldo’s Instagram is similar to any 

typical social media account in many ways, “with family photos, vacation shots with friends, 

trips to the gym and selfies in the sun,” except for the number of followers, 177 million in 

August 2019, more than any other person in the world, and the ability to create content 

together with his partner brands, resulting in enormous engagement. Barcelona’s player 

Gerard Piqué declared that “he does not need the traditional media anymore,” since the fans’ 

direct interaction made proximity possible (Choudry, 2019). In fact, for good and ill, social 

media has changed the football market, empowering clubs, athletes, and also the fans, 

enabling interactions no longer necessarily mediated by traditional media, bringing with it 

immediacy, a sense of closeness, and fragmented communication access on a worldwide 

scale, although it threw light on aggressive and toxic behaviors, since social media is not only 
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a channel to share content, but also to gage opinion and receive feedback (Choudry, 2019; 

Gheerbrant, 2019). 

The videogame industry is another area in which the football business has flourished. 

The leading title FIFA, produced by the EA, across the series’ 25-year history has sold 260 

million copies, making it the world’s highest-selling sports game ever (Hoggins, 2018). The 

contender title PES, produced by Konami, recently intensified the dispute over club and 

league licensing, since these assets have played out in games sales (PH Nascimento, 2019), 

trying to reduce the distance to EA’s commanding lead of 24 million unit sales over Konami’s 

1 million in the last fiscal year (Reddy, 2019).  

The business is evolving, incorporating new interaction possibilities for exploring the 

clubs’ and players’ brands, recently including a microtransaction platform inside the titles, by 

which consumers can customize their own virtual squads and use them to play online with 

other users, “buying” the “virtual players,” simulating the signing of real players to their 

teams, thus increasing the game producers’ and clubs’ revenues (Bailey, 2019). EA’s FIFA 

title is indisputably an important actor in the industry dynamics, since it “has become one of 

the primary media touchpoints between fans and football globally” (Nielsen Top 5 Sports 

Industry Trends, 2018).  

3.4 Football in Brazil 

Brazil and the Brazilians are better understood by moving away from the “considered 

serious institutions as the state and the markets” and trying to understand some social aspects 

that are apparently casual, such as carnival, different religions, and football (DaMatta, 1997). 

Bromberger (1995) is one of the anthropologists who pointed out the “discrepancy between 

the futility of a game and the intensity of the passions it arouses,” emphasizing the infatuation 

of contemporaries for this type of sporting entertainment, highlighting the arousing of 

excitement, the creation of a local identity and all its rituals, giving “concrete form to people’s 

deepest feelings about the world in a complex mesh of people’s different senses of their 

identity,” also possibly suggesting that a football match is akin to a sacred ceremony.  

DaMatta (1982), a Brazilian anthropologist thinking about local society, presented 

aligned thoughts, claiming that football in Brazilian society is not only a game, but a carrier 

for dramatization, which covers and at the same time grooms a complex cluster of meanings. 

The matches dramatize identity and belonging feelings, not only for those directly involved in 
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the field, but especially for others who participate in the drama as a fan (DaMatta, 1982). 

Football is entangled in the “economy, society, culture and, as it could only be local, regional 

and national identities” (Damo, 2006). These events, usually highly emotional, are 

characterized as a place to express certain feelings that would not be conveniently accepted if 

expressed in other spheres of daily life (DaMatta, 1982). 

Toledo (2010) deepened the discussion about the projection of football as a mediator 

of playful relations on daily life in Brazil. The author brought the concept that football can be 

conceived as a “kind of prism where millions of fans project and refract infinite fractions of 

themselves upon each other, from the countless experienced games, internalizing practices in 

a vast whirlpool.” In this scenario, the football clubs are the reason that created and made the 

market evolve, insofar as one cannot have the full experience of football excitement without 

being engaged with one of the parties that are in the dispute, since this involvement is what 

makes all the sense, because someone who does not have any connection to a club probably 

would not go to a stadium or watch a game on TV (Bromberger, 1995; Damo, 2006).  

Damo (2006) affirmed that in Brazil, the football clubs can be understood by two 

distinct dimensions: (a) they are political-administrative institutions whose objective is to 

manage a football team which represents the club in football events against other clubs and 

without a team they are disposable; and (b) they are a symbolic representation, the driving 

force of the football spectacle, since fans identify with teams because they represent the clubs: 

“The teams can change from season to season, the club remains, protected by its traditions 

and mythologies.” Club membership, or “clubbing” (clubismo in Portuguese), is a “forged 

neologism to account for a modality of identity that is unique to the football sphere,” but 

naturally in other countries with other hegemonic sports, this connection may be linked to 

other collective sports (Damo, 2012). 

However, simply qualifying football as an “individual identity expression” is to ignore 

the phenomenon, since it evolved from a neighborhood representation in which fans were 

from the community into the “associations of each club football fans,” and then to elite 

supporters who buy annual tickets and fans who watch only on TV (Toledo, 2010). The 

relationship is changing, since the act of going to a stadium, supporting and cheering for a 

club when watching a game, has been redesigned through the years with the sport’s 

transformation into a worldwide entertainment event.  
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The football stadium is one of those “rare spaces where collective emotions are 

unleashed, where such a dramatic spectacle in which the narrative develops before a watching 

public who can—or believe they can—influence and even change the denouement” 

(Bromberger, 1995), a civilization founded on the equilibrium of the dispute, predisposing 

itself to extraordinary symbolic connections in which all—participants, referees, sponsors, 

and spectators—are willingly and happily subjected to rules, even harder than in everyday life 

(DaMatta, 2006). Stadiums represent an essential component, being associated with different 

identities and the community sense associated with the supporters and the clubs (Sirangelo, 

2019). Kfouri (2017) stressed the importance of the stadium in Brazilian society, citing “one 

of his old professors” in the University of São Paulo during his undergrad social science 

course, Professor Gabriel Cohn, who said that he “doesn’t believe in a sociologist in Brazil 

who did not have the pants worn by the stands.” 

In Brazil nowadays, stadium attendance is a habit for only 30.1% of football 

consumers (12.6% frequently go to the stadium, 17.5% infrequently) and among them, 38.1% 

do so due to the possibility of cheering with the crowd, 29.3% because they like to watch the 

game up close, and 9.9% argue that in the stadium their emotions can overflow. On the other 

side, among the 37.9% who answered that they do not attend stadiums, the main reasons 

pointed to were violence (46.1%), the comfort of home or a bar (34.4%), or that they do not 

have sufficient money to go (11.3%) (SPC—Football Consumer Market in Brazil, 2016). 

These numbers reflect the evolution of Brazilian League attendance (Figure 5), which, 

compared to the top five European Leagues (Germany, England, Spain, Italy, and France) and 

the UCL, the UEFA European Clubs Championship or Champions League, historically 

present lower average ratings.  
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Figure 5 - Average Attendance in the Last Five Football Seasons 

 

 

Source: Adapted from www.worldfootball.net/attendance (2019). 

In the last five seasons, the Brazilian League has shown growth, but it has not reached 

its 1983 attendance record, with 22,953 people on average per game (Mansur, 2019), yet at a 

level incompatible with the results currently achieved in the European Leagues. In the last 

three seasons the UCL has become the championship with the highest average audience, 

outperforming the German League (Worldfootball, 2019). 

However, football broadcasting is an important asset to media groups and, considering 

the impacts of changing information and entertainment consumption habits generating a 

declining investment in advertisement, live sport, specifically the Brazilian football league 

rights, provides content that is a safeguard, preserving high audience levels and revenues 

(Mattos, 2019). Although the main European national league rights do not present the same 

results, in the last decade it is undisputable that their absolute relevance has increased, 

successively breaking records (Ferreira, 2013), attracting even social media such as Facebook 

and streaming media such as DAZN and EI to this marketplace (Cury, 2019). The national 

broadcast leader Globo TV had the rights for 10 years, until the 201817/18 season, when the 

UCL’s final match reached an audience level record of 23 points, representing a 40% share in 

the São Paulo area; in the Rio de Janeiro area it attained the same 23 points, but with a 44% 

share (UOL Esporte, 2018). 

Football videogame franchises are another peculiar aspect of the Brazilian market. 

Since 2014, Brazilian clubs are no longer present in the world-leading title, EA Sports’ FIFA, 
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because of a Brazilian legal issue (Borges, 2014). Several football players who were included 

in the game in previous years’ editions accused the publisher of misuse of their image, stating 

that clubs would not be legally entitled to assign it (Alliatti, 2014). Many Brazilian users 

protested on social media (Borges, 2014), but without serious impact on EA Sports, since 

users when playing online are used to dealing with European teams, which are much better to 

play with than the Brazilian teams, so the game’s sales were not in fact affected (Alliatti, 

2014).  

Konami’s PES took the opportunity and negotiated with the Brazilian Football 

Confederation (CBF), various Brazilian clubs, and their players individually (Caetano, 2019). 

The videogame market research conducted by Gfk Entertainment indicated that Konami’s 

action brought results in the first quarter of 2019, since among the 15 markets researched 

worldwide, EA’s FIFA was in the top 3 in 13 of them and the first in 10, including Brazil. 

Konami’s PES only appeared in one of the markets, not by chance in Brazil, in third position 

(Gfk Entertainment, 2019; Walker, 2019). 

Football in fact is not essential in what is understood as “serious life,” or a central 

aspect of individual identity construction, but it can be considered part of a symbolic order 

that supports modern life, since it organizes discourses that define practices that are 

independent of social class determination, professional categories, lifestyle, or even 

ideological choices (DaMatta, 1997; Toledo, 2010). Its ludic dimension and the peripherical 

sphere allow the coexistence in the “same individual [of] the condition of worker, bandit, 

father, son, fan, police officer and so many other occupations and practices available that they 

cross and give fluid contours to our biographies” (Toledo, 2010).  

Damo (2012) suggested that “instead of thinking that the game creates the audience, 

why not presuppose that [it] is the audience who creates the game?” This marketplace is 

undoubtedly a result of these complementary perspectives, from what the passionate public 

receive from the lived experiences and memories in their lives and, on the other hand, 

supporters who are part of the spectacle, people making the game’s context prominent and 

attractive (Damo, 2012). The data resulting from the research reinforce this perspective, 

highlighting socialization and the strengthening of social ties as fundamental components.  
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4. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

 

This research adopts the interpretative approach supported by poststructuralist 

epistemic principles (Thompson, Arnould & Giesler, 2013). Therein, culture is interpreted “as 

a field of practices or a system of representation,” while consumption subjectivity is 

understood as socially and culturally constructed, such that “meaning is given and exchanged 

in marketplace” (Moisander, Valtonen & Hirsto, 2009). From this perspective, my analysis 

focuses on socially instituted discursive or cultural practices through which “people produce 

meaning, make sense of their everyday life and achieve social order, as well as on the cultural 

discourses or systems of representation that people draw from in doing so” (Moisander, 

Valtonen & Hirsto, 2009). 

 To properly understand the context and be capable of answering the research 

questions, I collected data from multiple sources and types. Table 6 summarizes the methods 

used, data collected, their purpose, and their characteristics. In the following sections I will 

explain the methods in detail. 

Table 6  

Summary of Data Collection Methods 

Methods Purpose Places and characteristics 

Media and market 

data 

Involvement with the broad market context Sites, blogs, Twitter, and 

podcasts 

Historical data Understand the market evolution through 

the decades 

Placar magazine's repository 

Netnography Understand the consumption context Facebook communities 

Participant 

observation 

Experience and involvement in the context  Professional and social events 

In-depth interviews Better understand the market dynamics Professionals and consumers 

  

4.1 Media and Marketplace Data 

Inspired by Humphreys and Latour (2013), I have been separating out information on 

the subject in the main national media and blogs since March 2016. I started following the 

sports sections of major Brazilian newspapers and news sites (Table 7) as my initial main 

sources.  
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Table 7  

Sites and Blogs Followed 

Name Type Where Characteristics 

Folha de São Paulo www folha.uol.com.br/esporte Online newspaper 

O Estado de SP www esportes.estadao.com.br/ Online newspaper 

Lance! www lance.com.br Online sports newspaper 

UOL www uol.com.br/esporte Online news 

Globo.com www globoesporte.globo.com Online news 

ESPN www espn.com.br Online news 

Esporte Interativo www esporteinterativo.com.br Online news 

PLACAR www veja.abril.com.br/placar/ Online sports magazine 

Máquina do Esporte www maquinadoesporte.uol.com.br Online sports industry news 

MKT Esportivo Blog mktesportivo.com Online sports industry news 

Trivela Blog trivela.com.br/ Online football industry news 

Mauro Cezar Pereira Blog blogdomaurocezar.blogosfera.uol.com.br/ Sports journalist 

Juca Kfouri Blog blogdojuca.uol.com.br/ Sports journalist 

Erich Betting Blog negociosdoesporte.blogosfera.uol.com.br Business sports journalist 

Rodrigo Capelo Blog 
globoesporte.globo.com/blogs/blog-do-

rodrigo-capelo/ 
Business sports journalist 

Rodrigo Mattos Blog rodrigomattos.blogosfera.uol.com.br Business sports journalist 

Amir Somoggi Blog Blogs.lance.com.br/Somoggi Business sports journalist 

Sem Firulas Blog medium.com/sem-firulas Online football industry news 

Torcedores Blog torcedores.com/ Online football industry news 

 

The analysis of newspaper data helped to understand the evolution and the framing of 

the football marketplace in the country. Added to these portals, as I became more familiar 

with the specific theme, I observed that some sports journalists have mainly focused on sports 

culture and markets, some of them both local and international, and for this reason I also 

followed their blogs. 

After that I started to follow these specific actors on their Twitter accounts too (Table 

8) and, getting in touch with these interactions, I made contact and began to follow many 

other industry actors and their respective interactions, in a snowball process. After that, I 

started to follow many other sports media accounts, independent and other companies’ 

journalists, international football media accounts, football managers and professionals in 

clubs, and industry stakeholders, who interact and express opinions about the football market.  

At the end of this process, I had collected 736 links that presented news, studies, and 

opinions, resulting in 2,026 pages with a total of 411,911 words, following saturation criteria 

of content repetition to better understand the phenomenon for theoretical construction. 

  

https://esportes.estadao.com.br/
https://veja.abril.com.br/placar/
https://blogdomaurocezar.blogosfera.uol.com.br/
https://blogdojuca.uol.com.br/
https://globoesporte.globo.com/blogs/blog-do-rodrigo-capelo/
https://globoesporte.globo.com/blogs/blog-do-rodrigo-capelo/
https://medium.com/sem-firulas
https://www.torcedores.com/
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Table 8  

Twitter Accounts Followed 

Name Type Where Characteristics 

Rodrigo Capello Twitter @rodrigocapelo Business sports journalist at Globo 

Rodrigo Mattos Twitter @_rodrigomattos_ Business sports journalist at UOL 

Erich Betting Twitter @erichbeting Business sports journalist at Máquina  

Ultrajano Twitter @ultrajano Sports journalist 

Juca Kfouri Twitter @BlogdoJuca Sports journalist at Folha and UOL 

Mauro Cezar Twitter @maurocezar Sports journalist at ESPN and UOL 

Cesar Grafietti Twitter @cesargrafietti Economist at Itaú BBA 

Alexandre Rangel Twitter @alex_rangel_br EY sports consultant 

José Colagrossi Twitter @JColagrossiNeto Executive director at IBOPE Repucom 

BDO Brazil Twitter @BDOBrazil Audit firm 

Deportes&Finanzas Twitter @DeporFinanzas Spanish football finance account 

Calcio Finanza Twitter @CalcioFinanza Italian football finance account 

Kantar IBOPE Media Twitter @K_IBOPEMedia Data, insights, and consulting 

Andrei Kampff Twitter @AndreiKampff Sports and legal journalist 

André Sica Twitter @SicaAndre Partner of sports law at CSMV 

Marcos Motta Twitter @mottaarcos Sports and entertainment lawyer 

Ricardo Fort Twitter @SportByFort Business marketing executive 

SportsMatch Twitter @SportsMatch_BR Football statistics 

Footure Twitter @FootureFC Football statistics 

Footstats Premium Twitter @Footstats Football statistics 

SportBiz Consulting Twitter @SportbizC Sports marketing business 

Felipe Soalheiro Twitter @FSoalheiro Founder of SportBiz 

Sports Value Twitter @sportsvalue_ Sports marketing business 

Amir Somoggi Twitter @amirsomoggi Founder of Sports Value 

Sport Track Twitter @sport_track Sports marketing business 

Rafael Plastina Twitter @rplastina Founder of Sports Track 

Pluri Consultoria Twitter @pluriconsult Sports marketing business 

Fernando Ferreira Twitter @Fernandopluri Founder of Pluri Sports Consulting 

Marca Twitter @marca Online Spanish sports newspaper 

Sky Sports News Twitter @SkySportsNews Online English sports media 

Diario Olé Twitter @DiarioOle Online Argentinian sports newspaper 

Corriere dello Sport Twitter @CorSport Online Italian sports newspaper 

Velho Twitter @velhocronista Out of mainstream football news 

Casual Football Twitter @CasualFootball Out of mainstream football news 

O Canto das Torcidas Twitter @OCantoOficial Out of mainstream football news 

Corner Twitter @leiacorner Football magazine  

Curioso do Futebol Twitter @ocuriosofutebol Blog of curious football news 

Curiosidades Europa Twitter @CuriosidadesEU European market football news 

Conexão Fut Twitter @conexaofutcombr European market football news 

Sem Clubismo Twitter @SemClubismo_FC Football humor 
Antes de dar merda fut Twitter @antesdamerdafut Football humor 

Desimpedidos Twitter @desimpedidos Football media humor 

Corneta Europa Twitter @cornetaeuropa Football humor 

FutBR x Fut Europeu Twitter @BrEuropeu Football humor 

A Football Archive Twitter @FootballArchive English blog of historical football 

Retrodeporte Twitter @retrodeporte Spanish blog of historical football 

Impedimento Twitter @impedimento South American football news 

FutPapers Twitter @futpapers World sports newspapers front page 
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PVC Twitter @PVC Sports journalist at FOX and UOL 

Rodrigo Bueno Twitter @RodrigoBuenoFOX Sports journalist at FOX 

Leonardo Bertozzi Twitter @lbertozzi Sports journalist at ESPN 

Antero Grecco Twitter @anterogreco Sports journalist at ESPN and Estadao 

André Rocha Twitter @anunesrocha Sports journalist at UOL 

Samir Carvalho Twitter @samircarvalho Sports journalist at UOL 

Marcel Rizzo Twitter @marcrizzo Sports journalist at UOL 

Robson Morelli Twitter @robsonmorelli Sports journalist at Estadao 

Leandro Iamin Twitter @leandroiamin Sports journalist at Central3 Podcasts 

Claudio Zaidan Twitter @Claudiozaidan11 Sports journalist at Radio Bandeirantes 

Rica Perrone Twitter @RicaPerrone Sports journalist and blogger 

Fabio Seixas Twitter @fabio_seixas Sports journalist at Globo 

Martín Fernandez Twitter @mart_fern Sports journalist at Globo 

Gabriela Moreira Twitter @gabi_moreira Sports journalist at Globo 

Breiller Pires Twitter @breiller Sports journalist at ESPN and El País 

Gustavo Zupak Twitter @gustavozupak Sports journalist at ESPN and CBN 

Grant Wahl Twitter @GrantWahl Soccer journalist at Sports Illustrated  

Ariel Palacios Twitter @arielpalacios Sports journalist at Globo in Argentina 

Gary Lineker Twitter @GaryLineker Sports journalist at BBC 

Artur Petrosyan Twitter @arturpetrosyan Sports journalist at Guardian 

Tim Vickery Twitter @Tim_Vickery Sports journalist at BBC in Brazil 

Natalie Gedra Twitter @ngedra Sports journalist at ESPN in England 

João Castelo-Branco Twitter @j_castelobranco Sports journalist at ESPN in England 

Fernando Kallás Twitter @fernandokallas Sports journalist at Globo in Spain 

Fred Caldeira Twitter @fredcaldeira Sports journalist at EI in England 

Clara Albuquerque Twitter @claalbuquerque Sports journalist at EI in Italy 

Jamil Chade Twitter @JamilChade Journalist at UOL in Switzerland 

Joanna de Assis Twitter @joannadeassis Sports journalist at Globo in US 

Arnaldo Ribeiro Twitter @ArnaldoRibeiro Sports journalist at UOL 

Lucio de Castro Twitter @agsportlight Investigative sports journalist 

Ricardo Taves Twitter @rocardotaves Digital/social media at CONMEBOL 

Fabio Kadow Twitter @FabioKadow Digital/social media 

THE360 Twitter @escolathe360 Sports hub 

CONAFUT Twitter @conafut Brazilian National Football Conference 

EA Sports FIFA Twitter @EASPORTSFIFA EA Sports FIFA franchise 

eFootball PES Latam Twitter @PESlatam Konami PES Latam account 

 

Podcasts became popular in the Brazilian sports market in 2019, bringing information 

and discussion to another level. These podcasts are in general weekly and last for more or less 

60 minutes each episode. To complete the data collection, I started to follow some of these 

sports podcasts (Table 9), listening to them constantly and marking minutes to use later.  
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Table 9  

Podcasts Followed 

Name Type Where Characteristics 

Correspondente 

Premier 
Podcast 

podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/corr

espondentes-premier 

Brazilian journalists in England 

discussing football culture 

Hoje Sim - Cleber 

Machado 
Podcast 

podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/hoje

-sim-cleber-machado 

Discussions and interviews with 

football marketplace personalities 

Muito mais do que 

futebol 
Podcast 

podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/mui

to-mais-do-que-futebol 

Journalists discussing football 

culture 

Dinheiro em Jogo Podcast 
podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/din

heiro-em-jogo-rodrigo-capelo 

Discussions and interviews with 

football marketplace personalities 

MKT Esportivo Podcast 
podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/mkt

esportivocast 

Discussions and interviews with 

football marketplace personalities 

Trivela Podcast 
podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/Triv

ela 

Journalists discussing football 

culture 

Posse de Bola Podcast 
podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/pos

se-de-bola-uol 

Journalists discussing football 

culture 

Footure Podcast 
podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/foot

ure-podcasts/ 

Discussions and interviews with 

football marketplace personalities 

Esportes S/A Podcast 
podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/esp

orte-s-a/ 

Discussions and interviews with 

football marketplace personalities 

Quatro em Campo Podcast 
https://podcasts.apple.com/br/podc

ast/quatro-em-campo/ 

Discussions and interviews with 

football marketplace personalities 

4.2 Historical Data 

A second data collection strategy was the historical one (Kravets & Sandikci, 2013). 

Placar magazine has been for decades the main football magazine published in Brazil. The 

Abril publishing company, which is still the brand’s owner, is facing solvency issues and no 

longer publishes the magazine regularly, but they keep the brand active by publishing notes 

on relevant topics on a shared website with Veja, another magazine from the same publisher. 

The objective of this strategy was to perceive the evolution and to understand the 

different moments and approaches with which international football was portrayed through 

the decades in the local market. Humphreys’ (2010) work, which focused on the shifts in 

legitimacy of casino gambling by analyzing changes in the framing that exists in popular 

discourses, was the inspiration. Oliver and Johnston (2005) affirmed that framing theory was 

central to the social psychological turn and was usually recognized to provide a way to link 

ideas and social construction of ideas with organizational and political process factors. 

Seeking to understand a possible change in the football marketplace structure, 

represented by the evolution in the articles and reports published and focusing on European 

clubs through the decades, I searched Placar magazine's online repository between the 1980s 

https://podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/quatro-em-campo/
https://podcasts.apple.com/br/podcast/quatro-em-campo/
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and the 2010s and frame analysis was used to recognize the shifts in cultural discourses over 

time (Humphreys, 2010) that could help me to understand the market evolution. I registered 

the articles and reports of each edition, the number of pages dedicated to each of them, and 

described their content. Unfortunately, not all the editions were accessible, but a reasonable 

number of them made it possible to explore the reports that were focused on European clubs.  

4.3 Netnography 

I used netnography (Kozinets, 2010) to deepen and seek insights about the broader 

consumer context in the football market. Initial broad research in Facebook pages allowed me 

to identify potential groups for gathering data based on the theme of the posts and the 

reactions. As I got involved and familiar with the dynamics, I started to follow other groups 

(Table 10). 

Table 10  

Facebook Communities Followed 

Facebook 

community 
Page description/subject 

Members 

(10/15/2019) 

Manual do 

Jogador 

Ruim 

@Manualdoj

ogadorruim 

A bad player is not one who plays poorly, but one who does not observe 

the standards of modern, robotic football! As thus seen only by 

“moralizers”! 

Posts with videos and photos praising “old-school” players, not 

necessarily good players, but the ones that they consider have “the right, 

the old-school” posture.  

1,388,834  

Futebol da 

Depressão 

@FuteDaDe

pressao 

Drama school (Escola de Treta). 

Page full of photos and videos mocking the clubs and the supporters that 

are not doing well in the season, and players in awkward humorous 

situations. 

1,356,643  

 

Doentes por 

Futebol 

@dpfutebol 

 

From the battered field that hosts a Brazilian third division match to a 

stellar Champions League duel, we're always there. 

Posts with news, links, videos, and photos on what is happening in 

Brazilian and Europeans football. 

1,206,513  

Olé do Brasil 

@SiteOledo

Brasil 

 

A humorous site made up of fictional news, usually inspired by reality. 

The goal is not to cause conflicts or to offend fans, we just want to 

entertain lovers of the most popular sport in the world. 

Page full of videos, photos, and comments making fun of football news. 

953,271  

Premier 

League da 

Depressão 

@PremierLe

aguedaDepre 

Biggest humorous homepage on the Premier League (English 

Championship) in Brazil. Also with “bigueladas” in other competitions. 

Page full of videos, photos, and comments highlighting English 

Championship and other European leagues, sometimes contrasting with 

the Brazilian Championship. 

736,701  

Cenas 

Lamentáveis 

@cenaslame

ntaveis 

Hey boy, look at the mess! Unfortunate scenes! The CL is a HUMOR 

page. 

Posts with videos and photos poking fun basically in two ways: on the 

Brazilian football scene, usually comparing it with the European scene, 

or with European “modern” football, considered not to be the “pure” or 

“genuine” football scene.  

669,838  
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Futebol 

Nacional 

@futenacion

al 

There is no page description. 

Posts with videos and photos praising the Brazilian national team, 

players, clubs, and championships. 

383,208  

RIP Futebol 

Clube 

@ripfutebolc

lube 

Here lies football. Remember it? 

Most of the posts are videos, photos, and stories emphasizing the time 

when football (idols, teams, matches) was “real,” and criticizing 

European football. 

128,121  

Zueira 

Futebol 

Clube 

@zueirafc 

The final destination of football “zoeira” (mocking). 

Page full of photos and videos mocking clubs and their supporters that 

are not doing well in the season, and sports journalists. 

127,510  

Blog 4-3-3 

@blog433 

One of the best football sites in the country. Analyses, columns, 

interviews, and much more. 

Posts with national and European football news, usually criticizing 

national management and clubs, in contrast with European professional 

management. 

120,200  

Sem Firulas 

@semfirulas 

“Boleira” (the “original football”) culture. Brings quality football 

content to the football lover. 

Most of the posts are videos, photos, and stories emphasizing the time 

when football (idols, teams, matches) was “real.” Some posts make fun 

of what they consider “modern football” and modern football fun, 

mostly Brazilians who are European football club fans. 

82,367  

Futebol 

Nostalgia 

@futenostalg

ia 

The most iconic photos and videos in world football history! 

Most of the posts are videos, photos, and stories emphasizing the time 

when football (idols, teams, matches) was “real.”  

51,357  

Ludopédio 

@ludopediof

utebol 

Our goal is to create a network of information, of researchers and those 

interested in football. The idea of creating this space arose from the need 

for and absence of a center to gather information, texts, and research on 

football! 

Posts are mostly links to the sites in which journalists write about the 

cultural and social aspects of football, some of them researchers. 

15,399  

Não é só 

Futebol 

@nesofutebo

l 

We believe that football goes far beyond the four lines, much more than 

a sport, being a society driver of change. 

We are against modern football and, for us, there is no way to discuss 

the football situation without having a political debate. 

13,048  

O Contra-

Ataque 

@ocontraata

que 

When cultural, geographical, social, human rights, and historical 

manifestations come into play. 

Posts with videos, photos, and links to articles and other pages that 

discuss what they call modern football and its impact on society, 

especially in Brazil and Latin America, in contrast to Europe. 

12,425  

 

I also collected some posts and reactions, presented as examples in Figures 6 and 7, 

and others in Appendix A. The preponderance of posts and comments are based on humor or 

irony, mostly doing comparisons, often from Brazil to Europe, in reference to clubs and 

players. Another aspect explored is nostalgia, the comparison of the present with the past and 

even the attitude of the present consumer generation and popstar players in relation to the 

past. 
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Figure 6 - Facebook Group Post Collected       

 

Figure 7 - Facebook Group Post Collected        
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4.4 Participant Observation 

Another strategy adopted since the beginning of the project in March 2016 was 

participant observation (Spradley, 2016). I have been taking field notes of personal feelings 

and perceptions that might be relevant to understanding the reality of the consumer group that 

I am studying. As Spradley (2016) recommended, in the project’s initial phases I started with 

descriptive observations, then focused observations, and finally selective ones, always 

considering the place, actors, and activities in social situations.  

During this process I attended football conferences, events, industry panels, webinars, 

and discussion forums (Table 11), mainly at the beginning of the project without any 

identification, other times as a consumer, and from the middle of the project, after some 

interviews and forums with industry professionals, identified as an “inside researcher” by 

many of the actors.  

Table 11  

Events Attended during the Research Period 

Date Event Type of event Location 

07/23/2016 

Conversation and “Book 

Premiere—Gol da Alemanha” in 

reference to the match between 

Brazil and Germany in WC 2014 

(7–1 to Germany) 

Discussions about the Brazilian 

football market with journalists and 

football business managers 

São Paulo, SP 

Football Museum 

09/26/2017 
The Sports Industry and the Job 

Market 

Forum about the Brazilian football 

market and job market in the area 

São Paulo, 

Trevisan Business 

School 

05/15/2017 

05/16/2017 

CONAFUT—National Football 

Conference 

Diversity of discussion tables about the 

Brazilian football market 

São Paulo, SP 

CONAFUT 

05/23/2018 
Football Sportswear Industry: 

Strategic Analysis 

Presentation and roundtable about 

football sportswear industry 

São Paulo, 

Trevisan Business 

School 

07/18/2018 
Streaming in Sport: The New 

Sports Communication 

Presentation and roundtable about 

streaming in the sports industry 

São Paulo 

Trevisan Business 

School 

11/30/2018 
1st Hackaton by Trevisan Business 

School 

Invited as an academic by Trevisan 

team to a competition in which 

executive teams received specific 

activities to solve two kinds of Allianz 

Park management problems 

São Paulo, 

Allianz Park Stadium 

05/16/2019 

05/17/2019 

3rd CONAFUT—National Football 

Conference 

Diversity of discussion tables about the 

Brazilian football market 

São Paulo, 

CONAFUT 

04/09/2019 1st Sports Tech Talk 

New channels and consumption habits 

in sports: André Barros, Founder, 

Desimpedidos 

São Paulo,  

Cubo, Itaú 

07/31/2019 
Branding in Football: The Power of 

a Club's Brand 

Presentation and roundtable about 

branding in the football industry 

São Paulo, 

Trevisan Business 

School 

08/13/2019 
Webinar: Football S/A: Marketing 

Management in the Sports Business 
Webinar 

Online. Rio de 

Janeiro, FGV 

Business Education  
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Referring to the consumer side, as I am, in a way, part of the context—I have twin 9-

year-old sons—I am exposed to situations in which these dynamics occur, in such a way that 

the “people of the community studied perceive the researcher among them as a neighbor or a 

friend who also happens to be a researcher” (Angrosino, 2007). That was exactly the case, 

since from the project’s beginning I undertook participant observation at children’s birthday 

parties, social events with parents, children’s events at social clubs, walks in the park and 

shopping malls, besides which most of my personal friends are in similar situations, with sons 

and daughters facing the same reality that I am researching.  

At some of these events, sometimes I did nothing but observe, with “no involvement” 

(Spradley, 2016), just noticing the clothes children were using, clubs they were playing with 

in football videogames, players they were discussing, and comments they and their parents 

were making about Brazilian and international clubs. On other occasions, at similar events, I 

carried out “complete participant observation,” since “I was studying a situation in which I’m 

an ordinary participant” (Spradley, 2016).  

In some casual social occasions to which I was invited, together with other parents 

who did not necessarily know each other, at some point of time I just induced conversation by 

saying things like “Lots of kids are using European club T-shirts, did you notice it?” or “It’s 

curious, since when we were children, I did not know anything about clubs from abroad,” just 

to start listening to something about opinions, different experiences, and points of view, 

saying nothing more. In other situations, together with a group of friends when at least one of 

them knew that I am a researcher studying the football marketplace, not a few times someone 

came to me telling me a curiosity, family stories, situations they had experienced or 

witnessed, or asking me things about the marketplace professionals I knew, but in the end 

giving enthusiastic opinions about the context, situations that I gladly supported. 

4.5 In-Depth Interviews  

The fifth data collection strategy was the use of in-depth interviews to deepen the 

understanding of the market and the organizational field being studied. I intended to interview 

experts and people who are directly related to the field. I interviewed the 21 experts described 

in Table 12 in the light of the importance of their role in the field.  
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Table 12  

Marketplace Professionals Interviewed 

 Job title Entity Interview  

P1 Marketing Executive Director Media group – TV 03/17/2016 

P2 Former Marketing Director Brazilian 1st Division club 05/24/2016 

P3 Business Sports Journalist Media group – internet and newspaper 06/03/2016 

P4 Sports Journalist Media group – internet and TV 07/05/2016 

P5 Business Director Sponsorship management company 07/09/2016 

P6 Business Sports Journalist Media group – internet and TV 09/02/2016 

P7 Former Marketing Director Brazilian 1st Division club 09/08/2016 

P8 Latam Brand Manager Videogame producer 10/27/2016 

P9 Former Marketing Director Portuguese 1st Division club 10/05/2016 

P10 New Business Director Brazilian 1st Division club 01/19/2017 

P11 Credit Director Brazilian bank 02/15/2017 

P12 Former Marketing Director Brazilian 1st Division club 02/16/2017 

P13 Sports Journalist Media group – internet and TV 03/10/2017 

P14 Former Marketing Director Brazilian 1st Division club 03/15/2017 

P15 Former Director/President Club 

Candidate 

Brazilian 1st Division club 03/06/2018 

P16 Executive Director International market research company 08/18/2018 

P17 Former General Sales Manager 2 experiences: retail group company 

and global sports brand group 

05/07/2019 

P18 Relationship Executive Abroad National European Football League 06/13/2019 

P19 Latam Executive Director in the Sports 

and Entertainment area 

International auditing and consulting 

group 

10/09/2019 

P20 Business Sports Journalist Media group – internet and newspaper 10/11/2019 

P21 Brand Relationship Manager Global sports brand group 10/30/2019 

 

Each of these interviews lasted between 58 and 132 minutes, totaling 1,636 minutes 

and generating 582 pages of transcribed text. The interviews began with a grand tour question 

(McCracken, 1988), which asked the interviewee about their professional beginnings in the 

football market, followed by their opinion on the current market stage in Brazil, in a 

poststructuralist interview focusing on structures and practices (Fischer, Castilhos, & Fonseca, 

2014). Relevant questions included the professional's opinion about the structure of the 

national marketplace, the perceived maturity of the industry, how they understood the 

presence of European clubs on the national market, consumer behavior, the concern with 

content generated in various media, and the management of Brazilian and European clubs.  

To complete my data collection, I also undertook in-depth interviews with consumers 

in this market, people who consider and describe themselves as club fans or club supporters 

(Table 13). I interviewed 15 people, all of them fathers, some of them together with their 

sons. I deliberately chose them for their varied life stories, including the circumstances that 

led them to support the same club as their parents, those whose children support clubs other 

than theirs, and those in which the whole family support the same club.  
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Table 13  

Consumers Interviewed 

 Consumer Interview 

date 

C1 Male, 40s. 2 sons 06/20/2016 

C2 Male, 40s. 1 son and 1 daughter 07/02/2016 

C3 Male, 40s. 1 son 07/21/2016 

C4 Male, 15–20 years 07/21/2016 

C5 Male, 40s. 1 son 08/23/2016 

C6 Male, 40s. 1 son and 1 daughter 05/11/2019 

C7 Male, 10–15 years 05/11/2019 

C8 Male, 40s. 2 daughters 06/14/2019 

C9 Male, 40s. 2 sons 06/16/2019 

C10 Male, 30s. 1 son and 1 daughter 08/30/2019 

C11 Male, 30s. 1 son 09/03/2019 

C12 Male, 40s. 1 son and 2 daughters 10/05/2019 

C13 Male, 30s. 1 son 10/11/2019 

C14 Male, 50s. 1 son and 1 daughter 10/16/2019 

C15 Male, 10–15 years 10/16/2019 

 

These consumer data were generated by means of phenomenological interviews, 

without following a predetermined format, a dialogue providing a context in which 

respondents freely describe their experiences and articulate the network of meanings that 

constitute their personal understanding (Thompson, Locander, & Pollio, 1989). Each of the 

interviews lasted between 48 and 76 minutes, totaling 697 minutes and generating 279 pages 

of transcribed text, starting with a grand tour question (McCracken, 1988), in which the 

interviewee was asked about his first memories of his club, the game itself, and the parents’, 

or relatives’, or friends’ memories that had inspired him to support the club.  

4.6 Analysis 

Since the beginning of the project I have been reading, separating, and coding the data 

before moving to the next set of data, in an iterative process, going back and forth (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994), in a process jointly constructed with my advisor, discussing data collection 

strategies, data connections, searching together for patterns and interpretations, in a constant 

evolution during the PhD process. This process was performed in continual raw material 

analysis, in a bottom-up process from the part to the whole, looking to identify patterns and 

comparing them to the literature (Miles et al., 2013), trying to understand what was in fact 

occurring in this marketplace, establishing the diverse logics within it. 
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All the collected data were organized, whether post links with images, downloaded 

files, or even transcribed data, into folders with an organization that would be understandable 

to any reader (Miles & Huberman, 1994). I have collected data practically every day for the 

past few years, in online interactions that did not necessarily start with this intent. Once every 

week or two, to avoid accumulating disconnected data, I separated and organized all this 

information into each type of collection research strategy.  

The content analysis and coding were undertaken with ATLAS.ti software support. 

The process of data analysis followed inductive logic, with codes evolving progressively 

(Miles et al., 2013). A second cycle of coding was initiated, looking to summarize groups of 

codes into categories (themes and constructs), and then axial coding was performed, in order 

to understand the relationship between categories (Miles & Huberman, 1994) and major 

themes (Spiggle, 1994).  

I combined all the archival interviews and observational data, aiming to understand the 

practices and strategies of the clubs, local and global, the outputs of these strategies, and the 

consumers’ perceptions, reasons, and understandings. The codes, categories, and themes were 

organized in a visual map containing actors (e.g., idols, club managers, organizational 

structure, local brands, international brands, athletic brands, consumers, families, and friends), 

activities (e.g., sponsorship, TV viewership, videogame use, news consumption, 

entertainment, content generation, club politics, compliance, governance), objects (e.g., 

stadiums, violence), and also the consequences or outcomes of some activities (e.g., elitism, 

engagement, passion, identity, financial equilibrium, and deals). This map was used as a 

network of meanings that facilitated the analysis, always with the research objectives in mind, 

in order to generate theory (Spiggle, 1994). This map is presented in Appendix B. 

The two broad themes identified were entertainment and belonging, with subthemes 

also identified such as industry structure and club management within the first, and access and 

connection in the latter, which will be explored in the next chapter of the dissertation.  

The reliability of the process was ensured by crosscheck analysis (Miles & Huberman, 

1994), which during the whole process was conducted by my advisor in immersive 

discussions in which we jointly debated, since she also had knowledge of the context and the 

theoretical topics. This process enabled me to identify the main challenges and clarify the 

different institutional logics in this marketplace. 
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5. FINDINGS 

 

In the last decades football has “undergone a fundamental structural transformation,” 

with the exponential growth in its finances, while there have been major changes in the 

cultural organization and experiences of players, media, and spectators (Giulianotti, 2002). 

Compared to the main European clubs, football clubs in Brazil are still rudimentary in their 

management due to several reasons raised during my research process, which will be 

explained shortly, although there is no doubt that they still enable a sense of belonging among 

fans, or consumers. European clubs genuinely became TNCs (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004) 

in a process from local, passing through regional, national, international, continental, and then 

international global brands (Richelieu & Desbordes, 2009), although Brazilian clubs are still 

on the pathway.  

The structure of the Brazilian football market and the clubs’ management are still far 

from ideal, thus diminishing the potential of entertainment and consumer relationships, 

facilitating a considerable presence in the market also of global brands. However, consumer 

access to matches, events, information, proximity to clubs, as well as the emotional 

connection between Brazilian fans and the local clubs, remain strengthened and preserved. In 

several countries, such as Brazil, an individual/consumer’s choice of a club is a reinforcement 

of the process of belonging, absolutely connected to parents, close relatives, or friends, 

becoming much more an emotional than a rational choice, creating an “eternal bond with the 

club” (Damo, 2008). But in fact, football is also entertainment and the globalization process 

popularized some of the European clubs, or brands, which have become part of people's daily 

lives, whether in game broadcasting, players’ information, social media, or videogames 

(Giulianotti & Robertson, 2012). In this chapter I will explore these factors extracted from the 

data, and the plural logics identified in this market, its constructions and categories.  

To support this intent, first I will identify the plural institutional logics present in the 

Brazilian football market, the “fun” and the “root” logics, exploring their characteristics that 

emerged from data and summarized in Table 14. It is important to explain that these field-

level logics define the market interactions between all the actors, meaning consumers, local 

and global clubs’ brands, and all other stakeholders, such as media companies, videogame 

producers, sportswear brands, and many others. It is also important to note that local and 

global clubs’ brand managers do not navigate via one logic or another with distinct practices 
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and contestations, but by combining the distinct logics, searching for legitimation by 

exploring the strategies from an extensive repertoire.  

The capacity to explore the entertainment aspect is the broad theme that compounds 

the “fun” logic. The industry structure is one of its subthemes, and it is composed of the 

clubs’ management know-how, supported by the board and executive team’s 

professionalization, the internationalization capacity, and the market economic and financial 

potential as the environment. Club management is another subtheme that emerged: the 

capacity and potential derived from the club’s brand strategy management and its brand 

positioning, the idols’ presence and potential exploration in the club squad, and the capacity 

to generate quality content to engage consumers. 

The “root” logic has the feeling of belonging as its broad theme. The access that 

consumers have to the clubs, or actually brands, is a key subtheme, composed of the 

necessary effort to get in touch, the club’s interaction capacity and possibilities provided, and 

consumers’ engagement generated. Connection defines the other subtheme, based on the 

meanings proportionate to consumers, their life stories, the group relationship involved, and 

individual lifestyles. 

Table 14  

Broad Themes, Subthemes, and Categories Emerging from the Data 

Entertainment 

Industry structure Club Management 

Industry know-how Brand positioning 

Professionalization Idols 

Internationalization Content quality 

Economic/financial potential  

Belonging 

Access Connection 

Effort to get in touch Meaning 

Interaction Life stories  

Engagement  Group relationship 

 Lifestyle 

Source: Developed from research data. 

5.1 Plural Institutional Logics 

This research identified the logics used by consumers to justify their habits and 

choices while talking about their own relationship in the football marketplace in Brazil. The 

plurality of the norms and beliefs (Cloutier & Langley, 2013) in the social organization of 

attention and decision-making (Thornton & Ocasio, 1999), integrating the structural, 
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normative, and symbolic aspects, linking “individual agency and cognition and socially 

constructed institutional practices” (Thornton & Ocasio, 2008), is leading to market changes.  

The symbols, narratives, and practices of consumption of Brazilian and global clubs, 

or brands, are different. As Damo (2008) noted, club choice in Brazil is influenced by the first 

socialization network—family members or close friends—creating another “system of 

belonging in which the flow of emotions and solidarity is intense.” During the interview 

process, excerpts contemplating emotions as “family relationship,” “love,” “passion,” or “the 

eternal bond” related to the process of club choice were the pattern.  

My father-in-law loves football! He had just one daughter, that never joined 

with him to watch a match and now he has my boy! He loves the boy… My son 

always gets there, and the first thing he does is ask my father-in-law how is 

Palmeiras, if it is still good, if it is still in the first place... It's their business, 

they don't talk about anything else, nothing else matters. (C5) 

I'm 44 years old and people say that the first love of our life is the mother, since 

we have even an umbilical cord that binds us, doesn't it? But my first love, let’s 

say, exogenous, it’s called Sport Club Corinthians Paulista. So, that's something 

that can't be explained, right? (C6) 

I arrived in São Paulo when I was 10 years old with my mother, in 1994. In 

Pernambuco, as a child, I was supporting Corinthians, like my father. Here, as 

my friends in school all cheered for Palmeiras, Palmeiras was winning... You 

know, my friends influencing me, joke all the time… Now I am much more 

“Palmeirense” than anyone else, but I have this spot in life. (C11) 

In a survey about the Brazilian football consumption market conducted in 2016 by the 

Brazilian Credit Protection Bureau (SPC—Sistema de Proteção ao Crédito), the family 

members emerged as the main influencers in club choice, when consumers answered which 

were the main reasons that led them to choose a club to be a die-hard fan. The proportion of 

28.4% were influenced to pick the same club that their family supports, and 23.6% chose the 

same club that specifically their parents support (SPC—Football Consumer Market in Brazil, 

2016). Football and favorite club choice, therefore, seem to be connected to a sense of 

belonging and sharing of emotions, since to some extent supporting the same club as family 

and friends reinforces social ties, by which it “entails the club choice to another system 

belonging, in which the flow of emotions and solidarity is intense,” so this “eternal bond with 
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the club” became understandable (Damo, 2008). Loyalty to the club, however it arises, is 

another factor that showed high levels in the same survey, since 93.2% affirmed that no 

matter what happens they will always be loyal to the “heart club,” while 63.8% declared that 

the club is part of their life and they feel fulfilled with the club’s achievements (SPC—

Football Consumer Market in Brazil, 2016). This process evidences the emotions involved in 

the choice and the relationship with the club, such as these Twitter posts (Figures 8 and 9), 

among several other examples that could be collected in profusion. 

 

Figure 8 - Twitter Post Collected.    

Figure 9 - Twitter Post Collected.1 

   

 

Football is entertainment, but symbolically, it represents much more than this. 

Occasions during which passion is expressed accumulate, such as the travel of tens of 

thousands of Brazilian Corinthians fans to Japan in 2012 for the FIFA World Club 

tournament. 

 
1 Lênin Franco tweet: Congratulations to all involved, @joaohc_ @BrunoReis and to the whole team. Touching, 

especially for those who have already lost their father, as is my case. Even as an adult, I still miss not going to 

games with him anymore. Huge nostalgia! 

Thaís Pontes tweet: One of the most beautiful advertising campaigns I’ve ever seen. Football? It will never be 

just that. There are still people who don't like the sport. I respect you. But it moves much more than passion and 

euphoria. It is inexplicable how far football can go. 
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Some years ago, 30,000 Corinthians supporters traveled from Brazil to Japan! 

Guys spent money they didn’t have; US$ 10,000, US$ 20,000 each. There’s no 

more significant demonstration of passion for a club. (P2) 

This event specifically generated a collection of practices and narratives that justified 

the trip by tens of thousands of people between Brazil and Japan to watch a football game 

(Barros, 2012). Several reports portraying different characters, such as guys who left their 

jobs (Thadeu, 2012), or another who traveled leaving an eight-month pregnant wife in Brazil 

(Romeu, 2012), drew attention, including international media such as CNN, not used to this 

kind of demonstration of connection with a sporting brand (Montague, 2012).  

On the other hand, when talking about European clubs, categories and references 

presented other relevant aspects, such as the quality of the game, the beauty of the show, 

organization, and fun, usually compared to local clubs. The logic that justifies the 

consumption of these brands does not contemplate passion, relationship, there is no kind of 

feeling of belonging . Consequently, the dualism highlighted by Damo (2006) as a feeling that 

feeds rivalries, a fundamental aspect of competitive sports, is not present when referring to 

European clubs, as can be perceived in some excerpts below: 

I like to watch the big clubs... Barça, Real, Bayern... I follow them. I know the 

players, I follow the signings at the start of the season, I watch the games, but if 

the game is at the same hour as a Corinthians game, I still prefer Corinthians. I 

think my friends too, I have many friends who support Corinthians, São Paulo, 

Palmeiras… we suffer together! In fact, there are people who say they support 

Real or Barça, you know, I don’t know. But most of the guys really like to 

watch them playing, preferably against another big club. The match is really 

good, much better. But the real thing is that people like these clubs, do not 

support them. It's more like preferring one club over the other, not cheering 

against, as we do here. The same with players… People like Cristiano Ronaldo 

or Messi but even those who prefer one of them, do not cheer against the other! 

(C4) 

C7: I like Cristiano Ronaldo very much, so I support Real Madrid.  

Question: And now that he plays for Juventus? 

C7: Now I support Juventus and Real Madrid! 

Question: I see. Do you think that Messi is a good player too? 
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C7: Absolutely! He is the second best! 

Question: So, do you support Barcelona too? 

C7: Well... I think I support them too! 

Football is just what my son does! He doesn't care about any other sport, or 

something else, it's just football! Even in the videogame, he has only one title, 

only FIFA! And then, believe me, he's more loyal to the videogame title than to 

Corinthians, because Corinthians is not present in this title, I don’t know why! 

(laughs). But he still plays only this game, with Barcelona! (laughs) (C2) 

Then I hear someone saying that there’s a lot of kids wearing European football 

shirts. Of course! It has become a garment, fashion! (his son), my son has 

several of them, one from each club, different colors. I don’t think he really 

cares about the clubs he is wearing, but if he thinks the shirt is cool. He never 

wears normal clothes, just football shirts! (C1) 

From the data analysis and the broad themes that emerged, it was clear that consumers 

use similar practices to consume local and global football brands, but the theories, frames, and 

narratives are different in essence, defining the diverse symbology and meanings of these 

consumption practices. In fact, for the brands that represent football clubs, the shirts sold are 

similar, the matches on television or streaming, the videogame franchises, practically all of 

them interact on social networks; however, the analysis identified different logics that guide 

the sensegiving and sensemaking and the decision-making mobilization that define 

consumption in this market in Brazil. Table 15 describes the two main field-level logics 

presented in the Brazilian football market, the “fun” and “root” logics. Appendix 3 presents 

the complete table based on Thornton et al. (2012). 

Table 15  

Brazilian Football Market: Logics and Characteristics 

Source: Developed from research data, based on the structure from Ertimur and Coskuner-Balli 

(2015). 

 Fun Root 

Goal Entertainment To belong 

Provider identity Brands (clubs and players) Social group 

Authority Market knowledge Tradition 

Source of authority Journalists and digital influencers Family members/close friends 

Consumer identity Cool/in tune/fashionistic Passionate 

Type of practice Consumption Rituals 
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It is important to highlight that brands in this market do not adopt a specific 

institutional logic instead of another. More than this, an effective strategy should provide 

offers to consumers that meet expectations using elements of both logics simultaneously. 

Naturally it is not a simple task, but brands may seek to be relevant, providing entertainment 

and seeking to create bonds of belonging.  

Specifically, the “fun” field-level logic is organized around entertainment, distraction, 

and satisfaction, and it is connected to the championships, the clubs or players, that can be 

considered as the best, the coolest brands, being the club or the personal brands of the 

moment. Journalists and digital influencers define which are or are not, the brands that should 

indeed be highlighted. The fashion, the coolness of the brands defines the consumer identity 

and the practices that involve digital and traditional “physical” consumption.  

The “root” field-level logic, in its turn, privileges a sense of belonging. The social 

group provides the identity, recognizing the individual as “one of us,” part of the specific 

community. Close social circles, such as parents, family, and friends, usually related to the 

relationship with them, are the authority for this logic and the tradition is the source of 

authority and legitimacy. Passion for the club is the characteristic identity, whereas many of 

them avoid being defined as consumers, while the practices involve a series of individual and 

shared rituals. The following sections will explore the categories and themes that emerged 

from the data that could define in essence each of the meanings and the logics. 

5.2 The “Fun” Logic 

The interrelations of global sports and consumer culture have intensified in a 

“transnational hyper-commodification” from the 1990s (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004), 

established and sustained by the globalization process (Robertson, 2002), commodification 

turning people, services, ideas, and products into commodities with potential or actual market 

value (Walsh & Giulianotti, 2001); mediatization, as a growing presence and influence, 

consisting in the interplay between mass and social media, culture and society (Hepp, 

Hjarvard, & Lundby, 2015); and postmodernization spreading postmodern social processes, 

such as the erosion of modern cultural boundaries of high and low culture, or producer and 

consumer (Giulianotti & Numerato, 2018). 

Football is a game, but more than this, it is a global entertainment (Giulianotti, 2012) 

and consumers’ participation in it is substantial. Spectators at a sports event are part of the 
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entertainment, since they are responsible for generating the atmosphere, “positively 

contributing to the enactment of the live sporting contest” (Andrews & Ritzer, 2018), given 

that the sports event is a multifaceted leisure entertainment experience (Uhrich & 

Benkenstein, 2010). This evolution of the industry is then considered by Numerato and 

Giulianotti (2018), who summarized the effects on the current global football industry: 

• Vast rises in the commercial value of top clubs, tournaments, players, and 

television contracts for fixtures.  

• Transnational media coverage of tournaments across television, digital, and 

online platforms. 

• A more deregulated, global player labor market. 

• Deeper competitive inequalities between the richest clubs and the rest. 

• A global market in football-related products, such as team shirts, hats, and 

other apparel. 

• Partnerships between global brands and leading players, clubs, and 

associations. 

• Leading European stadiums as all-seated venues with extensive high-tech 

and high-priced security systems. 

• Global social media channels between fans and players, clubs, officials, and 

sponsors. 

• “New” audiences for football at national and global levels, notably across 

women, the new middle classes, and transnational television viewers. (p. 

340) 

These processes impose new parameters on brands all over the world. Considering the 

industry transformation, as has been the case in different arenas, companies try to meet the 

demands that arise and have to readjust their offers. Global and local brands, then, have to 

redesign their strategies, rethinking all their business in different marketplaces, not only in 

Brazil but all over the world, in a movement explained by the structures of common 

differences (Wilk, 1995).  
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5.2.1 Industry Structure 

There is no attractiveness in any entertainment business if the product does not 

provide fun to the consumer. The industry should be organized to supply these experiences 

efficiently, attracting more consumers, or supporters, responding to their needs and 

expectations (Bodet et al., 2018). Professional 1, a TV executive director, clarifies this issue: 

“the greatest competition today is for the time of the consumer, who has less and less time to 

do everything he/she wants to do.” Professional 3 shares this view, making it clear that the 

strategy of clubs as products by themselves is incomplete, stating that the product is the 

matches, the championship, because in reality any club plays alone, a vision that is 

complemented by Professional 11, pointing out the need for a more holistic market vision 

from club executives:  

It’s necessary to understand the product as the national championship, instead 

of seeing only his club in the market. All the clubs together make up a great 

product […] They must definitively understand that they compete with cinema, 

theatre, the beach, because they are also entertainment options and are the 

options in which consumers will spend their income and their time. (P3)  

We can understand the fan who wants his/her team winning everything and all 

the others being relegated. It is typical and natural, but the managers have to 

focus on the spectacle, on the industry, not “me against the world.” (P11)  

The football industry is in fact part of the entertainment industry. Peter Moore, CEO 

of Liverpool England, in a recent interview with Reuters (Keating, 2019), showed his clear 

vision, stating that the video game is in fact one of the biggest competitors of football, not any 

other football club, since they are in fact players who complement his club’s offers. In his 

words:  

The next generation [of fans] is going to be playing Fortnite and is he even 

going to get out of his bedroom? That is the challenge we face […] I am loathe 

to say go into the bedroom and find them but you have to. You’ve got to talk to 

them like they are used to being spoken to. […] My dad took me to Anfield 

[Liverpool’s stadium] in 1959, I was four years of age and I have bled Red ever 

since. But my son may be the last generation in the Moore family that 

organically became a Liverpool fan because of me. If they are not going to do 

that then we have to go get them and build platforms they find relatable and 
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literally talk to them like we are a video game. […] It is on me as a CEO of a 

global football club to think about new ways we can continue to engage them 

otherwise we are going to lose generation after generation. You either evolve or 

die. 

The football clubs, European football leagues, American leagues in different sports 

such as American football (NFL), Basketball (NBA), or even cricket or rugby leagues, had to 

reinvent and still are reinventing their structures to face other entertainment possibilities, 

especially to the new generation of videogames and streaming channels, since technology 

advances can be a possibility and at the same time a big threat. The Economist (2019), 

discussing the sports and entertainment market, brought out the importance of this market and 

how the industry is facing the future: 

Technology allows fans to watch any game at anytime from anywhere. That, 

combined with a growing world population, means that in terms of sheer 

numbers, sports audiences are bigger than ever. But growth in revenues has 

slowed, according to PwC, a consultancy. Attention spans are shrinking. The 

“stickiness” of viewers—the number of minutes of a game that they watch—is 

dwindling, says Kevin Alavy, the head of Futures Sport, another consultancy. 

An annual decline of 3% in the number of minutes watched per game per sport 

per year is common. 

This pressure is leading to increasingly intense competition between 

sports for fans’ money and attention. The stakes are high. Sport is a serious 

business, generating around $90bn a year, reckons Victor Matheson, a sport 

economist at the College of the Holy Cross in Massachusetts. 

In America major sports are still extremely valuable to advertisers and 

pay-tv providers because almost every other type of entertainment offered on 

television has suffered far worse declines in viewership. Moffett Nathanson, a 

research firm, found in a recent survey of 5,000 Americans that half watched 

sports at least once a month, and that of those, 90% still subscribe to pay-tv. 

Only 67% of the respondents who do not watch sports have pay-tv. So, while 

Netflix has eroded pay-tv viewership, the live sporting match remains a draw 

that is less replaceable—except by other live sporting matches. 
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In Brazil, the sports industry, particularly football, is still highly valued in the 

domestic market, and the result is that the audiences on TV are still at remarkably high levels 

(Tieppo, 2019), although all the entertainment possibilities are available. The Brazilian Credit 

Protection Bureau (SPC—Sistema de Proteção de Crédito), in a survey about the Brazilian 

football consumption market, revealed that 67.4% declared themselves to be very interested in 

football. Between these consumers, the research highlighted some relevant data, such as an 

engagement scale (Table 16), evidencing differences between the self-description of interest 

and the indicators captured by consumption habits.  

Table 16  

Intensity Distinction between Football Consumers 

Definition Self-definition Research indicators 

Enthusiast He/she closely follows the news of football and its club; in general, watches games, 

goes to stadiums, travels, is a fan, is a supporter and subscribes to pay per view. 

He/she has negative feelings when the club loses and spends on buying their 

products. 

 50.3% 8.4% 

Fan He/she likes football and accompanies the club, but not to the same degree; 

consumes moderate, less intense information, products, and services 

 36.6% 48.1% 

Supporter He/she has a team, but does not follow it closely. Watches games and gets 

informed eventually, consuming few services/club products; has low involvement 

with the club 

 13.1% 43.5% 

Source: Adapted from SPC—Football Consumer Market in Brazil (2016). 

These results indicate that football consumers in Brazil declare themselves to be more 

engaged than they really are, even though football has great absolute penetration in the 

marketplace, since 73.3% declared that they watch at least part of their favorite club’s games 

once or twice a week and 70.5% declared that they know the last results of the club they cheer 

for (SPC—Football Consumer Market in Brazil, 2016). This result can be understandable for 

the legitimacy present in the club’s brands and, broadly, the local football market. 

However, doubts arise about whether management has been exploiting its full 

potential and, more than this, is making the appropriate strategic choices given all the changes 

that this market has faced globally. There were several excerpts that questioned the industry 

organization, such as Professional 1 who challenged the market maturity in the Brazilian 

market compared to the European one, in relation to the business relationships and the way 

business is conducted, an opinion shared by Professional 6, who had doubts about the 

market’s professionalization:  
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When you look abroad, both the American and European markets, talking about 

football and other sports too, you see a maturity, a very different business 

structure. (P1) 

Talking about football as a business in Brazil is absurd, because this view does 

not exist here. We're at a very early stage, so if you talk about clubs’ 

professionalizing, it seems like a scandal, a lot of people out there today are 

against it. It seems to be a joke, but people didn’t realize that even dealing with 

emotion, with passion, it needs to be managed as a business and this belief just 

doesn't exist here. (P6) 

One relevant point that concerns this evolution is the lack of unity of the clubs as 

members of a larger business. As Professionals 13 and 3 pointed out, leveling market 

practices with mature markets and the intention of market growth by delivering a better 

entertainment product could be the goal, rather than disputes over small daily advantages:  

No. They have not yet understood the concept of rivalry, which is different 

from the concept of enmity. They just did not understand... (P13) 

When you think of a league, you think of 20, 40 clubs that come together 

struggling for the same interests, and that works very well in England, 

Germany, Spain, France, not so much in Italy, but it works. Brazil would need 

to have a league to do much, much more than it does today. But people here 

still didn't understand. They think that it will work to bargain some political 

power, fight against CBF [Brazilian Football Confederation], to have power 

over referees.... You know. The League has to be much, much more than that!! 

It's a way for clubs to jointly grab more revenue and spend less. Together they 

could sell sponsorships, broadcast collectively, not only to a single closed TV, 

but segment it, PPV, streaming, new revenue, professionalize it. The fact is that 

is much easier to do it collectively than individually, because the product is 

owned by all of them. (P3)  

This industry structure reflects the local clubs’ organization, which it seems does not 

satisfy actual demands. Consumers perceive the difference in the organization and 

management of local clubs related to European clubs, reflecting on the quality of games and 

championships, and put this down to the difference between European clubs and local clubs, 

as these excerpts make clear: 
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To compare with the English League. You can't. Look at their quota 

distribution, with a percentage per audience, another per performance... Man, I 

went to the Real Madrid stadium, for example, to take a tour. Man… There is a 

cool store with a lot of cool products and more than that, in Europe – and that 

for everything, not only for football, there is the concept of providing the 

service. The clubs seem to have a very clear idea, at least clearer than ours, that 

they are playing for the fans, offering a product for the fans and trying to 

manage as if the fans were their customers. What is the fact, they really are? 

Here? the fans are... the fans. (laughs). Come on. There are the organized fans 

that the presidencies of various clubs support for politics. Ok. But, and the rest? 

Screw it! Gee, “if you want to attend a match, go. If you don't want to, I don't 

care... that’s your problem.” It looks like the club is doing its fans a favor. And 

it is general, the market is like that, not one club or another, all of them. (C2) 

The fact that all the clubs’ organization are quite similar in this marketplace is not a 

coincidence, since the perceived organizational legitimacy reflects the isomorphism. In a 

similar phenomenon, but representing divergent outcomes, Albert Castelló, La Liga (Spanish 

football clubs league) representative in Brazil, highlighted the Spanish clubs’ organization, 

which enables improvement of the presence of the clubs from that marketplace globally. 

Extracted from the podcast Dinheiro em Jogo (Money at Stake), Episode #7, Castelló talked 

about the internationalization process, absolutely important in the strategies that the Spanish 

league adopted after realizing that it needed expansion, seeking to increase revenue potential 

since they perceived that they had reached the limit of fundraising in the local marketplace:  

In 2012 and 2013, Spain was going through a severe economic crisis, 

companies went bankrupt, people were out of money, legislation had changed 

and obligated the clubs to reorganize financially. To improve internationally the 

championship image, we realized that we should improve first the clubs’ image. 

So, we established a preventive financial fair play format, so clubs could not 

have players who do not receive salaries, could not have other debts with 

creditors, have to invest in facilities, in the stadium. 

So, we fought piracy, we changed the way we sold our international 

broadcasting rights. We start selling the rights collectively, and so increased 

club financial improvement and then generated a lot of efficiencies. Of course, 
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we have Real Madrid and Barcelona, brands that helped a lot to sell the League, 

but they were always there, and the results had not been the same.  

Castelló attested that they were inspired by the English Premier League (English 

football clubs league) that in the early 2000s followed a similar path, expanding to Asia, then 

worldwide, replicating and escalating countries that had access to the League and Club 

brands, being an important agent in the world football market’s commodification. 

International expansion enabled the European leagues to increase by billions of dollars the 

revenues from TV and merchandising around the world. Consumers in Brazil feel this uneven 

market structure, as the following excerpt indicates:  

I don't know, I think it's one of the effects of globalization, isn’t it? What... so, 

in terms of football, which is terrible for us, The football administration point, 

isn't it? We need to improve it a lot to make a more attractive “dish,” so that 

children start to be more interested, don’t you think? So, I think it needs a major 

remodeling of football as a whole, the Brazilian football market, because if we 

continue like we are… soon we will have a legion of Brazilian fans who only 

support foreign clubs. Unfortunately, I think this is a trend that will really 

materialize. In fact, it is already materializing. (C6) 

Meanwhile, Brazilian clubs, which cannot avoid the growing interest in European 

leagues in the domestic market, are also unable to arouse interest in their product abroad. As a 

matter of fact, the clubs are warned about the importance of being global, but do not achieve 

adequate organization to promote even the first internationalization step, to organize 

themselves to sell TV rights abroad (Mattos, 2019). There is an awareness of the importance 

of this stage; however, actions are taken without coordination, simultaneously revealing the 

desire but also the unpreparedness of the strategies. A post represented by Figure 10 with a 

critique of a local club’s strategy can illustrate this. 
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Figure 10 - Twitter Post Collected.2  

 

Despite its disorganization, football in Brazil is big business, with some US$13.25 

billion of revenues in 2018, with clubs, federations, and the CBF accounting for US$2.75 

billion of economic movement and US$9.45 billion to the whole sports chain in Brazil (EY, 

2019). Professional 10, answering why investors are lacking in the Brazilian marketplace, 

since Brazilian clubs are always in financial difficulties even though they have big revenues, 

affirmed that:  

There are two macro-entities, the TV media group that owns the football rights 

and federations/confederations that explore this big business. You can see how 

much the TV rights are worth, how much the TV transmission sponsorship 

quota is evaluated as, and the CBF surplus with sponsorships, national team 

friendly games and such, but the clubs do not participate in that. Perhaps the 

incompetence and amateurism of the clubs allow both entities to enjoy this so 

much, and maybe they explain a little why this macrostructure never changes 

and why the club is always limited, because the better you do your work in the 

club, if the environment is not strictly speaking professional, you will still be 

limited to a ceiling. (P10) 

 
2 Come on: stop thinking that giving a shirt to a celebrity is brand INTERNATIONALIZATION. 2019, guys! In 

addition, Palmeiras and Usain Bolt are sponsored by the same brand. Showing up with the club shirt is VERY 

cool. Excellent exposure. Only this. 
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Reflecting this reality, clubs in Brazil have an associative nature: their management is 

generally not carried out by professionals, reflecting the political structure, and consequently 

there are no investors in the industry that would enable a breakthrough. There is a legal 

opportunity for clubs to be transformed into companies, but there is no indication that this is a 

real possibility, unless a change in the law obliges them, reflecting how action is structured in 

the regulative pillar. Sports journalist Rodrigo Capelo stated: “the change can only happen, so 

that everything continues as it is” (Capelo, 2019). Professional 19, a director in an 

international auditing and consultancy company, shared his experience during the last 

negotiations of the government debt reorganization plan. He affirmed that there was great 

resistance on the part of the directors of the clubs to him, since he was an “outsider, who does 

not understand the ‘rules of the game’.” At the end, in his opinion, the discussion was 

restricted to the consequences, which were debt, but managers, who are politicians and not 

professionals, avoided discussing the cause at all costs, which is the poor management of 

organizations:  

Hey, I'll tell you, because I was there! I was a working group leader in Brasilia 

that elaborated Profut [government program to reorganize financial aspects and 

paying overdue taxes]. The project started in 2013, was sanctioned in January 

2015. Man, that was... incredible… What I listened to, really, because we called 

all the stakeholders involved in the industry, since clubs’ presidents, companies 

that were directly and indirectly involved, unions, everyone you can imagine. 

And as a permanent group member, I participated in all these fronts. Eh... I 

heard things like: “This guy is not from football! This guy is not from the 

industry! He doesn’t understand anything!” It was a loss of time talking about 

organizational processes, governance, talking about structuring, in a forum like 

this... So, I heard a lot, a lot, a lot... And when the discussions went to the 

causes rather than the consequences, which was debt, we realized that the 

reflection should indeed be broader. 

And the club managers’ answers, who would be substituted in every 2 or 

3 years, and then everything must start all over again and in different timing 

between the clubs, are always the same: “Football industry is different than any 

other!” 
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Yes, for sure it is. But isn't oil and gas any different? And automotive? 

And the banking sector? Hard, really hard to deal with, man.... But I’m an 

optimist! (P19) 

Reality seems to indicate that what drives investors away is not the nature of the legal 

organizations but the insecurity of the market, how the club is structured, how 

professionalized the management is, independently of the legal configuration (Beting, 2019; 

Mourão, 2017; Roubicek, 2019).  

5.2.2 Club Management 

Borland and Macdonald (2003), discussing professional sport, defined that the 

“essence of the demand for the game or sporting contest is the fan interest,” manifested in 

watching matches, buying products associated with the contest, and following information 

about it. As marketers can be “portrayed as cultural engineers, organizing how people think 

and feel through branded commercial products” (Holt, 2002), branding management is the 

substance of football market commodification, being the agents not only of the clubs but other 

TNCs such as merchandise companies and media complexes (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004). 

The videogame industry became in fact one of the main platforms to communicate with 

consumers, as Professional 8 affirmed, and Consumer 5 reiterated by describing his son’s 

experience through the videogame, reflecting his son’s understandings about comparisons 

between Brazilian and European clubs: 

European clubs clearly use the videogame platform as part of the marketing, the 

branding strategy. They learned how to communicate, how to interact with 

users, to engage interconnecting the real life, the weekly game updates and 

social media, posting statements, for instance, of the hot players of the week. 

(P8)  

He's still young and doesn't have much patience to watch matches on TV. But 

even so, he already knows that the European clubs are much better than 

Brazilians, and there is nothing that can be done. Barcelona, Bayern, Real 

Madrid, Chelsea... He knows that these teams are good to play in FIFA, from 

EA Sports... Those clubs, in the videogame, are the good ones. And then, there 

is the club he supports, which is from another category, but that is his club. (C5) 
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The interconnecting complex institutional structures and cultural practices require that 

the clubs become profit-centered businesses that cross national borders in trade and 

investments (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004). The modern football global business imposes 

managerial capacities that Brazilian clubs’ structure could not handle, as Professional 3 stated: 

[In Brazil] They are social clubs with amateur leaders who earn nothing to be 

there, with management terms of 2 or 3 years; so, even if they want to do it the 

right way and have the skills to, they would not have the time to plan and pick 

up their laurels. The same leader takes care of US$150 million of revenue from 

football and the social demands of the swimming pool, the tennis court or 

bowling. This amateur model makes room for all kinds of politics […]. It just 

cannot work. (P3) 

Brazilian clubs, as associative entities, are not run by professionals but by club 

politicians, so the decision power of skilled professionals in the management teams of clubs is 

uncommon, although the complexity of the clubs’ business would require that type of 

professional to be adequately managed. Professional 2’s testimony describing his hiring, 

which in his own view occurred inappropriately, illustrates the way some of the decisions are 

made:  

I knew a guy who is a club associate, and his dad is a close friend of the club’s 

president at the time. He suggested my name at an event, and then I was invited 

to talk to him [the club’s president]. After half an hour of talking, he told me, 

“Well, okay. I'm convinced,” and, he hired me. Look, it was me, but the guy 

was wrong. It cannot be like that […]. He was very well-intentioned, but it 

could not have been either. There was no governance system, there was not a 

clear process, there was nothing. (P2)  

Professionalization, management structure, and an established governance system are 

characteristics that, undoubtedly, are lacking in Brazilian football clubs, differently than in 

European clubs that are advanced in professionalization. Professional 11 highlighted their 

necessity, affirming that as companies there is no big difference between football clubs and 

any other company in any other market. Professional 7, who has had a career in a European 

club and was most recently working in the Brazilian market, clarified the difference in the 

management structure between European and Brazilian clubs: 
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Regardless of how they are controlled, whether with an owner, an association or 

a public company, the whole management is professional. Any club in Europe 

has a clear organization chart defining the departments, who is in charge with 

what, the technical director, who only takes care of the sport’s area, the 

financial guy, looking at the financial management, the department which takes 

care of the investor relations, marketing people, all of which is linked to a CEO, 

structured, just like any other company. (P11) 

[European clubs] have a strong, independent marketing area and understand it 

as a revenue generator. Any president enters and leaves, and the marketing 

structure remains. There are club investments in the business vision; so, the 

structure is maintained. Some people even change, but the structure, the 

investment, remains. Here, in Brazil, there is a big political scheme. When a 

new president comes, he changes the whole board, which, in turn, will change 

the whole team; so, you lose the history, all the projects. Therefore, it’s 

complicated, […] it will never exit this loop. (P7)  

The model even hinders strategic decisions by professionals who are prepared to make 

such decisions. Professional 12 referred to a situation that he had experienced and surprised 

him, since at the time the club director was a market professional who clearly understood the 

club’s needs and how the organization needed to be managed. However, he could marginally 

change the situation because the other directors did not have his background and they 

maintained the old practices: 

There is so much pressure and confusion that even top professionals get in the 

way when they take over positions at clubs. At one point in a YouTube project, 

we were nominated for the Best Marketing Award of the year, competing with 

internationally recognized companies. I was pleased and communicated to my 

elected director, who at that time was a large international bank superintendent, 

who asked immediately “how much would it cost to participate, and what 

revenue could it generate?” Dude, do you think such a guy does not know what 

branding is and how it works? The pressure is so great that the only concern is 

for the revenue to pay the salary of player “x” in the following month. (P12) 
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Brazilian clubs have difficulty in managing their own brands because they have low 

corporate investment in the Brazilian market. In contrast, in other countries brands seek more 

lasting and profitable relationships with consumers.  

Professional 5 stated that “investments in sports sponsorship have grown a lot in the 

world, because sports, whether you like it or not, is one of the main tools for generating 

content.” However, he added that in the Brazilian marketplace this movement does not have 

the same strength, and the reason is that there is no sustained and balanced development of the 

partnerships that develop at an amateur level, without planned deliverables and reliable 

indicators: 

[Football clubs in Brazil] What do they deliver, what do they offer to their 

sponsors, what do they do differently, how do they set their prices? No one 

knows, not even themselves... How do they take care not to overpromise or 

even overdeliver the promises made? […] 

There’s no planned relationship, cobrand construction, it’s a relationship 

based basically on media brand exposition. […] 

Then, by the end of the year, managers get desperate [on trying to renew 

contracts], and buy a bunch of stupid exposure reports, that the sponsor reads 

and doesn't believe in the results, because, you know, whatever, that was not the 

point that defines the sponsorship success. So, it’s in fact “a fake” relationship. 

(P5) 

In 2018, an IBOPE Repucom study (Colagrossi, 2018) resounded in the Brazilian 

football market, reflecting that major international brands were investing in other Latin 

American countries, but not in Brazil (Figure 11). Most of the countries in the region, still in 

the research evaluation, do not have a superior market structure than the Brazilian one, yet 

they received more investments from global brands. The reasons are pointed out by the 

author, José Colagrossi, the company director: 

Through dozens of conversations with sponsors, I understand that the reasons 

are many and different and not common to all of them. However, I can say that 

the most common reasons are: the legacy of sport managers' arrogance from 

past decades; the lack of professionalism; the sponsorship price inflation that 

preceded 2014; and the credibility crisis both in sports and in sports 

management soon after 2014. (Colagrossi, 2018) 
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Figure 11 - Sponsors in Latin America 

 

The point is that the lack of proper sponsorship management significantly decreases 

revenue. Clubs try to reverse the situation by increasing the number of spaces, or properties, 

to be traded in the uniform, further depreciating its value, which causes clubs to lose even 

more attractiveness (Carneiro, 2019). The decrease in the club’s financial potential creates the 

necessity of selling valuable assets, the best players, who in fact want to migrate to more 

developed markets, the best European leagues, legitimizing the clubs as better options than 

local clubs are. Professional 11 stated:  

In the latest report, football, club advertising revenue is equivalent to 0.5% of 

the entire Brazilian advertising market. Why? Because they mismanage the 

brand. They can only bring sponsors who see the shirt as a billboard, as a 

simple advertising space. Thus, the advertising return tracking metrics 

themselves are brand exposure metrics, there is no activation process, no clear 

process of selling customer relationship, brand, fans. Clubs don't know their 

fans, I can tell because I've talked to several of them and they have no quality 

research to justify and understand who their own fans are, what they want, what 

they expect, what I have to give them. Thus, this is a field that football could 

bring about 2% of Brazil's advertising investments, similar to the main 
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European markets, which would be huge money that would be added to the 

business. […] 

And then the uniform looks like an F1 suit, exactly the way the fans 

hate. Big clubs could and should have just one master sponsor, as it is already 

more than researched that that works better for everyone. There would be huge 

potential, even to stop selling assets, selling the athletes. (P11) 

The capacity to attract sponsors seeking a long-term relationship based on building 

partnerships and co-branding, instead of smaller companies seeking basically exposure, is an 

imperative condition to allow potential greater investment. Club directors and professionals 

know this. But they need to create the conditions to evolve partnerships to this stage. 

Professional 14 highlighted what he qualified as his best moment in the club administrative 

direction, the partnership with an automobile brand that he and his colleagues had managed, 

and also the disappointment in realizing that the administrative structures they had set up were 

all dismantled: 

For me, the most rewarding moment, the peak of the mountain, was that 

international truck brand sponsoring the club. Why? Because, damn, it was the 

first time that it wasn't a consumer, a retail company. The guy co-branded me. I 

mean, I had such credibility that associating the brand with the club was a good 

deal for both brands. […] 

The fact is that football club management is too difficult. I swear to you, 

that when I left, I thought that we had reached a level of structuring with no 

return, irreversibility. A year, a year and a half later, it was all sucked. 

Incredible. (P14) 

Not by chance, as can be seen in IBOPE Repucom director José Colagrossi’s post on 

Twitter (Figure 12), this sponsorship model is the European big clubs’ standard, based on a 

large investment made by one company, differently than Brazilian clubs’ adopted model, with 

a great diversity of brands absorbing the amount invested, but always the exposure and 

connection to the brand, as the Corinthians 2020 shirt (Figure 13) demonstrates. 
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Figure 12 - European club shirts3 

 

Figure 13 - Brazilian Club Shirt 

 
3 These are the European clubs preferred by Brazilians. They are also among the clubs with the largest 

sponsorship funds. Look at the shirts. See how structurally they are similar: club logo, sports supplier logo, big 

master sponsor logo, optimized to appear on TV. 
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The process of economic concentration by European teams enables the best players, 

idols, and media figures, who play a crucial role in the process of legitimation as symbols to 

be concentrated in major European clubs, to be globally consumed on a large scale. Regarding 

this idea, Professional 1 states: “I understand international football nowadays as a very strong 

product because of the idols, and for sure, Brazilians like idols a lot!” Professional 2 

complemented this perspective by commenting: “Who is the great Brazilian idol today? 

Neymar? And, where is he? In Europe […]. He is a Brazilian product, but a kid who likes him 

will buy his shirt, no matter which club he is. So, where does the money go?”  

The process of exporting Brazil’s leading players and idol candidates does not cease 

and is becoming increasingly naturalized and institutionalized. Consumer 8 affirmed that in 

his memories he has “a kind of affection for PSG and Milan because these clubs historically 

preferred my idols, São Paulo club’s players, so we have a kind of connection.” However, 

nowadays players go to Europe too early, even before this connection to fans gets established, 

and players become identified as “raw commodities,” not as idols, searching to complete their 

formation as a player abroad.  

The Brazilian youth player Vinicius Jr., who was transferred from Flamengo to Real 

Madrid just after completing one year in the professional squad, corroborated this view. In an 

interview he said that “in two months in Madrid, I evolved what would take a year in Brazil. 

The training methodology is different, getting along with the best players […]. The difference 

is enormous” (Mansur, 2019). Vinicius Jr. was not the first player at 18 years old to declare in 

this direction and will not be the last. It has naturalized, institutionalized the European clubs’ 

superiority and made it acceptable that the best youth players declare the intention to get 

transferred to the European market, even before they have established themselves locally, in 

their very first interviews, when starting their career in local clubs. Some years ago, Gabriel 

Jesus, 19 at the time, moved to Manchester City after almost two years in the professional 

squad, and months before, Consumer 3 declared that the player deserved to move to Europe, 

leaving his own club in Brazil:  

He now adores Gabriel Jesus. But the guy probably will get transferred to 

England, right? People saying that he is going to Manchester City. Who knows? 

But it’s a fact, he will leave Palmeiras, if not to Manchester, to somewhere else. 

And probably I will follow him. Kids identify themselves with their clubs’ 

youth players! My son will want to know about him, probably will support his 

new club, at least until he likes another player (laughs). And I will probably 
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watch the matches with him, because you know, he is a nice guy, and he really 

deserves it! (C3) 

As should be the case, the market structure established and the consequent capacity to 

attract the main global talents reflect on the quality of the game presented, and consequently 

on the quality of the entertainment content offered. Consumer 10 affirmed that “I like to 

watch Corinthians’ games, but it is a matter of fact that, on TV we watch other stuff there. 

The difference from our matches to the European matches is absurd.” Professional 15 

highlighted his perception of quality difference between local football and the European 

championship. He thought they are so different that he gets the impression the Europeans play 

another sport, not football: 

I watch the games of European clubs, but I don't follow them for real. What you 

can't deny is that it looks like another sport. It may seem like an exaggeration, 

but I compare to another sport that I like, which is basketball. It's almost like 

watching an NBA game and comparing it to a local NBB basketball game. 

(P15) 

European leagues have a high quality standard not only in the game itself, but in 

everything around the product, as Professional 18 reports: “We have criteria for how the lawn 

should be, what the access to the stadium should be like, how the whole visual image of the 

stadium, the lighting has to be. All clubs must have the same product quality standard. We 

installed all stadium access controls, LED signs, everything.” Professional 20, with a 

pragmatic view, concluded: 

So, if we do not think about the quality of the product, mainly the football that 

is played, not only about the promotion, that is all around... that this is 

important too, but there is no use having a great promotion, championship more 

organized and such, that we do not have, and yet have a bad product! Even with 

a tremendous competitive advantage to compete with outsiders, the talent 

production is ours, our game here is really very bad. So, we throw away our 

competitive advantage and then complain that kids don't watch our games, want 

to wear only European club jerseys, and only play with those teams in the 

videogame. (P20) 

Globalization and power concentration in European clubs are inevitable and 

undisputable for now. However, they are reinforced by the management process, the 
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professionalization, the branding, the attractiveness, that institutionalize and legitimate the 

premium product, further increasing distances and providing an even better entertainment 

product compared to local brands. Brazilian clubs managers’ performance, and the way local 

market managers have treated this phenomena’s effects, otherwise can be contested, since it 

seems that local brands are deepening the market differences, as Professional 13 stated:  

I’m not naive and naturally understand economics, finance, and the 

globalization process, but if we had at least a minimum level of management, 

we would endure this influence. The Italian or Spanish boy would also be 

watching our championship because we could still be attractive […] One thing 

is letting great players go to the best European clubs, we definitely cannot 

resist, but to other European or Asian clubs? […] We have to be able to satisfy 

some of the players’ dreams here, too! (P13) 

5.3 The “Root” Logic 

Football is entertainment, but a particular kind of entertainment, because it is tied to a 

sense of belonging (Damo, 2008). The concept of fan identification in sports is not new. The 

excitement that this simple game awakes, the magnitude of the passion and diverse emotions 

it arouses, such as the creation of group identity and all its ceremonial rituals, are undisputable 

(Bromberger, 1995).  

Previous research revealed that supporters do not see themselves simply as spectators, 

but as part of the game (Murrell & Dietz, 1992), some of them even experiencing cognitive 

and somatic anxiety preceding great events, similar to the athletes (Wann, Schrader, & 

Adamson, 1998). Dionisio, Leal, and Moutinho (2008) highlighted that the community 

feelings, the tendency to make the person at ease by being among similar others and 

establishing differences to other groups, are the major reasons connecting a fan to the sport. 

The consciousness of a kind, the shared rituals and traditions, and the social solidarity—the 

“three core components or markers of community” according to Muniz and O’Guinn 

(2014)—explained and reinforced these feelings.  

In Brazilian society, football is a carrier for the dramatization of identity and 

belonging feelings, mixing economy, society, and local and national identities (DaMatta, 

1982; Damo, 2006). Football clubs are the basis of this market, since you have to be engaged 

with one of the parties that are in dispute to get involved (Damo, 2006). Just as no one cheers 
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alone, it makes no sense if everyone cheers for the same side (Toledo, 2010). Affiliation is 

motivated by a desire for positive distinctiveness from other social groups. Rituals, 

identification, and socialization are a fundamental part of the process (Dionisio et al., 2008).  

Football is not part of “serious life,” or a central aspect of individual identity 

construction, but it is definitely part of the symbolic order that supports modern life, 

organizing discourses that define practices (DaMatta, 1997; Toledo, 2010). There is a popular 

saying in Brazil that expresses this feeling: “It’s not only football”, the club being the 

connection to an imagined community that supporter identify themselves with, with who they 

want to be (Damo, 2008).  

5.3.1 Access 

Social life has a diverse organization, more integrated than ever, with a profound 

transformation of economy, politics, and culture (Ritzer & Stepnisky, 2018). The key to 

understanding globalization is theorizing it as a product of the technology revolution (Kellner, 

2002). With the media being the primary interface between the clubs and their fan base, 

football’s global brands’ deterritorialization process (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004) is 

potentialized with the evolution of digital media, reinforcing the global dispersal of 

information, permitting fans worldwide to access clubs’ images and products. Professional 1 

agreed and highlighted the media hole in football global brands’ popularization in Brazil:  

You have that perfect image, the access that you did not have before, you have 

the feeling that it really works, as a structure. And there is the media canon, 

which was the one who “gave birth” to all that we see today, because if perhaps 

we didn’t have Champions League on open TV, putting this on everyone, 

maybe it would take much longer to get to where it is today. (P1) 

On the other hand, Professional 10 stated that this is not a new phenomenon, since 

there is a huge difference in the range of media and how it operates, but the effects are similar 

to those achieved in the past: 

If you think about it, in the Brazilian northeast, the majority of the population 

supports the clubs from Rio more than the regional clubs because, in the 1950s 

and 1960s, the Nacional Radio transmitted matches from Rio. Of course, we 

live in another era, today this is much more potentialized, but somehow, this is 

not new. (P10) 
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Anyway, the sport–media nexus in the globalized era is a controversial aspect. In the 

age of global communications, information, and capital flows (Ruddock, Hutchins, & Rowe, 

2010), sport as a form of popular culture is shaped by constantly mutating interactions, and 

the established and evolving fans on which they both are dependent (Horne, 2006). 

Professional 4 pointed to the information channel, which did not previously exist, as a 

fundamental condition: “Nowadays, the Europeans are followed because doing so is possible. 

When I was a kid, I wanted to know about European matches, but I couldn’t unless I had a 

chance to read an imported magazine or newspaper.”  

For some, this connection symbolizes much about what is wrong with sports today 

(Walsh & Giulianotti, 2001): the globalization, corporatization, and commodification, 

dependency on spectacle and celebrities, and the tendency to reinforce dominant cultural 

tendencies (Wenner, 2015). This is a global homogenization process, based on simplicity and 

impersonality replicated on a large scale (Ritzer, 2004). On the other hand, global access 

enables a very fruitful relationship, providing people from all over the world the possibility to 

enjoy the game as an art form, since, even without the market, the game would be there 

(McDonagh, 2017). Heterogeneity then is preserved, since places and space tied to the clubs 

are being reworked and the resonance of place-based sporting histories, practices, and 

identities matters more than ever (Edensor & Millington, 2008), reinforcing the plurality of 

cultural processes that occurs in similar form in different localities worldwide (Friedman, 

1995; Pieterse, 1996). 

To be able to compete at a top level, football clubs, which once originated as 

community-based associations, turned into TNCs (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004), and for 

some of the fans the sport’s hypercommodification generated many undesirable effects such 

as the excessive corporatization of clubs, pulling them away from their origins; 

professionalization of players, transforming them into global celebrities; and degeneration of 

the sports principles that jeopardize the sporting ethos and community identity, generating 

market imperialism and the domination of money (Walsh & Giulianotti, 2001). In Brazil, 

some clubs are trying to emulate some of the European clubs’ strategies, aiming to transform 

themselves into TNCs. Attending a stadium in the big cities has become an expensive form of 

entertainment, as Consumer 2 pointed out, highlighting the high ticket price, preventing him 

from attending the stadium more often. In his opinion, ticket prices became expensive because 

the clubs’ internal political game privileges some groups, in this case organized supporters, 

instead of regular supporters:  
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I would love to go to every game if I could, but admission for regular 

supporters, by our Brazilian standards, is very expensive. The stadium is 

divided into two groups. The guys from the organized supporters’ group, 

10,000 of them, that get free tickets, and the regular other guys, 20,000 mugs, 

who are actually paying for them to go. That is the truth. (C2) 

It is a fact that more expensive tickets restrict the general public’s access to events. In 

Brazil, some stadiums were built, and others were renovated, due to the 2014 WC held in 

Brazil, providing a better experience, but as a side effect the tickets became more expensive, 

as Consumer 1 shared: 

I took the boys and my dad to attend the stadium. It was really cool! Everyone 

loved it! But, can you imagine how I spent on this “little party” in the middle of 

the afternoon? R$1,000.00. 4 people. Nice place, we ate hamburgers, fries, 

complete package. But it was R$ 1,000.00... I want to go there again; I would 

love to go again... but it is not very cheap... In fact, NOTHING about it is 

cheap!!! You just can’t go every week. Well… You can go, but I can’t! (laughs) 

(C1) 

This phenomenon is part of the football commoditization (Walsh & Giulianotti, 2001) 

that more recently gained strength in Brazil. There are several Twitter profiles and Facebook 

groups created that are debating these processes, as Figures 14 and 15 show (cited in Tables 8 

and 11), including @Velhocronista, @CasualFootball, @OCantoOficial, RIP Futebol Clube, 

Sem Firulas, Futebol Nostalgia, O Contra-ataque, among many others in Brazil and in Europe, 

or in fact to a greater or lesser extent worldwide, meaning that access and exclusion are really 

a topic related to the new economic demands of this market.  
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Figure 14 - Supporting Popular Football. Post on Twitter4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
4 “Supporting popular football – against those who destroy it.’ Borussia Dortmund crowd (German club) in 

protest against RB Leipzig, in 2017 (RB Leipzig, a club bought by the beverage company Red Bull). 
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Figure 15 - Against Modern Football. Post on Facebook5 

 
5 “The Palmeiras "new era", with the Arena, high income, partner programs and the sponsor/counselor took 

Palmeiras to a very high level – and I don't say high, because it is above the other clubs, nothing like that. 

But because the club become distant from the supporters and that is unacceptable, that makes me ashamed. 

The club closed the street, closed the training facilities, raised the ticket price, the membership prices, stopped 

talking to the press and even had the audacity to move away from the open TV. Not to mention backstage 

alliances. Gosh, it's too much. 

The club increasingly turns into a real-life Football Manager game, where the eyes are focused on each sum that 

enters the cashier, regardless of whether the result within the four lines will come or not. 

Of course, we can highlight many things in this new period of a more professional management, and I cannot 

deny that they helped in the construction of results. But this cannot be a curtain to mask certain things that are 

"embedded" in that package. This phase has contributed to an increasingly elite and superb Palmeiras and I 

cannot say that I am proud of that. This is the "Palmeiras" that is hated by the press and rivals. And deep down, 

we don't like that version either. This version of “Palmeiras” shows something else, and not its “fiber” as the 

hymn indicates. 

The problem is that the expression of hatred does not reach the specific version of “Palmeiras” that it deserves. 

These are the ones at the top level. It affects us who are at the bottom. They reach our ears, our messaging apps 

and social networks. We, who love the real Palmeiras and not this caricature that they drew around. 

There is a "crowd that sings and vibrates" and it is way above the top hat that sells and profits.’ 

A text by fan Raylson Araújo in today's “Voz Palestrina”! Via Nosso Palestra. 
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Professional 4 brought his contribution to the debate, stating that bringing consumers 

to the stadium must be part of the club manager’s job, by generating even more revenue, since 

supporters closer to the club are always the best scenario: 

I understand the higher prices when the stadium is close to full, in important 

games. But suddenly you have a game of the Brazilian Cup, a small club from 

the Northeast playing, on a Wednesday night, a little rainy... You already know 

that this match will have the attendance of, more or less 15,000 people, a third 

of the stadium's capacity. You know that nobody is going! Why don't you do a 

promotion? I understand the members, the pricing, all of that stuff, but I can 

offer this game even cheaper for them, and one, two days before, set a kind of 

discount price for everyone. I'm going to get a full stadium, improve the 

stadium atmosphere and proportionate to the guy, who heartily supports the 

club, but doesn't have money, the experience he dreamed about […] 

You see on TV a lot of empty chairs. It is evil. Bring this guy, he will 

take his son with him. This boy will support even more the club after this 

experience. But in fact, these “executives” (with irony) don't think about it. 

They really don't care about those who don't have money, and then complain 

that kids just stay at home watching Champions League on TV. (P4) 

Professional 3 thought that the market maturity tends to create distinct consumption 

access, since in his opinion “the market is moving toward a model close to that is running in 

England, in which the stadium is for the few. The rich people go to the stadium and the poor 

stay on TV.” Professional 9 seemed to agree with this argument: 

The truth is that the average audience in the football stadiums has soared with 

the new arenas. And a cheap ticket is a romantic request, but football is 

business, and everyone likes Real Madrid because they have sufficient money 

to hire the best players. (P9) 

What cannot be ruled out, however, is that access to a stadium can be proportionate to 

a different experience, for good and for ill, from any other entertainment consumption 

available. Professional 3 completed his argument about the competitive scenario of the 

entertainment arena: 

Now, you can't close your eyes. Football competes with cinema, with the video 

game. It competes with the European Leagues, with the NBA, NFL, with the 
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Olympic Games, because the guy who is a Flamengo supporter can watch a 

Manchester United match, an NBA game. He has finite time and money and 

will decide where to put his attention. So, whether you like it or not, from the 

moment European clubs have been broadcasting, they compete for the 

consumer’s attention, for the consumer’s time. (P3) 

Professionals 11 and 21 highlighted the profusion of European clubs’ presence on TV, 

contrasting it to the past, affirming that time has changed and local clubs’ managers cannot 

ignore reality. European clubs’ matches and information are now an important part of the 

sports content on TV networks, differently from the past, a time when only one or a few 

matches or information were broadcast, much more as a compliment.  

I think it is important for Brazilian clubs to understand. They are losing fans to 

European clubs, not to another Brazilian opponent. Yesterday, PSG and 

Barcelona played, and everyone watched this game. It was in the middle of the 

day, on open TV, a huge audience. For sure, all the kids watched. Today we 

have a São Paulo and Santos match, at 10 pm. Kids are going to watch? They 

won't! (P11) 

We knew Milan and Barcelona, shortly after Real Madrid, in the 1990s for 

playing the Club World Cup final in Japan, but no one really consumed their 

products. When the guys started broadcasting the Champions League here in 

Brazil, well, it's 3:00 pm and everyone watches, man! (laughs) (P21) 

This situation is reinforced by the analysis of Placar magazine’s repository (Table 17), 

which demonstrates great growth in the number of reports and pages portraying European 

football through the decades. Not surprisingly, the results illustrate that over the decades, 

European clubs’ reports grow perceptually in reference to local clubs’ reports in pages per 

edition, reflecting the interest in European clubs and players aroused among football 

consumers in Brazil.  
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Table 17  

Placar Magazine Data 
Decades Number of 

editions 

analyzed 

Local club 

reports, 

pages per 

edition 

% of the 

edition 

European club 

reports, pages 

per edition 

% of the 

edition 

% 

Euro/local 

 Others 

(advertising, 

opinion columns, 

national teams, 

other sports pages 

per edition) 

1980s 421 29.92 32.86 3.54 1.33 4.05 58.91 

1990s 93 39.45 37.80 3.54 3.39 8.98 61.38 

2000s 121 33.56 33.61 6.22 6.23 18.54 60.07 

2010s 82 21.35 23.59 9.89 10.93 46.35 59.25 

Total 717       

Source: Research data and analysis. 

The content of the material illustrates some transitions in the frames (Humphreys, 

2010), as Table 18 indicates, based on the content analysis of the reports accessed.  

 

Table 18  

Frames in the Brazilian Marketplace through Placar Magazine Analysis 

Source: Based on research data. 

The magazine's focus has always been on the domestic market. Most of the reports 

feature as the main character the local clubs and the Brazilian players. Globalization 

influenced the number of articles (Table 17) referring to European clubs, which increased 

considerably in the period analyzed. The articles’ focus and tone have also been adapting in 

time, in line with the reality presented in this market, although most of the articles continued 

 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s 

Message 1982 Brazilian 

generation 

The beginning of 

the end 

Champions 

League era 

PlayStation 

Generation 

Background Low exchange, little 

interest 

Bosman Act Beginning of 

supremacy  

Full digital 

access 

Feelings about 

European 

clubs 

Distant curiosity Growing 

understanding 

Reluctant 

contemplation 

Acceptance and 

familiarity 

European club 

articles’ focus 

Differences to the 

local market, just as a 

distant parameter.  

National teams’ and 

best players’ profiles. 

“New” reality and 

clubs’ presentation. 

Growth in number 

of Brazilian players 

migrating. 

Comparisons 

with local market. 

Brazilian players 

are responsible 

for making a 

difference in 

European 

markets. 

Economic 

aspects. 

Local market and 

consumers 

contemplate 

“clubs and 

personal brands.”  

Broadcasting, 

social media, 

videogames.  
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to refer mainly to Brazilian players abroad. Only in the last decade, articles referring to 

European clubs without highlighting Brazilian characters have become more frequent. 

Consumer 1 validated this view, remembering his childhood in the 1980s watching the 

Italian Liga, much more out of curiosity to follow some players that he knew than for any 

other reason. He added that the interaction he and his sons have with the content today is 

absolutely different from the past, since we have a complete “European match menu” 

broadcast, and kids have full access to content from many digital media, not only 

intermediated by TV. They are familiar to players and clubs from all over the world, 

introduced by YouTube, football videogames, and social media.  

My universe was Brazilian football. Of course, I knew that Real Madrid, 

Barcelona existed, but truly they meant nothing to me, and I think to almost 

everyone here. I knew Rome because Falcão played there, Careca in Napoli 

[Brazilian players]. But do you think I watched Napoli's game? No way, I didn't 

even know what was going on there, even though I knew Bandeirantes TV 

broadcast a game per week on Sunday morning […]  

Today? Amazing how it changed and how kids know everything, in a 

completely different way to how we got involved as kids. Now and then, my 

boy shows me on his cell phone some goal from someone I have no idea who is, 

on YouTube. He loves Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo, Neymar, and others that I 

really don’t know the guys... I ended up learning a lot more from them, in this 

new approach, on YouTube, on FIFA videogame. (C1) 

Digital access and content are transforming the world, and in the football marketplace 

are part of this transformation. Football players are celebrities, some of them with the highest 

number of followers and level of engagement on social media. Cristiano Ronaldo is actually 

the most followed personality in the world, according to numbers between January and May 

2018, with 570 million combining Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. In follower numbers 

(Table 19), not only him but some of the most popular football players were also classified 

among the top ranked world celebrities on June 1, 2018 (Nielsen World Football Report, 

2018). It is important to underline that the “number of followers does not have direct relation 

to success on the pitch,” as the presence of some of the players can indicate. Some other 

factors such as “the ability to project a likeable personality or enviable lifestyle, leveraging 

relationships with other social accounts with bigger followings or coming from a country with 
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a large population but relatively few stars’ can increase the results reached (Nielsen World 

Football Report, 2018).  

Table 19  

Selected Football Stars and Celebrities Ranked by Followers 

Player Facebook 

followers 

(m) 

Twitter 

followers 

(m) 

Instagram 

followers 

(m) 

Total 

followers 

(m) 

1 Cristiano Ronaldo Portugal 122.4 73.4 127.0 322.8 

2 Neymar Brazil 60.6 39.8 93.8 194.2 

3 Leo Messi Argentina 89.6 – 92.3 181.9 

4 James Rodriguez Colombia 32.7 17.1 36.8 86.6 

5 Andres Iniesta Spain 27.0 23.3 23.1 73.4 

6 Mesut Ozil Germany 31.4 23.1 16.4 70.9 

7 Zlatan Ibrahimovic Sweden 31.4 23.1 16.4 70.9 

Celebrity      

1 Selena Gomez Actress-singer 61.6 56.7 138.0 256.3 

2 Beyoncé Actress-singer 63.3 15.2 115.0 193.5 

3 LeBron James NBA player 23.2 41.7 37.9 102.8 

4 David Beckham Ex-football player 53.8 – 46.1 99.9 

5 Donald Trump Politician 23.3 52.3 8.9 84.5 

6 Virat Kohli Cricket player 37.1 25.3 21.7 84.1 

7 Roger Federer Tennis player 15.0 12.4 4.9 32.3 

Source: Adapted from Nielsen World Football Report (2018). Data taken on June 1, 2018. 

The players’ ability to relate to fans on social media has become undoubtedly an 

important asset and a draw factor for their club signing. On July 10, 2018, Cristiano Ronaldo 

announced his move from Real Madrid in Spain to Juventus in Italy, at an estimated cost of 

€340 million, possibly generated revenues from the increase in matchday, TV, and 

merchandising of up to €595 million over the four-year contract (Cerqueira & Lois, 2018). 

The movement in Juventus’ social media (Table 20), taking into account the same 

methodology and considering Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, can be easily perceived, 

since in June 2018 they had 50 million followers and in January 2019, only six months later, 

the upgrade was about 30%, presenting at that moment 64.9 million followers (Digital Sports 

Media, 2019). To understand the impact Juventus had on its social media follower numbers, 

we should compare them to Real Madrid’s effect. The Spanish club was the first in the world 

in the number of followers in June 2018, with 219.5 million followers. In January 2019, six 

months after Cristiano Ronaldo’s move to Juventus, it kept first place and also had an upgrade 

in the number of followers, up to 227.5 million at that moment, slight compared to Juventus, 

presenting only a 3% increase (Digital Sports Media, 2019). 
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Table 20  

Selected Football Clubs Ranked by Followers 

Football clubs  Facebook 

followers 

(m) 

Twitter 

followers 

(m) 

Instagram 

followers (m) 

Total 

followers 

(m) 

1 Real Madrid Spain 109.1 50.3 60.1 219.5 

2 Barcelona Spain 102.9 52.6 57.4 212.9 

3 Manchester United England 75.5 20.4 22.2 118.1 

4 Chelsea England 47.7 15.2 11.7 74.6 

5 Bayern Germany 47.2 6.2 12.9 66.3 

6 Arsenal England 37.8 14.0 11.3 63.1 

7 Paris SG France 34.8 7.9 12.9 55.6 

8 Manchester City England 34.0 10.9 7.0 51.9 

9 Liverpool England 31.7 12.2 7.7 51.6 

10 Juventus Italy 32.5 7.5 10.0 50.0 

15 Flamengo Brazil 11.6 5.5 2.7 19,8 

16 Corinthians Brazil 11.4 5.9 2.4 19.7 

27 São Paulo Brazil 6.7 4.2 1.4 12.3 

Source: Adapted from Digital Sports Media (2018). Data taken on June 30, 2018. 

The Nielsen World Football Report (2018) also reinforces the importance of the 

videogame platform as a global phenomenon, since “the EA’s FIFA title has become one of 

the primary media touchpoints between fans and football,” the world’s highest-selling series 

of sports games in history. The last version at that time, FIFA 18, made US$3 billion during 

its lifetime (Hoggins, 2018). In the game Brazilian clubs are much weaker than European 

clubs, and children avoid choosing them to play, preferring the European clubs that are 

stronger, naturally reflecting the brands’ legitimation and also that they are becoming more 

familiar to them than the Brazilian clubs, possibly reinforcing the brand preference.  

In the leading videogame franchise, EA’s FIFA, some of the Brazilian clubs are not 

even in the game, as Consumer 2 related about his son’s experience: “My son loves the club, 

but I think he loves the videogame franchise even more (laughs). In this last version, the club 

was not there anymore. He got pissed off but didn't switch the game to the other franchise 

(laughs).” With all the data available, the videogame platforms, aware of the preferences, 

recently developed another possibility, as Professional 8 reported: “The growing game 

module is the one that enables users to personalize the teams. It’s becoming very popular in 

Latin America to use local teams, the name, the stadium, the jersey, but basically with players 

from the European clubs.”  

European football clubs are institutionalized in the Brazilian marketplace as symbols 

of “big clubs,” the “model of how a great winner has to be.” Among the factors that contribute 
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to this legitimation process, fans’ access to information about clubs, games, and all the 

interactions is fundamental. Professional 3 described this process:  

European clubs start arriving in broadcasts and in videogames, on which kids 

spend much more time. On the PS4, boys do not play as Corinthians but as 

Barcelona because they want to control Messi and Soares. These are the kids 

today. […] Why should they prefer a Corinthians jersey with a guy’s name who 

will move to China next year, instead of having Messi’s jersey? See, they 

started to compete for attention, money, and time. Everyone is competing for 

the same kid. It would be hard for Brazilian clubs, even if they could do it right 

here in Brazil. (P3) 

The videogame became one of the main platforms to engage consumers and EA 

Sports, the leading global company in the market with its FIFA franchise, is potentializing 

this. Professional 17 reports that “last year, Manchester City launched its third Nike kit first 

on FIFA,” based on the partnership between the producer and the English Premier League 

(Premier League, 2019). In another partnership, EA Sports and Adidas were the first to create 

a digital fourth kit for the major Adidas-sponsored clubs (Real Madrid, Manchester United, 

Bayern, and Juventus). With the repercussions achieved, even without clubs ever using the 

kits in games, the brand launched the kits in stores (Molina, 2018). 

Consumer 15 shared a real case of this elaboration, describing a sequence of diverse 

events that seemed to be disconnected, typical of a new era, and that determined the choice of 

consumption practices:  

My uncle and aunt live in Seattle/USA, so I like to play on videogame with the 

Seattle Sounders, a MLS team. Playing with them some years ago, I knew 

Pulisic, who plays also in the American National team, a real fast winger. He is 

a very good player and two seasons ago he was sold to Borussia Dortmund, a 

German club. I don’t know why, he didn’t play well there, and this year he 

moved to Chelsea, where he is returning to form. By the way, I just bought 

Chelsea's shirt for myself. (C15) 

It is noticeable that the consumer establishes several connections, passing through 

family members who connect to a personal brand of the player and then to the club brand, in a 

kind of endorsement. Personal brands and the search to establish connections is not new in the 

market (Parmentier, Fischer, & Reuber, 2013). Social media usage is one of the main tools to 
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establish access and provide information, focusing on consumer engagement, as Anversa 

(2018) reported, highlighting that European clubs are establishing social networks in several 

languages including Portuguese, targeting the Brazilian market, as Figure 16 shows. An 

English club, Tottenham, posted a photo with two of its players to celebrate a victory. A 

Brazilian football club, Ceará, inspired by the first post, recreated the photo, generating an 

enormous buzz. Then, the English club professionals answered the Brazilian club in a kindly 

way and took the opportunity to launch their social network on Twitter also in Portuguese 

(Mota, 2019), which was probably already planned and that was a convenient moment. 

 

Figure 16 - Tottenham’s Post on Twitter6 

 

European clubs are digitally engaging fans in Brazil via social networks in Portuguese, 

posting videos and photos, but they are also present in stores selling uniforms, licensing 

material to children's parties, franchising children's football schools (Wilkson, 2017). 

Brazilian clubs are aware of this and locally provide a similar structure, with management 

limitations already addressed. Thus, the planning and the actions may be similar, but the 

results do not always have the same impact, as Figure 17 shows, with a fan who is an 

associate member of a European club and a Brazilian club. 

 
6 The question is: How would we NOT create a profile in Portuguese after this masterpiece? Greetings, 

@CearaSC! 
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Figure 17 - User’s Post on Twitter7 

 

The lack of professional structure and management often fails to meet consumers’ 

wishes and opens the gap between global and local products. Professional 1 stated that the 

European business structure is prepared and focused on the consumer worldwide, but 

specifically in the Brazilian marketplace, local clubs are aware and trying to narrow the gap, 

since consumers in fact are still connected to local brands:  

Comparing the market business structure here and abroad, unfortunately we are 

still a little behind. The market is little tied to the dude who pays the bill, the 

consumer. This is bad news, but believe me, it’s also good news, because this 

guy may even follow the product from outside, but he really cares about his 

team! (P1) 

Professional 16 agreed that there is a great difference between offers and management, 

but the feeling, the connection, is still there. European clubs are much more accessible now 

than ever, consumers are familiar with the brands, but the connection remains with local 

brands, in his opinion: 

 
7 I am a supporter member of two clubs: one in Brazil, another in England. It was my birthday. The one from 

here sent me a congratulatory e-mail, signed by a director not very well liked by the fans. @SpursOfficial sent 

me a card, “signed’ by the coach and the three club idols, that crossed the ocean. 
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It is a market in a deep transformation. There is a major improvement in club 

management. It is a process that exists and is real, not homogeneous in all the 

clubs, but it’s real. There is a greater concern with transparency, efficiency, 

professionalism, understanding how to communicate, the financial issue, the 

indebtedness, and mainly, their image in society. […] 

The discussion, and they all know it, is about streaming. Facebook, 

Google, and Amazon are buying competition rights all over the world, and it is 

inevitable. When I affirm this, I become the prophet of the obvious! And that 

impacts everything, sponsorship, commercial, fans’ relationship, impacts the 

associates’ relationship, the media. So, what is needed is to know how to take 

better care of the product. How do you solve this? By passion, man! You can’t 

compete in money, on a global scale. But, we have the data. 6% of Brazilians 

affirmed that they support only a club abroad. 6%. I have never seen a child 

crying when Real Madrid loses. I got tired of seeing Flamengo’s fan crying, 

Botafogo’s fan crying. So, passion is what's left and what is really important in 

this market, here or abroad. (P16) 

5.3.2 Connection 

The interest and audience ratings of European club matches in Brazil are 

unquestionably increasing (Lima, 2018). The UCL, the championship involving the main 

European clubs, has reached top audience levels in the world, and in Brazil it is no different. 

Sponsorlink research from 2013 revealed first that 38% of the Brazilian internet-connected 

population, predominantly youth with 71% of them between 18 and 29 years old, were 

interested in the UCL (IBOPE Repucom, 2015; Lima, 2018). In 2017, another Sponsorlink 

study pointed out that the interest had spread, reaching all age groups, representing 43% of the 

connected population, approximately 34.4 million people in the country, denotating an 

indisputable growth and maturation of interest (IBOPE Repucom, 2017; Lima, 2018). 

It is important to state that the growth in attention to European clubs did not lead to a 

decrease in attention to local clubs. Brazilian clubs’ games TV ratings also showed increasing 

movement (Mattos, 2019). Professional 1 clarified that the European football audience 

increasing is in fact a good thing for the industry: “At first, it's not a bad deal, because the 

more people watching football, the better for business, you keep increasing the sport’s 
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presence. The real competition is not between local and global brands, but in the 

entertainment arena, for the consumer’s time; and the big advantage of the sports channels is 

that content here involves passion.”  

Despite this, there is already great concern in the industry, wondering about the 

possibility of European clubs becoming hegemonic and relegating local clubs to play an 

inferior role. Moreira and Gammaro (2016) wrote a special report highlighting various 

research data in which European clubs appeared to be the focus of the Brazilian young 

generation’s interest, presenting games’ audience ratings, number of social media followers, 

and especially huge numbers of shirt sales, thus providing reasonable conclusions as to why 

they stated in the title: “Your son will be a Barcelona fan.” Antero Greco (2018), a sports 

journalist, wrote in his column in the Estado de São Paulo newspaper: 

European clubs have such seductive power that it seems even shameful to 

support local clubs. Some years ago, the journeys of our countrymen on this big 

planet would be followed with discreet curiosity. We would hope that they 

would be happy, just to honor our football tradition and maybe from time to 

time an interview was conceded so that they should not be forgotten. Now, even 

at a distance, it seems that it is more important to know about their squabbles 

with their “gringo” teams’ colleagues than the local boys’ mishaps. […] 

[…] Sad reality! We see children, youths and even some grown men 

declaring their “love” for Real Madrid, Barcelona, Manchester. Me, no!?! It 

seems that we have such a colonial complex with regard to the Europeans’ 

financial power and seduction that we are even clumsy in admitting an 

exclusive passion for local clubs. It sounds very old-fashioned, there’s just no 

way! (Greco, 2018) 

Professional 9, however, had a different opinion about the supposed brands’ 

replacement: “No way. This will never happen. The feeling is different. Of course, everyone 

wants to watch the Barcelona match because they play damn well, but people here suffer for 

Palmeiras, for São Paulo.” Football presupposes that different emotional states are involved, 

since just watching a match without any involvement is different than supporting a club, or 

cheering, liking, or even loving a club, is not necessarily related to attendance at stadiums or 

being attached to organized groups, but to the emotional engagement that goes beyond match 
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time (Damo, 2012). Toledo (2010) discussed the emotional state, often defined as “identity” 

in this construction: 

Identity is conceived as shared experiences, something that arises from the 

relationship of our self with other subjectivities and would be the tension 

between subjectivities that some form of identity relationship would be born. 

[…] So, to be a fan would be something like to “be a persona” in a universe 

integrated by thousands of other individuals, things, objects, cosmological 

beings, all rapt and articulate for football's art and artefacts; beloved teams' T-

shirts, balls, trophies, keychains and this plethora of souvenirs eagerly made 

available by and for the wishing will express something far greater than mere 

consumer compulsion, because there is something of us in these objects, there is 

something of the objects brokered in us. […] 

Therefore, we would not only be under the aegis of the verb to be, but 

also of the verb to have to equally or more produce the mediations between our 

wills and experiences as an individual and the collective demands, and between 

our collective experiences in relation to the many others with which we work in 

knowledge and exchange, the so-called “other cultures.” […] 

In the generic expression “I am a fan of Club X” it seems that multiple 

and negotiated forms of symbolic appropriation are at stake if taken from the 

solitary point of view of the wills that inhabit each fan. Supporting is not like 

holding the identity document, a guarantee of the stability of the self against the 

reasons of state, because twisting is part of a universe of experiments more 

subject to instabilities of all kinds. It is or is the very flow of life. We are more 

fanatical at one time in our lives, dampen the passion at times to fall back in 

love at others, invent new rivalries, revive and claim the supporting thrill at the 

arrival of a child, we hear from fans at stadiums, usually after humiliating 

defeats before archenemies, who will never cheer again, to start over again in 

another moment, finally, endless situations test the supporting will, contorting 

the identity (club, national) all the time. […] 

In any case, the intrusion of a verb such as having it would, therefore, 

bring some disquiet to identities, for we are what we have largely conquered, 

especially in the absence of others, and by taking possession we retain as our 
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collective heritage. […] Urban experience and football reveal much of this 

procedural dynamic of identities. Just a stroll through the streets and we will 

quickly realize that the fans landscape has changed from two decades to now, 

visibly announced in the multiplication of sportswear that suggests the young or 

old joining the European clubs, their televised championships, their idols, 

international exhibitions that expose reterritorialized Brazilian athletes, who 

assume new ethics and more ascetic behaviors marked by experiences in 

globalized professional football, to the displeasure of many who have been 

socialized (and stabilized) by the supporting logic that links football to some 

kind of identity (local, national). Have players, fans or the game of identities 

changed in the dynamics of global cities? Certainly, all this at the same time. (p. 

182) 

The intensity of connection defines everything in this market. Consumer 1 reinforced 

this assumption, describing his son’s loyalty to his local club, and the comparison to his 

involvement with European clubs, where the different kind of connection became clear:  

He [my son] likes Barcelona, but he also likes Real Madrid. I never thought 

about this. I mean, he really supports Palmeiras, and he is totally against the 

Palmeiras rivals. In European matches, he supports everyone! He is not against 

anyone! (laughs) I don’t know, I think that’s the difference between supporting 

and admiring. I feel it about him, he supports Palmeiras, but he admires many 

other clubs from abroad. (C1) 

Identities and connections presuppose with whom you do or do not identify yourself 

(Toledo, 2010), and since the clubs exist in relation to other clubs, those involved in rivalries 

expose precisely the predominating dualism involved (Damo, 2006), therefore the lack of 

rivalry highlights the different kind of connection to the clubs. Consumer 12 perceived his and 

his son’s feelings watching the games, reinforced by Consumer 15 who explicated the 

different meanings involved in his club’s games and when he watches European clubs’ 

games:  

We [him and his son] watch the games with pleasure, without the suffering 

feeling! There are clubs that we sympathize with, some others we dislike, but 

we watch quietly, without stress, without the craze, without anything. It is 
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something else. It's like watching a movie, a TV show. It’s totally different! 

(C12) 

I prefer a Corinthians match always. It is always a pleasure to watch 

Corinthians! Even when the team do not present a beautiful game, I don’t care. 

I just can’t compare. The excitement is much greater, I don’t know how to 

explain, because European football is much better, it is a matter of fact. It’s 

faster, the game does not stop, nicely played, much better players. But I don’t 

know, it is something else […] 

But do not think that I don’t like to watch European games. I like it very much. 

It’s just different. I have even more European club shirts than Corinthians! I... I 

watch a lot of Champions League, Premier League, La Liga, all the 

Championships. I like to watch it with my friends. We really watch a lot 

together during the afternoons. (C15) 

The connection between people and football was a topic addressed by several 

researchers. Damo (2006) pointed out that the connection between people and football is 

established by the clubs, since they are the driving force of the football spectacle, as a 

symbolic representation. DaMatta (1994) highlighted the nature of sports entertainment as an 

intermediate zone between the erudite, in which there is a clear separation between actors and 

spectators, and the traditional popular parties, confusing them. DaMatta (1994) affirmed that 

in sports there is a scenario in which actors and spectators are separated; however, the visual, 

the sounds, the seduction power establishing social and symbolic links between them, gets the 

fans confused with the club, since all of them are part of the spectacle.  

Buarque de Hollanda (2009) explored the importance of sports in modern societies, 

and specifically in Brazil, discussing the catharsis concept, how it evolved from its original 

field, drama, to the field of sports in contemporary life. He affirmed that the football fan is 

often seen by common sense and intellectuals in a derogatory, caricatured way, as an 

obstinate supporter of their club, showing unstable emotional states, from joy to anger in a 

matter of seconds, facing the sport as a kind of lay religion in modern times, even as defining 

of the Brazilian national ethos. Professional 14 stated that the connection with football, 

specifically with the preferred club, goes far beyond a simple game or entertainment brand: 

The most significant marketing idea we had was the campaign “Popular 

Republic.” We like Brazil, and we live here, but if our club faces the Brazilian 
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national team, you'll see where the crowd would be! People want to see the club 

fighting racism, campaigning for blood donation, fighting urban violence… 

This kind of thing gives pride, self-esteem to supporters, to us, and then you get 

into a crazy world! (P14) 

The identity perceived around the choice of club is independent of the degree of 

individual adhesion, independent of a specific subject, because this is a collective possession, 

it is shared by all those who have feelings about the club (Toledo, 2010), the clubs being the 

institution through which the relationship takes place. The players come and go, teams change 

every year, but the supporters identify themselves with the club, protected by its histories, its 

traditions, and by extension with an imagined community that has the same connection, with 

whom they want to be (Damo, 2008). Professional 1 affirmed that this market operates to a 

different logic, since consumers “support something that won't bring them money, won't make 

better in life, but it's the moment that they feel “this is mine”. It's cultural, it's in the blood, it’s 

your family.” Damo (2006) confirmed this assumption, noting that in Brazil as in some other 

countries, the membership of a club is “sacred, unchangeable and unique,” reproducing itself 

to other members in dense social ties. 

In Brazilian society, these connections are a normative assumption that, from time to 

time, becomes something to be reported only when extreme situations happen, usually close 

to some more important match for clubs. Figures 18 and 19 are two examples of posts 

reporting some of these moments, when a club delegation came to the airport to travel to 

important games outside their cities and the crowd gathered just to say goodbye, feeling and 

in fact being part of the moment. Regardless of whether or not the fans are present at the 

event, these are circumstances that many of them understand as representative of their 

feelings. 
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Figure 18 - ESPN Post on Facebook8 

 

Figure 19 - Sports Journalist Mauro Cezar’s post on Twitter9 

 
8 15,000 fans present when boarding the Corinthians team flight to Japan. See images of the Corinthian invasion 

at the airport. AIRPORT PARTY 
9 Incredible images of Flamengo fans, closing the Rio de Janeiro’s streets. Just following a bus, striving to give a 

“good luck’, a “we trust you’, a “count on me’. Passion and belonging. Whoever feels, knows what it is. 

Football, man's best invention. 
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Football is entertainment, a paid show, produced and performed by professionals from 

the cultural industry; however, “social identities, deep cultural values and unique individual 

taste” (DaMatta, 1994) are fundamental aspects involved. It is a gregarious activity and the 

identity dimension lies precisely in maintaining the emotions it promotes, not only during a 

game but daily, in the sociability aspect (Toledo, 2010), since 76% of consumers have the 

habit of watching events with family and friends (SPC—Football Consumer Market in Brazil, 

2016). Consumer 12 fondly remembered how his father gave in to be part of something 

important to him and his brother, while Consumer 9 demonstrated how important it is that his 

sons share the club preference with him: 

My father was an extraordinary guy. He supported Botafogo, not as a fanatic 

fan, but he supported Botafogo. Because of me and my brother, he turned to 

support Flamengo “a little,” just to please us. To make us happy, he cheered 

for… well, no, no, he didn't come to that point (laughs), but at least he didn't 

cheer against Flamengo! He watched the games with us, asked, argued, he took 

us to the stadium from time to time… Can you imagine it? A father's love is 

something out of this world, right? (C12)  

My son Arthur already loves Flamengo! [...] Yes, we chose his name thinking 

about Zico, my biggest idol! [...] Of course, for me it is a concern to keep the 

boys supporting Flamengo, living here in São Paulo, I will not lie. But if at any 

point I feel insecure, I would not measure efforts by making the necessary 

investments, taking them to Rio, attend the stadium more often, subscribing to 

pay per view, I’ll do the necessary strong persuasive job, convincing them with 

all the resources I have and don’t have everything! (laughs) (C9) 

Being that, the choice of club to support is not a rational process (Damo, 2008), even 

if it is centered on personal will, undoubtedly stimulated by countless possibilities or the 

extensive family football heritage. This relationship opens up to diverse styles looking for a 

way to stabilize the subjectivism enclosed in the idea of club passion (Toledo, 2013). In this 

context, the choice of club to cheer for “presupposes seduction and co-optation about the 

neophytes by the fans already engaged to the club” (Damo, 2008).  

The importance perceived in the sense of belonging, the idea of transmitting the 

“club’s passion” to children, indicates the football club’s importance. In the post “Letter to a 

young fan,” journalist Fabio Seixas registered the memories of the day he took his daughter to 
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a stadium for the first time. The author described the symbolic set of values and meanings that 

was received from his father and transmitted to his daughter, resulting in a unity of feelings 

between generations:  

Julia, I decided to write you this letter because although we shared that tight 

hug at the end of the match and you said to me that “it was the most special day 

of your life,” you may not remember all the details in the future. I remember 

when my father took me to my first match. It was Santos vs. Ponte Preta in 

Pacaembu Stadium. I still have the entrance ticket with me, but I have no idea 

about the score. I only remember my amusement when my father showed me 

the “guys’ pissing ladder” and all the swearing I learned in those bleachers. 

That day shaped me. That experience began to make me who I am today… All 

of this, all the importance of my first match hit me this morning, and I cried like 

a child; I was about to call your grandfather and barely managed to talk to him. 

I certainly could not put into words what I was feeling. I could not thank him 

for what he did for me that day […]. The fact is that there will be many other 

goals in your life, and your father will be by your side to celebrate. I could not 

help but smile when the loudspeakers announced the audience of today's final: 

73,531. This “1” was the most special fan I've ever seen. Love you! Daddy. 

(Fabio Seixas, 2013) 

Connection and life stories creating meanings are reasons to get engaged with a club, 

since the involvement is what makes the sense. The excitement, the full experience of a 

football match, can only be felt with a connection to one side, to a club (Bromberger, 1995; 

Damo, 2006), and that is exactly what differentiates sports from any other form of 

entertainment. In this direction, local clubs are still very much representative of Brazilian 

culture. But will this connection be sustained? Professional 6 thought that the current 

generation will keep loyal to local brands, but he was not right about the next generations:  

Are they going to conquer our supporters? They will not! A fan is a fan! [...] Or 

not! The Europeans clubs are already taking the kids. You already see 

generations that grow up in another environment where football is already a 

more globalized thing. So, cheering for Barcelona may be the same as cheering 

for Corinthians. Imagine that I live in Fortaleza. What is the difference between 

cheering for Barcelona or Corinthians? Both are far away from me. (P6) 
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The role of global clubs in local markets is a controversial subject. The 

commodification of these brands (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004) brought a global scale, 

understood as a glocalization process (Robertson, 1992) in the various local markets by the 

creation of locality and particularism, which can be understood as a process of 

institutionalization (Robertson, 1995). Professional 18 highlighted that the European national 

league, for which he works, has the objective of promoting its clubs’ brands, but also to help 

the local brands’ growth, preserving the local culture and market, naturally adding its (global) 

brands to be part of the mixture, in an approach brought about by the glocalization process 

(Robertson, 1992), bringing the global to the local and evolving to a different local: 

In some countries, such as Mexico for instance, we’re in fact the most important 

league, but this is not our objective. Our goal abroad is not to replace the local 

league, but to be the first choice for foreign competitions. We also seek to 

support the local league that needs to be strong for the public to seek football, to 

have player production, the level is the best possible, management, clubs, 

anyway. (P18)  

In reality, global brands’ presence in local markets is an irreversible process that 

generates some controversial opinions and reactions. Consumer 6 was not convinced that 

local football markets are not facing a homogenization process, similar to that introduced by 

Ritzer (1992), by replacing local brands with global brands, in a scenario of convergent 

development (Featherstone & Lash, 1995). Consumer 12, by his side, understood that these 

global brands represent completely different symbolic and cultural meanings, which cannot 

replicate an established preconceived model (Featherstone & Lash, 1995), assuming that these 

are the global brands’ goal: 

To me it is clear! I think... and we're talking about his generation (pointing to 

his son), not something in the far future. You will see it! It won't be long… 

Someday, Chelsea, for instance, will be the English Premier League champion, 

and we'll see parties in the Paulista Avenue, guys celebrating Chelsea’s title, as 

we now see people doing this when we have Brazilian Champions! It won't be 

long, listen to me! (C6) 

No way! A European club is cool, they have really nice kits, and the fact is that 

you buy, because it’s cool, whatever the club. You do not support the club. You 

can't cheer for a European club. You may have sympathy for a club, but you do 
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not support any of them. No one really supports a European club, suffers for 

them, that’s the point, you don't suffer! My son doesn't support Juventus, he 

likes Cristiano Ronaldo, doesn’t support Barcelona, he likes Messi. If Barcelona 

loses, he and none of the many boys I know, they don't really care, believe me. 

(C12) 

As Damo (2006) affirmed, the club can be understood as a “sacred entity” 

representing the community as a “temporal link between past, present, and future,” projecting 

the individuals’ personal affections and family and friends’ relationships. Could European 

brands be one of these entities someday in the Brazilian market? No one knows about the 

future, but it seems not to be the case in the present, as Consumer 13 stated about his son who 

“knows much more about Barcelona’s players than his club São Paulo; however, I’m sure that 

it’s just a fad. What he really likes is Brazilian football. Last Sunday he watched Corinthians 

versus Flamengo with all the other kids at home, just to make fun of his uncle and his friends! 

That's what he likes!”  

Consumer 12 remembered his childhood, when his uncle, who had daughters who 

didn’t like football, in his words “kind of adopted him,” attending the stadium together 

weekly for decades. He remembered this with lots of affection: 

In the beginning, he bribed me with peanuts (laughs). I started going with him, I 

don't know, when I was 7 years old. We have done this program for decades. 

Then life changed, he got older. [...] It was always a full schedule. Stadium with 

peanuts, then we always went to Esperança [pizzeria]. It doesn’t matter, 

winning, losing, we were always there. We made good friends there. Today, 

looking back to the past, what mattered least was the game’s result. We were 

always there for the club, we felt the connection to the club, between us. Good 

times. 

Sometimes, the club’s performance is not what really matters, but the commitment, the 

feeling of membership, the solidarity in times of success and failure (Damo, 2006). Toledo 

(2010) complemented the identity conception and community aspects: 

No one cheers alone. What's more, no one supports a team without writhing for 

others. And that would be the other side of identity, the production of 

differences [...] Difference is set in the same movement as identity, producing a 

regime of contrast between things – football clubs, for example – defining the 
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contours of a classification system. That is, there is a system of oppositions 

between clubs that make us dynamic and available, bringing individuals closer, 

pushing others away, but all in some way committed to an inclusive and 

dynamic system. 

Identity and alterity vary with levels of coverage: the school team, the 

neighborhood team, the professional football club, national teams; All these 

valences produce identities and differences at the same time. But the question 

is, do they really exist, do they measure things? The answer lies in the system of 

differences itself; it is what mobilizes our passions and adhesions beyond the 

lonely identity we hold for a single team. (p. 184) 
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6. DISCUSSION 

 

The present research has examined how brands and consumers navigate 

complementary, therefore nonexcluding, plural field-level institutional logics in consumption 

practices, which are transformed by the cultural construction of global-local dynamics and 

influence the resource environment. For this purpose, I studied how consumers engage in 

practices, sensemaking, and decision-making related to local and global football brands in 

Brazil, the football clubs being considered brands. 

Football is a relevant part of modern consumer culture, being iconic from both 

sociocultural and marketplace perspectives (McDonagh, 2017). Giulianotti and Robertson 

(2004) affirmed that the football industry should not be considered a reflection of the 

globalization process, but more than this, one of the representations of this process, a 

manifestation of globalization. Therefore, any analysis of the football market needs to 

consider the interplay of global and local, understanding globalization by two distinct, but 

closely connected processes, the compression of the world, characterized by a global 

intensification of social and cultural connectivity, and the increasingly subjective 

consciousness of the world as a whole, a single place (Robertson, 1992, 1995).  

In the last few decades, the global presence of European football clubs has influenced 

markets, crossing national borders worldwide. These clubs became TNCs, creating strong 

brand equity that makes possible enormous financial results generated by the global 

consumption of broadcasting, information, and merchandise items, which are sustained by 

and support the recruitment of the world’s best players and coaches, which leads to the 

possibility of a great spectacle and competitive success. It is a process based on simplicity and 

scale, replicated worldwide, as a classic global homogenization process (Ritzer, 2004).  

Based on this assumption, inserted in the entertainment arena with all the actual 

consumption possibilities, local brands still in traditional markets such as Brazil would tend 

toward irrelevance. The local football clubs, in general political associations with chaotic 

management and corporate governance systems, tend to get weakened due to this dynamic, 

which influences the players’ market transfer, reflecting the poor quality of the locally played 

game; that is, the quality of the content created. Even considering only the football content, 

advancing technology brought instant access to information worldwide, social media access, 

and football videogame franchises that potentiate the differences; football players becoming 
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personal brands, creating content on YouTube and other media forms, influencing and 

creating a connection to the European brands, reinforce the gap.  

However, the data analysis shows that local brands are still legitimate and remain 

relevant to consumers. In order to understand this market system dynamics, this research 

adopted institutional theory and the establishment of institutional logics as theoretical lenses. 

Markets are considered organizational fields constituting a set of institutions (Scaraboto & 

Fischer, 2013) with cultural, ideational, social, and symbolic meanings, recognized and 

accepted, that define social reality (Ertimur & Coskuner-Balli, 2015).  

The institutional logics (Thornton & Ocasio, 1999) present in this market were 

identified, and they helped to explain how brands operate in this the market. The data showed 

that consumers use simultaneously plural logics, defined as “fun” and “root” field-level 

logics, as the Table 15 on page 79 demonstrated.  

The fun field-level logic presents the entertainment that the brands seek to offer. The 

media, and recently the influencers, have the authority to indicate what is cool or not, what is 

desirable and acceptable, based on the market knowledge gathered. Consumers seek coolness, 

to be tuned in, they use brands as fashion, like any other entertainment brand available. The 

root field-level logic, on the other hand, privileges the feeling of belonging as a goal, provided 

by the expanded social groups, with communities, family members, or close friends being the 

authority. Traditions, histories, occasions that are shared with the group define the type of 

practices and they pursue passionate people. That being the case, this research’s first 

contribution is to advance the understanding of how consumers navigate through plural 

institutional logics, not assuming one or the other but both, during consumption practices.  

Consumers in the football context use plural logics – the fun and the root – to decide 

about their consumption. Football clubs in Brazil are considered more than brands, cultural 

manifestations (DaMatta, 2009), a kind of “sacred entity,” a temporal link between past, 

present, and future. The club affiliation projects the individual’s, family’s, and friends’ 

relationships (Damo, 2006). Supporting a club is part of social identity construction (Toledo, 

2010) and also part of a projected community (Damo, 2008). However, the clubs are 

commoditized brands (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2004), inserted in the global entertainment 

marketplace (Giulianotti, 2012), exposed to mediatization like the growing influence of mass 

and social media (Hepp et al., 2015).  
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The analysis revealed that brands and consumers are exposed to and simultaneously 

access both institutional logics.  The “fun” and the “root” logics, together with the global and 

local brand practices, support each other and activate the identity goal schema. Through social 

interaction, the brands acquire symbolic and material resources and process sensemaking and 

decision-making. Figure 20 illustrates the cross-level model of institutional logics adapted to 

the context, representing both institutional field-level logics on the macro level, and 

consumption identity construction and practices on the micro level.  

Figure 20 - A Cross-Level Model of Institutional Logics Adapted to Context: Macro to Micro, 

Micro to Macro 

Source: Developed from Thornton et al. (2012), p. 15. 

 

In contrast to Ertimur and Coskuner-Balli (2005), who identified coexisting but 

conflicting institutional logics, highlighting plural branding strategies to legitimize the diverse 

cultural capital and the brand identity of the market actors, the findings herein demonstrate 

that brands do not assume distinct strategies to gain legitimacy, considering that both logics 

are legitimated and constitute the construction of practice. Global brands rely on the “fun” 

field-level logic, simultaneously with their search to achieve symbolic resources that create 

identification, or ties with consumers, identified in the “root” field-level logic. Conversely, 

local brands, strongly guided by the “root” field-level logic, seek to develop strategies to 

reinforce practices that provide greater entertainment and “coolness,” and thereby attract 

consumers’ attention, identified in the “fun” field-level logic. Thus, consumers do not become 

brand segmented, or even any consumer action segregating brands, altering the logics of 
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competition, as Kjeldgaard et al. (2017) noted. Consumers assume and engage in both logics 

simultaneously. Brand value in this market is not constructed by offering distinctive benefits 

or the ideological needs of their target consumer, as in the American yoga market discussed 

by Ertimur and Coskuner-Balli (2005).  

Consumers define local brands' consumption based on a combination of the distinct 

logics and brands drawn from the broad repertoire of practices to contribute to the 

construction of diverse life-story testimonials, memories, and rituals, many of them linking 

local clubs to the community, to family, to feelings of belonging. Brands simultaneously aim 

also to provide fun, feelings of distraction, style aspects, which are part of decision-making 

and practices, since these brands are inserted in the entertainment arena, and if consumers 

might not migrate between football brands, other entertainment areas would be privileged.  

This contribution advances market systems studies, highlighting the dynamic by which 

brands do not face conflict, replacement, or change in institutional logics, but the plural logics 

complement each other. Both are simultaneously accessed by consumers and brands, 

differently than previous studies demonstrated. The filtering of institutional logics was 

revealed by Lee and Lounsbury (2015) in research that demonstrates that firms respond to 

institutional complexity according to the community of which they are part; in other words, 

community logics shape firms’ decisions. Giesler (2008) addressed the replacement of logics, 

in which cultural content such as music, movies, and the software market were replacing 

physical media, based on “possessive ideals,” by downloading, based on a “utilitarian ideal,” 

demonstrating that logics conflict and are replaced in the legitimacy process. Change and 

evolution of institutional logics were demonstrated by Humphreys’ (2010) research on the 

strategies adopted by casinos to win the cooperation of multiple stakeholders in the 

legitimation process, or even Martin and Schouten’s (2014) demonstration of the creation of 

the Mini Moto market, engendered by consumers who adapted existing parts in order to create 

a new product category. 

The globalization process as a macro-level societal logic has influence at the cognitive 

level, providing available and accessible categories and schemas for sensemaking and action 

through cultural construction, creating opportunities and, naturally, constraints to practice. At 

the social level in the institutional field, these categories and schemas are translated and 

adopted at various levels of abstraction as theories, frames, and narratives (Thornton et al., 

2012), in a process represented in Figure 21. Therefore, the “fun” and “root” institutional 

logics present in the local market were influenced and transformed, incorporating theories as 
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symbolic representations brought by global brands, which increase coherence in institutional 

logics and provide for a rapid adoption of institutional practices; frames that facilitate 

identification and mobilization, potentializing institutional changes; and narratives, by linking 

theories and frames with specific practices, generating linkages between the symbolic and 

material elements of institutional logics (Thornton et al., 2012), which reinforced and 

potentialized the search for local brands to emulate the practices of global brands. 

 

Figure 21 - Societal Logics, Cultural Construction, and the Emergence of Field-Level 

Institutional Logics 

 

Source: Developed from Thornton et al. (2012), p. 151. 

The concept of the “hypercommodification” of football brands (Giulianotti, 2002) can 
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macro logic. All the symbology involved in the field-level logics demonstrated in this 
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in the local organizational context, which in turn lead to institutional transformation, aligned 
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Local and global cannot be assumed as binary forms, otherwise “particular identities 

would always be on threaten or undermined, by more abstract global social forces” 

(Giulianotti & Robertson, 2012). The proper idea of “national” was spread around the world, 

even because identity presupposes alterity (Toledo, 2010). Global sports, football in 

particular, as an important cultural domain, can provide a global platform in which there is 

formal and informal integration, the “particularization of universalism.” Simultaneously, 

societies can project, explore, and evidence their national identities, and the “universalization 

of particularism” can also be intensified (Giulianotti & Robertson, 2012). 

Differently from Thompson and Arsel’s (2004) contribution, which revealed the 

global-local dynamics investigating global brand dominance, understanding how Starbucks 

structured the defined hegemonic brandscape, explicating the hegemonic influence exerted 

upon the sociocultural panorama, and enjoying considerable market success, this research 

presents global brands in the local marketplace that do not assume the strategy of substituting 

local brands, but aim to be incorporated in the market, in the established institutional logics.  

Answering the second research question, this study makes its final contribution, 

highlighting the developmental change of the fun institutional logic, its assimilation by 

incorporating narratives that reinforce the entertainment aspect, maintaining local brands’ 

dynamic and creating conditions for global brands to be incorporated as additional 

alternatives in consumption practices, without rivaling local brands, thus transforming market 

practices (Martin & Schouten, 2014; Sandikci & Ger, 2010). 

The analysis revealed that this transformation in institutional logics, instead of 

arousing consumers’ anti-brand, anti-corporate activism and localist movements in a 

resistance-based institutional logic (e.g., Karababa & Ger, 2011), resulted from global brands’ 

search for dominance. Consumers in the context of this research incorporated the global 

brands, adding to the choice of local brands, practically as a separate category, not as a 

segmented competitive brand (Ertimur & Coskuner-Balli, 2015). In contrast, the results of this 

research demonstrated diverse effects considering the interplay of plural logics and global 

brands not assuming a prominent role in the market, in order to relegate local brands to a 

restricted market segment, avoiding consumer resistance movements (Kjeldgaard et al., 2017; 

Thompson & Arsel, 2004). This is Wilk’s (1995) “structures of common difference,” in which 

cultures remain distinct but are present in a standardized scheme. The local brands try to 

emulate the global brands' practices and strategies, aiming to incorporate the symbology 
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represented by these brands into the local narrative, according to and reinforcing the “fun” 

field-level institutional logic. 

The purpose of this research was to investigate how brands and consumers deal with 

the field-level institutional logics organizing the practices of sensemaking and decision-

making, and how globalization, as a societal institutional logic, influences this dynamic. To 

this end, I considered Brazilian local football clubs and global European clubs as brands, and 

middle-class parents and their children, without any organized group fandom club affiliation, 

as consumers. Some insights and answers were provided but is also subject to limitation that 

provide avenues for further research.  

This research did not consider consumers social classes and genres, and did not 

incorporate young or old people, but mostly middle-aged men with children. Consumers with 

low or high involvement with these brands, or even consumers with organized club fandom 

affiliations also were not considered. More research is needed to understand this dynamic in 

relation to distinct consumer profiles. Another possible path for future research is to advance 

understanding of how players’ personal brands impact the dynamics and the interplay with 

field-level logics in this context.  

Deeper exploration of the interplay of complementary field-level institutional logics in 

other contexts, in which brand dynamics do not have a strong identity aspect, such as other 

entertainment arenas, health services, or specifically plastic surgery, would be another 

interesting path. Studies could also consider how brands that operate with via “root” field-

level institutional logics perform in other institutional fields, and whether these logics 

influence performance. As a final research pathway, the reasons and conditions that allow 

distinct logics to coexist in a complementary form, and the consequences of this for market 

dynamics, could be examined.  
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APPENDIX C: THE LOGICS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 

   

Brazilian Football Market: Logics and Their Characteristics 

Source: Developed from research data, based on the structure from Thornton et al. (2012) 
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